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I. Ship Operations 
 
A. Chronological Events 
 
16 May 10 Departed Seattle Pier 36 
24 May 10 Moored Honolulu Aloha Towers 
31 May 10 Departed Honolulu 
11 Jun 10 Stood into Bering Sea at Unimak Pass 
12 Jun 10 Moored Dutch Harbor UMC Pier 
14 Jun 10 Embarked HLY-10-01 Science Party 
15 Jun 10 Departed Dutch Harbor 
18 Jun 10 Stood into Arctic Ocean at Bering Strait 
18 Jun 10 Crossed Arctic Circle at 167-51.2 West Longitude 
27 Jun 10 Conducted ice liberty for crew 
28 Jun 10 Conducted passenger transfer at Barrow 
16 Jul 10 Crossed Arctic Circle at 168-46.1 West Longitude 
16 Jul 10 Stood into Bering Sea at Bering Strait 
19 Jul 10 Stood in Gulf of Alaska at Unimak Pass 
21 Jul 10 Moored Seward Alaska Railroad Cargo Dock 
21 Jul 10 Disembarked HLY-10-01 Science Party 
28 Jul 10 Departed Seward 
31 Jul 10 Stood into Bering Sea at Unimak Pass 
31 Jul 10 Moored Dutch Harbor UMC Pier 
02 Aug 10 Embarked HLY-10-02 Science Party 
02 Aug 10 Departed Dutch Harbor 
04 Aug 10 Stood into the Arctic Ocean at Bering Strait 
04 Aug 10 Crossed Arctic Circle at 168-16.5 West Longitude 
16 Aug 10 Conducted passenger embarkation via small boat at Barrow 
30 Aug 10 Transferred personnel to LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT for Medevac 
06 Sep 10 Disembarked HLY-10-02 via helicopter from Barrow; 

Embarked HLY-10-03 via helicopter from Barrow 
24 Sep 10 Crossed Arctic Circle at 168-38.5 West Longitude 
24 Sep 10 Stood into Bering Sea at Bering Strait  
26 Sep 10 Moored Dutch Harbor UMC Pier 
27 Sep 10 Disembarked HLY-10-03 Science Party 
29 Sep 10 Departed Dutch Harbor 
29 Sep 10 Stood into Gulf of Alaska at Akutan Pass 
01 Oct 10 Moored Kodiak Pier 2 
03 Oct 10 Departed Kodiak 
05 Oct 10 Moored Juneau South Franklin Dock 
09 Oct 10 Departed Juneau for Dependents Cruise 
11 Oct 10 Embarked pilots for transit of Inside Passage 
12 Oct 10 Disembarked pilots  
12 Oct 10 Moored Seattle Pier 36 
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B. Vessel Operations 
 
The 2010 deployment scheduling was commenced by HEALY during the 
summer of 2009.  The principal concerns shaping the 2010 schedule were the 
total number of days away from homeport (DAFHP), the triennial drydocking’s 
impact on the total DAFHP, aligning with PACAREA Port Call standards & 
offering the crew opportunities at ports other than Dutch Harbor.  Working 
with PACAREA and Headquarters the final schedule reflected 153 DAFHP 
during fiscal year 2010. 
 
With the largest constraints established, a notional schedule was produced in 
late July 2009.  The 2010 science missions contained two familiar missions and 
one entirely new mission as compared to 2009.  It included a five week NASA 
mission, a five week joint National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) – Extended Continental Shelf. A 
copy of the full schedule is provided in Appendix (1), with a summary provided 
below in Table 1.  A graphical briefing of the schedule is provided in Appendix 
(3).  Concept of operations (CONOPS), operations orders (OPORD), and 
deployment summaries (DEPSUM) are provided in Appendix (4), and are 
available upon request. 
 

Table 1. Arctic West Summer 2010 (AWS-10) Schedule 
7 Apr – 16 Apr Shakedown 
19 Apr – 22 Apr Aviation Standardization (STAN) Team Visit 
16 May – 24 May Transit from Seattle to Honolulu 
25 May – 30 May MPB Honolulu, HI 
31 May – 12 Jun Multibeam System Acceptance Test Enroute Dutch Harbor 
14 Jun – 22 Jul AWS-10-01 NASA ICESCAPE  
23 Jul – 27 Jul MPB Seward, AK 
28 Jul – 31 Jul Transit from Seward, AK to Dutch Harbor, AK 
02 Aug – 06 Sep AWS-10-02 Arctic ECS 
07 Sep – 28 Sep AWS-10-03 North slope moorings 
29 Sep – 12 Oct Transit from Dutch Harbor to Seattle via Kodiak & Juneau 

 
Shakedown, 07 April – 16 April 
 
From April 7th thru April 16th HEALY performed its annual shakedown 
following the winter drydock maintenance availability.  The shakedown 
schedule is provided in Appendix (2).  As standard, vendor work acceptance 
trials were performed, grooms were conducted on various systems, and 
emergency drills were conducted.  An aggressive training and science system 
shakedown was scheduled and largely achieved.  Nearly all of the intended 
science evolutions were completed, including time spent in the vicinity of the 
NOAA weather buoy in the Strait of Juan de Fuca for sensor calibration.  At the 
conclusion of Shakedown, a comprehensive list of pending issues, both short 
term (crucial for AWS-10) and long term, was assembled and used to guide 
work efforts leading up to the AWS-10 deployment. 
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Aviation Standardization (STAN) Visit, 19 April – 22 April 
Representatives of the Ship-Helo Standardization Team from Aviation Training 
Center (ATC) Mobile conducted the inport portion of the visit pierside at BSU 
Seattle 19-20 April, followed by a one-day underway period conducting flight 
operations with an Air Station Port Angeles HH65.  HEALY successfully 
completed the visit and associated qualification.  The final report of the Ship-
Helo STAN Team is attached as Appendix (5). 
 
 

 
An HH-60J from AIRSTA Barbers Point prepares to land on HEALY’s flight deck during             
flight operations conducted off the coast of Hawaii. 
 
 
Transit from Seattle to Honolulu, 16 May – 24 May 
 
The transit from Seattle to Honolulu was largely uneventful. Some 
cycloconverter problems resulted in engineering troubleshooting efforts and 
onboard techs continued to run the new EM122 Multibeam sonar to assess its 
performance prior to the formal acceptance testing planned for the next transit 
leg. 
 
Requests for flight operations with both Air Station Astoria and Air Station 
Barbers Point were accommodated, requiring faster transit speeds than 
originally planned.  HEALY moored on time at Aloha Tower in Honolulu 
harbor the morning of Monday, 24 May, and the crew enjoyed a week of liberty 
somewhere other than Dutch Harbor in preparation for the 5 month 
deployment.  Tours for the public in Honolulu were conducted for two hours 
each on two different days. 
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Multibeam System Acceptance Test & Dutch Harbor Transit, 31 May – 12 
June 
 
Since weather cut short the flight operations conducted prior to mooring in 
Honolulu, they were rescheduled for the day of departure – however weather 
once again cancelled the operations. 
 
During the northbound transit, several areas were chosen in various depths of 
water and bottom characteristics to evaluate the multibeam performance to 
support a formal acceptance decision.  Recurring failure of several circuit 
boards necessitated a fast run north and boat operations at Dutch Harbor to 
retrieve addition spare parts to facilitate completion of the testing.  Testing was 
completed on time and the EM122 multibeam was recommended to be 
accepted on 12 June. 
 
AWS-10-01 37-day NASA ICESCAPE Mission (Arrigo), 14 June – 22 July 
 
The NASA Impacts of Climate on EcoSystems and Chemistry of the Arctic 
Pacific Environment (ICESCAPE) mobilized in Dutch Harbor on 14 June.  
This group was very large, at 48 personnel and they had a large amount of gear 
to set up – including sensors on the bow platform, in the Arctic Survey Boat, on 
a new collapsible mast above the bridge, and in every available lab space 
onboard.  Setting up continued for a couple days during the transit north and 
prior to first operations in the Bering Strait. 
 
Key components of this mission included open water stations consisting of 
sequenced deployment of multiple sensors from HEALY, as well as launch of 
the ASB at selected stations.  A third focus was on-ice deployments of 
approximately 12 personnel for optical measurements, ice analysis & under-ice 
water sample collection.  In general, investment of additional time during the 
northbound transit to exchange information about station expectations and 
ship/ASB limitations may have improved station efficiency, however we 
ultimately exceeded objectives based on numbers of stations occupied, both 
open water and on-ice. 
 
Pre-cruise planning was critical to the success of this mission, including 
focused efforts to retain departing crewmembers, arranging early-arrival of 
some new crewmembers, utilizing 1/c cadets onboard to supplement the bridge 
watch and keeping the boat operators out of the standard watch rotation to 
increase flexibility for boat and on-ice operations.  Without these measures, 
HEALY’s optimal crew size would have difficulty supporting this mission with 
the flexibility we did this year. 
 
The on-ice deployments during this mission were different from on-ice 
deployments from HEALY during the past few years in that the scientists were 
seeking ice floes in the midst of the spring melting process.  As a result, 
positioning of the ship to allow access to suitable ice without destroying the 
floe was a challenge and OODs had to learn how to bring the ship to rest on ice 
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that is thinner than spring ice, which is generally thicker/harder and not yet in 
the midst of melting. OODs worked with science personnel to identify ice that 
would meet the needs of the science party, be safe for deploying people, and 
which the OODs would be able to partially pull the ship onto, allowing the ice 
to hold the ship steady without cracking the ice.  As a result of lessons learned 
& interaction with highly experienced sea ice personnel in the science party, 
HEALY’s on-ice instruction will be revised and expanded to address this type 
of ice deployment. 
 
NASA was demobilized and all gear offloaded in Seward, AK.  This required 
more than one day to accomplish all work and our arrival eight hours early 
allowed the extra time necessary to complete the demobilization by COB on 22 
July. 
 
Mid-Patrol Break in Seward & Transit to Dutch Harbor, 23 July – 31 July 
 
The crew enjoyed a six day mid-patrol break in Seward, AK with many 
exploring the outdoor activities in the area, traveling to Anchorage and 
enjoying the hospitality of the local VFW Post. 
 
Departure from Seward was timed to take advantage of the high tide on 28 July 
and a Man Overboard (shipboard recovery) drill was conducted for the 
observation and critique of the embarked Afloat Training Group (ATG) Liaison 
Officer.  The ATG officer also observed an Integrated Training Team drill and 
offered critique, performing a miniature Limited Team Training which will 
help in HEALY preparations for the FY11 CART/TSTA cycle. 
 
HEALY moored on time in Dutch Harbor for logistics, fueling and 
mobilization of the Arctic ECS mission on 02 August. 
 
 

 
HEALY crewmembers participate in a community service project during the mid-patrol break 
in Seward, AK 
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AWS-10-02 34-day Arctic ECS Mission (Edwards), 02 August – 06 
September 
 
The Arctic Extended Continental Shelf (ECS) mission mobilized on time and 
departed Dutch Harbor in the afternoon on 02 August.  During the northbound 
transit, planning began immediately for the planned coring and dredging 
operations.  This early investment paid dividends when HEALY arrived a bit 
earlier than expected near the planned rendezvous point at the US-Canadian 
border, and CCGS LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT (LSSL) was delayed – allowing 
the completion of one gravity core and two very successful piston cores – one 
of which recovered a rare Arctic gas-hydrate sample. 
 
Following rendezvous with LSSL, an unfortunate injury to a LSSL 
crewmember required their return east for a medevac, resulting in a further 
delay of operations.  Later, after completion of the first survey lines in ice in 
the US EEZ, HEALY was able to run south to Barrow and recover a 
replacement crewmember and mission-critical parts for LSSL while they 
continued seismic survey of lines in open water.  The joint operation resumed 
just prior to LSSL re-entering the ice and continued to allow steady progress 
northward along the cruise track. 
 
Approximately halfway through the mission, LSSL experienced an engineering 
casualty which required approximately 24 hours of work on their starboard 
shaft thrust bearing.  During this period, HEALY continued northbound 
multibeam mapping and conducted a piston core and CTD in the deep Canada 
Basin.  Both vessels rendezvoused about 2 days later and resumed joint seismic 
survey operations on an eastbound line in the vicinity of 82° North latitude.  
Prior to reaching the 2500 meter depth contour on this line near the Queen 
Elizabeth Islands, a LSSL crewmember fell seriously ill, requiring both vessels 
to divert southbound enroute Tuktoyaktuk for a medevac.  Heavy ice conditions 
in this area initially challenged both vessels for about 48 hours, after which 
time transit speeds improved.  A subsequent injury to a HEALY crewmember 
during this transit resulted in the HEALY patient and an escort being 
transferred to LSSL for transfer ashore in Tuktoyaktuk and commercial travel 
back to Seattle for more robust specialized care.  HEALY conducted two piston 
cores and a deep CTD while awaiting LSSL return from the medevac, at which 
time both vessels completed one final east to west seismic line just northwest of 
Banks Island before parting ways early morning on 04 September. 
 
This mission was safely demobilized by helicopter off Barrow, AK on 6 
September. 
 
AWS-10-03 20-day North Slope Moorings (Pickart), 07 September – 28 
September 
 
The North Slope Mooring mission began mobilizing by helicopter from Barrow 
the morning of Labor Day, September 6th.  Visibility & sea conditions were 
ideal, allowing HEALY to anchor & conduct flight operations throughout the 
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day – demobilizing the 10-02 mission and mobilizing the 10-03 mission (60+ 
personnel transfers and 10,000+ lbs of food and cargo) in a record 8 hours.  
HEALY was on-mission conducting a bathymetric survey of Barrow Canyon 
by midnight. 
 
The operational description provided in the cruise planning form is: 
 

The primary mission of this cruise is to service moorings as part of 
several on-going programs and to carry out hydrographic measurements 
for the yearly assessment of the western Arctic Boundary Current.  The 
area of operations will be the vicinity of Barrow Canyon and the 
Beaufort shelf and slope as far east as 134W.  In addition, we will 
deploy a meteorological station on the pack ice in the southern Canada 
basin. 

 
The missions was highly successful, meeting or exceeding all mission 
objectives, with the exception of one HARPS mooring which failed to surface 
after the hydrostatic release was commanded.  It is suspected to be stuck in the 
mud and bottom sediment.  All other mooring recoveries and deployments were 
successful.  During the mission 172 CTD casts were completed, which is 15% 
more than the stated goal of 150 casts – producing the first comprehensive 
sectional CTD survey of the Western Arctic Boundary Current from Barrow to 
the entrance of the Amundsen Gulf.  One final unique aspect of this mission 
was the deployment of an autonomous weather station on an ice floe, which 
also provided one last ice liberty opportunity for the deployment.  This weather 
station unfortunately stopped transmitting 24 hours after deployment, with 
polar bear damage being the most likely cause. 
 

 
A polar bear as seen from HEALY 
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Transit from Dutch Harbor to Seattle, 29 September – 12 October 
 
The transit from Dutch Harbor began early the morning of September 29th.  
After a difficult unmooring in very gusty winds to 30 knots, and transit north 
out of Dutch Harbor in 20+ foot seas, a quick jog through Akutan Pass led to 
much calmer seas.  The afternoon of 30 September provided just a short period 
of ideal weather for DLQs with an Air Station Kodiak H60, however winds and 
clouds slowly increased during the training in the early evening, leading to 
building seas overnight.  Toward the end of the training DLQs, the H60 
experienced a loss of engine power forcing an emergency landing on deck.  The 
helicopter was secured on deck and offloaded by crane on 02 October, after 
mooring in Kodiak on 01 October. 
 
HEALY departed Kodiak on 03 October enroute Juneau, beating across the 
Gulf of Alaska just ahead of a developing storm and mooring in Juneau the 
afternoon of 05 October at the South Jackson Dock.  Original plans had 
HEALY mooring at the CG mooring, however due to sketchy information 
about the depths alongside the CG pier and an extremely low -3.9 foot tide 
during our stay, we opted for the 45 foot confirmed depths alongside the South 
Jackson Dock.  We used a 45 foot brow provided by the pier and ran it from the 
6 foot platform on the pier to the flight deck, which worked well for the 25 foot 
tidal range experienced during our stay.  The brow was very steep at high tide, 
however with only adjustment of the platform on the pier, the brow remained 
connected & accessible throughout the 4 day stay. 
 
After departing Juneau, HEALY transited Stephens Passage, Frederick Sound, 
and Chatham Straits to Cape Decision before nightfall.  HEALY transited 
Sumner Strait to Stikine Strait, going around Zarembo Island, during the night.  
Clarence Strait, Dixon Entrance, and Hecate Strait consumed the next day.  At 
Pine Island HEALY embarked two Canadian pilots.  The pilots conned the 
cutter through Johnstone Strait, Seymour Narrows, and Strait of Georgia to 
Haro Strait and then to Victoria.  The transit with pilots took about 18 hours.  
After disembarking the pilots, HEALY returned to Seattle via transit of Puget 
Sound. 
 
II. Deck Operations 
 
The following table documents the dates and durations of small boat 
deployments.  The “11” and “10” are HEALY’s rigid-hull inflatable boats, and 
the “251” is the Arctic Survey Boat (ASB). 
 

Table 2: Small Boat Sortie Log 

Date 
Sortie 
Type Exact Mission Boat Time 

16-May Ops Training/Recovery 11 1h00m 
3-Jun Morale Swim Call 11 1h30m 

8-Jun Ops 
Parts Run  
(Dutch Harbor) 11 1h30m 
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14-Jun Ops Training  251 3h00m 
17-Jun Ops Data Collection 251 3h55m 
19-Jun Ops Data Collection 251 2h30m 
20-Jun Ops Data Collection 251 2h55m 
21-Jun Ops Data Collection 251 2h50m 
22-Jun Ops Data Collection 251 3h00m 
24-Jun Ops Data Collection 251 2h50m 
28-Jun Ops Data Collection 251 4h00m 
29-Jun Ops Data Collection 251 3h30m 

1-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 2h40m 
2-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 3h35m 
4-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 2h40m 
5-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 2h50m 
6-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 2h40m 
7-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 2h50m 
9-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 3h00m 

12-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 1h30m 
13-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 2h00m 
15-Jul Ops Data Collection 251 2h15m 
2-Aug Training MOB Drill 11 08m 

16-Aug Ops PAX Transfer 251 2h55m 
16-Aug Ops Parts Run (Barrow) 11 1h00m 
11-Sep Ops Mooring Recovery 10 45m 
12-Sep Ops Mooring Recovery 11 30m 
12-Sep Ops Mooring Recovery 11 40m 
13-Sep Ops Mooring Recovery 11 1hr25m
13-Sep Ops Mooring Recovery 11 1hr10m
22-Sep Ops Air Drop Recovery 10 35m 
23-Sep Ops Mooring Recovery 10 1hr10m
26-Sep Ops Line Handlers 11 1hr00m

 
 
A. Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI (HLY-10-TB) (16 May to 24 May) 
 
During the transit from Seattle to Honolulu, HI, deck operations were minimal, 
and Deck Division focused on preparing for the summer and on the flight 
operations discussed in their respective sections of this report.  On 16 May, 
224711 was recovered and cradled after it and HEALY departed Pier 36.  Prior 
to being recovered, small boat engineering training was conducted on 11. 
 
B. Moored in Honolulu, HI (24 May to 31 May) 
 
While in Honolulu, Deck Division assisted in preparations for the upcoming 
missions. They onloaded a total of six picks, weighing in at a total of 3400 lbs.  
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The picks consisted of the 1400lb Accommodation Ladder, a pump (500 lbs), 
and 4 pallets for GSK (1500 lbs total). 
 

 
Deck division makes preparations to get underway for AWS-10 
 
C. Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK (HLY-10-TC) (31 May to 12 June) 
 
While on the way to Dutch Harbor, AK from Honolulu, HEALY conducted a 
swim call.  Members of Deck Division assisted in making this possible by 
standing shark watch from the bridge and from 224711, and standing by as a 
rescue swimmer.  After the small boat operations, MK1 Myers received his 
qualification as CB-L Engineer.  After the swim call, Deck Division assisted in 
testing new cutter rescue swimmer equipment.  This equipment consisted of a 
block on the starboard A-frame and rigging to allow lowering of a rescue 
swimmer and recovery of a stokes litter from the starboard A-frame – 
HEALY’s primary shipboard recovery man overboard station.  A major finding 
of this test was that recovery of an unconscious man overboard in rough seas 
using a stokes litter will be impossible for a single rescue swimmer.  As a result 
HEALY procured a helicopter hoist basket – allowing the rescue swimmer to 
more easily maneuver an unconscious man overboard into the basket for more 
timely recovery from the water in rough seas.  IT1 Uribarri was the rescue 
swimmer for this evolution.  On 8 June, HEALY approached Dutch Harbor, 
and 224711 left HEALY for a parts run into Dutch Harbor.  After this 
evolution, MK2 Jones received his qualification as CB-L Engineer. 
 
D. AWS10-01 Mobilization in Dutch Harbor, AK (12 June to 14 June) 
 
On June 14, 38251 conducted training in preparation for the Arctic Survey Boat 
operations required during AWS-10-01.  The training lasted three hours, and 2 
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members of Deck Division received their ASB crewman qualification.  Also in 
Dutch Harbor, Deck Division onloaded equipment for the upcoming mission: 
 

Table 3: Picks for AWS10-01 Mobilization 

Number Description 
Weight 
(lbs) 

Onload   
1 Accom Ladder 1400 
6 Pallets of Food 6000 
4 Pallets for GSK 4000 
1 ASB 16000 
1 Bow Tower  
5 Miscellaneous Picks (Sci) 2000 

Offload   
8 Cargo Nets of Trash 4800 

On HEALY   

20 
Science Boxes  
(Hangar to Aft Deck) 4000 

20 
Science Boxes  
(Aft Deck to Hangar) 5000 

TOTAL   
66  39700 

 
 
E. HLY-10-01 (14 June to 21 July) 
 
ASB Operations 
 
During the 2010 NASA ICESCAPE mission, the Arctic Survey Boat (ASB) 
was employed for 18 sorties carrying NASA scientists back and forth to the ice 
edge to deploy highly technical science equipment gathering data and water 
samples in the marginal ice zone. The ASB accumulated over 50 hours of 
operational time, equal to 4 years of normal operational use (see Table 2: Small 
Boat Sortie Log).  All ASB operations were conducted with NASA 
ICESCAPE.  The missions included optics deployments in the water, water 
samples, and water optics measurements utilizing an attached mast.   
 
The  first type of optics deployments consisted of a small Apparent Optical 
Properties (AOP) package, a 2ft x 2ft and 15lb instrument that is deployed off 
the bow ramp and hand tended as the coxswain backs down to maintain a 
separation of 25 meters.  The second type of optics deployment was the 
Inherent Optical Properties (IOP) package.  This instrument consisted of a cage 
approximately 40in x 24in x 24in that housed multiple smaller instruments and 
weighed approx 100lbs.  This was deployed off the bow ramp by hand, and 
positioned aft under the J-bar on the port side.  Then it was lowered to working 
depth (which varied depending on location and water depth) and raised again 
using a pot puller attached to the J-bar. 
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Lessons Learned 

 
A taller J-bar needs to be manufactured and fitted for the ASB to eliminate the 
need to have personnel work the heavy IOP package over the bow ramp.  
Additionally, scientists need to bring spare parts or extra gear.  During this 
mission their pot puller, the only equipment they brought to raise and lower the 
IOP, broke.  The only option to continue the mission was to fair-lead the 
tending line over the bow door and utilize the ASB aft anchor capstan to raise 
and lower the equipment.  This worked, but it was unsafe due to having the line 
tending through the ASB cabin next to the coxswain. Thirdly, ICESCAPE 
equipment mounted in the ASB needs to be easily removable, so the ASB can 
be utilized for other missions, such as ice deployment operations.  The amount 
of ICESCAPE equipment onboard precluded the use of the ASB for any other 
missions because it was not efficient to remove/deinstall the temporarily 
installed equipment to make room for equipment necessary to support an on-ice 
deployment. 
 

 
HEALY’s Arctic Survey Boat underway for a science station during AWS 10-01 
 
On-Ice Operations 
 
During the on-ice portions of the mission, HEALY crew oversaw 10 separate 
on-ice deployments.  Polar Bear and Ice Rescue watches were established while 
deploying up to twelve science party members to the ice to conduct 
experiments, as well as over 50 individual equipment hoists. Towards the 
conclusion of the mission, key players involved in on-ice operations conducted 
a debrief of ice deployments. The lessons learned and best practices should be 
considered when rewriting the HEALY on-ice instruction.  
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 Lessons Learned 
 
In general, the current ice operations instruction was seen as too conservative 
and restrictive, and does not permit adequate access to an ice floe.   
Additionally, the PPE requirements are considered restrictive; we should add 
flexibility by considering Mustangs, PFDs or Civilian Comparable equipment.   
The ice brief template should be changed to warn against wearing the MSD 901 
without hard soled shoes on non-skid (no more "getting dressed out" in the 
hanger). Several science members complained that the suits were not water 
tight. Additionally, helmets must be worn while transiting the brow (when 
brow is connected to the crane), although the current boat crew helmets are too 
small or tight to allow personnel to wear thermal protective head gear beneath 
them. A regular hard hat or purchasing larger helmets could be looked at.  
 
An ice rescue drill should be performed at the first available opportunity to 
allow swimmers, cutter, and science personnel to gain first-hand experience at 
ice rescue. Moreover, ice etiquette training  should be conducted by the science 
party to discuss do’s and don’ts regarding their science equipments and 
experiments, including distance and position relative to the cutter, shadowing 
experiments by ship personnel, and handling of equipment.  
 
HEALY purchased a longer (50ft) ice brow to reduce the incline.  The ice brow 
is used to allow science party and crew convenient and safe access to science 
ice stations. The current ice brow is 40ft long, and provides a very steep, slow, 
and sometimes dangerous descent to the ice. A 10' longer brow will decrease 
the incline and allow for a safer, quicker and easier transit to and from the ice.  
 

 
An on-ice station, with the ice brow deployed from HEALY 
 
The bow crane should be the preferred method to deploy gear to the ice, 
however when deploying on floes of marginal condition/thickness, 
disconnecting the brow from the crane is sometimes avoided for safety reasons 
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(quick repositioning of the brow and recovery of personnel), which sometimes 
requires lowering/raising gear by hand on the brow. Using the crane during 
AWS-10-01 deployments saved time, wear and tear on the sleds, and lowered 
the workload on deck personnel, such as hauling and lowering sleds manually 
up and down the ice brow. Additionally, staging ice team gear in the bow tower 
box on the foc'sle saved time and pre/post-ice workload.  
 
Use of the ASB should be considered for on-ice deployments to smaller, less 
stable ice flows.  If this were the case, the science party would need to work on 
downsizing the crew and equipment deployed for mini on-ice deployments 
from the ASB. 
 
Placing the bear watch on the fo’c'sle allowed better visibility over ridges and 
possible earlier warning for personnel on the ice, however during periods of 
low visibility the bear watch was put down on the ice where they had better 
visibility in the fog.  The bridge may also be an option in the future for staging 
bear watches.  Also, for long deployments, the swimmer should be removed 
from the ice once the initial survey is complete.  The swimmer is an emergency 
asset and long-term deployment on ice can fatigue the swimmer or the 
swimmer could be involved in an ice breakthrough.  By staging the swimmer 
on the ship, they are better equipped to survey an emergency situation and plan 
the best rescue approach. 
 
Currently, we are using a back attachment point climbing harness as an extra 
measure of safety while science party members are working in melt ponds.  
Back attachment points are not conducive to self rescue; they only allow the 
tender to pull the individual away from the ice he or she is trying to climb on. 
Additionally, it is difficult for the individual to disconnect the harness in an 
emergency.  Deck Division is looking at side attachment point harnesses, such 
as a swimmer’s harness, as an alternative.  
 
During this mission, we experimented with ice anchors, seeing how well they 
would hold the ship in place as she tried to move forward.  It seemed that ice 
anchors could be viable when HEALY has difficulty maintaining position next 
to a flow, but our experiments were minimal, and more experimenting is 
required.  
 
Often it is more manageable to run missions concurrently (ie: boat and ice ops). 
This will shorten the amount of time personnel will be required on deck 
exposed to the elements.  

 
Non-operations department personnel could, and did, participate in ice 
operations in the following positions: brow watch, ice rescue swimmer/tender, 
and bear watch.  

 
Additional equipment that was recommend was a gas auger, boots (at present 
the boots we have are great standing-around boots, but are not adequate for 
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walking around on ice or going up and down the brow), high power cordless 
drills, and ice anchors.  
 

 
HEALY crewmembers load science equipment onto the ice for a science station 
 
F. Mid-patrol Break in Seward, AK (21 July to 28 July) 
 
While in Seward, AK for HEALY’s midpatrol break, Deck Division assisted 
with the onloads for the upcoming mission.  Four lifts of food, totaling 1500 
lbs, six lifts of supplies, totaling 10,000 lbs, and 60 lifts of science equipment, 
totaling 50,000 lbs were onloaded to HEALY. 
 
E. HLY 10-02 Mobilization in Dutch Harbor, AK (31 July to 02 August) 
 
While in Dutch Harbor, AK for the mobilization of HLY AWS10-02, four lifts 
of supplies, totaling 1200 lbs, and 20 lifts of science equipment, totaling 20,000 
lbs, were brought onboard. 
 
D. HLY 10-02 (02 August – 06 September) 
 
On 16 Aug, HEALY launched the ASB in the morning to pick up a LOUIS S. 
ST. LAURENT crewmember from Barrow, AK.  The weather that morning 
was clear with light winds from the south east and a 2ft swell from the east.  
After being launched, the crew of the ASB headed in to recon the beach at 
Barrow until the flight landed.  They first spoke the captain of the landing craft 
Greta, to ask if they would be in the area around the 6th of Sept for our offload 
(to have another option if weather would not allow the launch of a helo or small 
boat).  Then they proceeded down the beach to the Barrow "Boat Ramp", 
which consists of a low boy steel trailer backed into the water.  It was decided 
this would be the best area to conduct the personnel transfer because the ramp 
was creating a small lee from the swells.  The swells on the beach were 
approximately one to two feet and moving down the beach from east to west.  
Unable to beach the ASB directly on the ramp due to the possibility of 
damaging the aluminum hull on the corrugated steel bottom of the trailer, the 
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ASB crew proceeded in slowly and dropped the stern anchor approximately 20 
yards out from the beach.   
 
Due to the design of the ASB, you cannot let go the anchor from the aft cradle 
due to the fact it falls directly between the out drives.  There is not enough 
space for it to fall freely with out impacting the lower unit or fouling the 
screws.  You must first stop the screws, then toss the anchor clear of the stern 
and tend between the lower units.   
 
The crew set the anchor and proceeded into the beach.  Upon beaching and 
lowering the door, they embarked the passenger and his gear.  When they put 
the anchor line to the power capstan and began pulling the ASB off the beach, 
at which time a 2ft swell hit the stern and swamped the back deck.  Due to the 
engine hatches not being water tight, there was some water intrusion in the 
engine compartment.  After getting off the beach they weighed anchor, and 
while pulling the anchor it became wrapped around the lower unit (again due to 
poor design of having to pull the anchor up between the lower units).  They 
were able to free it with a boat hook, and proceeded to the HEALY for 
recovery.  After recovery they noted a hole in one of the covers of the port 
lower unit, probably caused by the anchor when it became fouled. 
 
From this event, it is recommended that ASB crews do not conduct any 
beaching evolutions in anything greater than a 2ft swell, simply for the fact the 
engine compartments on the back deck are not water tight and swamping the 
back deck could cause major damage to the boat.  Also, with a larger swell 
there is more of a risk of the stern slamming into the sand and damaging the 
props, even with the lower units in “beach” mode. 
 
Later that evening, we launched the RHI to pick up some fuel filters for the 
LSSL.  Prior to launching, HEALY made contact with the Tug NAGIC, which 
had been observed earlier with a fuel barge pushed up on the beach.  We made 
arrangements to tie up alongside them to transfer the parts.  They did require 
we had our military ID's on us for security purposes.  We tied up the RHI on 
the starboard quarter of the tug, and then proceeded down the barge deck to the 
beach via a small ladder.  We met the BASC representative on the beach and 
transferred the parts to the RHI, with the help of some of the barge crew.                 
 
On 06 September, HEALY set anchor detail and anchored off Barrow in 44 
meters of water for the demobilization on HLY 10-02 and the mobilization of 
HLY 10-03. We used the port anchor and 7 shots of chain on a mud bottom.  
Winds were 15kts at 090-T, and current was 1kt at 270-T. While conducting 
the pre/post briefs for anchoring, it was determined there was a need for an 
anchor control/brake operators JQR. The JQR was developed and submitted for 
command approval. 
 
During HLY 10-02, BM2 McCann was recertified as an RHI Coxswain and 
Crew, and ME2 Siciak was recertified as an RHI Crew and Engineer.  
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One of HEALY’s RHIs prepares for an approach 
 
E. HLY 10-03 (07 September – 28 September) 
 
HEALY Deck Division participated heavily in mooring recoveries during HLY 
10-03. The first few moorings were HARPS moorings.  Deck Division 
launched the RHI with a Coxswain, Crew, and Engineer (plus break-ins), and a 
representative from the science party who would assist in preparing the 
mooring for recovery.  The science party released the moorings from the 
bottom, and upon their surfacing, we launched the RHI.  Once in the water, we 
proceeded to the mooring and the science party used zip ties to secure the 
fragile hydrophone up and out of the way.  We then proceeded to HEALY's 
stern to wait for them to take up station and pass us the haul-in line.  Once we 
had the haul-in line, we proceeded back to the mooring (approximately 50-
100yds away) and connected it to the mooring.  We moved the RHI clear and 
waited while HEALY recovered the mooring via the aft A-Frame.  Once 
recovered safely, the RHI was recovered.  The rest of the moorings (usually 
whale moorings) for this phase were similar, minus having a science person on 
the RHI or having to worry about securing a fragile piece of equipment.  The 
moorings tended to vary slightly in size, shape, and design.  At every brief prior 
to recovery, a member of the science party would have a diagram of the 
mooring and instruct the boat crew on exactly where to hook it up. 
 
 
III. Air Operations 
 
Aviation services in support of HEALY were provided by a mix of 
commercial, foreign, and Coast Guard.  All of the commercial services were 
provided by Maritime Helicopters from Homer, Alaska.  NSF contracted with 
the Department of Interior’s Aviation Management Directorate to provide the 
commercial services.  During the joint operations with the Canadian Coast 
Guard aviation services were supplied by the Canadian Coast Guard helicopter 
embarked on the CCGS LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT.  Coast Guard helicopters 
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were used for all other training events.  HEALY’s waiver to operate with 
unfamiliar aircraft is attached as Appendix (6). 
 
Justification and flight time estimations for the first two missions were 
coordinated between the Chief Scientist and National Science Foundation 
personnel.  Estimations of services needed for all of the Barrow stops were 
provided by HEALY. 
 
A. HLY-10-TA, Shakedown/Aviation Standardization Team Visit 
 
HEALY completed Aviation Standardization Team qualification from 19 – 21 
Apr 10.  The inport portions were conducted 19-20 Apr, followed by one 
afternoon/evening of flight operations with an Air Station Port Angeles HH65 
on 20 Apr.  The helicopter completed flight deck/fire team helicopter 
familiarization, 16 day landings, 8 night landings, 1 HIFR, 1 VERTREP, 1 
Crash on Deck Drill & 1 hot refueling evolution.  HEALY successfully 
completed the STAN visit and met all standards, the final report is attached as 
Appendix (5). 
 
B. HLY-10-TB, Transit Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI 
 
After departing Seattle on 16MAY10, HEALY conducted flight operations 
with CG6021, an HH60 from AIRSTA Astoria.  The helicopter completed 35 
touch and go landings, 14 landings with primary tiedowns, and 1 Helicopter In 
Flight Refueling (HIFR).  After these flight operations, ENS Sinks and IT1 
Uribarri were qualified as Landing Signal Officers. 
 
On 23MAY10, HEALY conducted flight operations with CG6591, an HH65 
from AIRSTA Barbers Point.  The helicopter completed 8 touch and go 
landings, 3 landings with primary tiedowns, 6 Vertical Replenishments 
(VERTREP) practices, and 1 HIFR.  High winds prevented further operations. 
 
 
B. HLY-10-TC, Transit Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK 
 
After departing Honolulu the morning of 31 May, plans were established with 
Air Station Barbers Point to attempt completion of the 23 May flight operations 
the evening of 31 May.  However, due to wind and sea conditions falling 
outside flight parameters, the operations were cancelled in the late afternoon. 
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The fueling detail hot refuels an HH-65J on HEALY’s flightdeck 
 
C. HLY-10-01, NASA ICESCAPE 
 
On  28 Jun 10, HEALY conducted flight operations with Maritime Helicopter’s 
Bell 206 Jet Ranger operating between the airport in Barrow, Alaska and 
HEALY approximately 5NM offshore.  One person (science party member) 
was transferred to HEALY and two personnel (one science party member & 
one ConverTeam tech rep) were transferred ashore during one round-trip flight. 
 

 
    Maritime Helicopter’s Bell 206 JetRanger – 28 June 2010 
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D. HLY-10-TD, Transit Seward, Alaska to Dutch Harbor, Alaska 
 
On 29 Jul 10, HEALY conducted flight operations with an Air Station Kodiak 
HH60 south of Kodiak Island.  Training operations consisted of 3 daytime pilot 
re-certifications, including 9 touch-and-go landings, 6 landings with primary 
tiedowns and one HIFR.  Follow-on operations were originally planned with an 
HH65 as well, however heavy fog developed between the Air Station and 
HEALY’s position offshore, which resulted in cancelling the HH65 operations. 
 
E. HLY-10-02, Arctic Extended Continental Shelf 
 
During the Arctic ECS mission, 13 landings of the CCGS LOUIS S. ST. 
LAURENT Eurocopter BO-105 helicopter (CG-363) were conducted to 
support science objectives, logistics and professional personnel exchanges. 
 

 
    CCGS LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT Eurocopter BO-105 Helicopter 
 
F. HLY-10-02 Demobilization & HLY-10-03 Mobilization off Barrow 
 
On 06 Sep 10, HEALY arrived offshore of Barrow, AK to conduct flight 
operations with a Maritime Helicopters Bell 406 LIII.  The easterly wind 
produced a 3-5 foot wrap-around swell off Barrow, however it sufficiently 
tapered off further south and HEALY was able to anchor just over 1 NM from 
the shore approximately 2 NM south of the airport.  The 10-15 knot easterly 
wind and the prevalent current (app. 1 knot) from the southwest steadied 
HEALY on a perfect heading with zero flight deck motion and a port beam 
wind, putting us within parameters for starboard-to-port athwartship landings 
throughout the day. 
 
Given the ideal conditions and after extensive review of the SHOPS manual 
and discussions with the pilot, passenger transfers were conducted without 
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primary tiedowns, skids equating to chocks, and with rotors turning – greatly 
improving efficiency of the operation as compared to previous years.  The 
VERTREP procedure was also modified to allow the pilot to drop the load aft 
of the “TTTT” line, land in the forward part of the landing circle forward of the 
“TTTT” line, have flight deck crew connect next VERTREP load, and then the 
helicopter would take off, centering over and lifting the load before departing 
for shore.  These procedures worked safely and accomplished more than 60 
personnel transfers and 10,000+ lbs of cargo transfer in eight hours. 
 
Total evolutions included: 
22 Landings 
16 VERTREP deliveries, 11 removals 
4 Static Refuels 
 

 
       Maritime Helicopters’ Bell 406 LIII Helicopter VERTREP – 06 Sep 10 
 
G. HLY-10-03, North Slope Moorings 
 
One evaporator was inoperative due to a failed motor, requiring water 
conservation for much of the mission.  Arrangements were made with District 
17 and Air Station Kodiak for a parts air drop by a C-130 scheduled Arctic 
Domain Awareness flight.  This should be kept in mind for future years – these 
flights are scheduled approximately once every 10-14 days and provide an 
outstanding opportunity to receive small items with minimal impact to the 
science mission. 
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           Air Station Kodiak C-130 parts air drop – 22 Sep 10 
 
H. Southbound Transit 
 
On 30 Sep 10, HEALY conducted 27 DLQs and 1 HIFR for training with the 
CG-6013 from Air Station Kodiak approximately 90 NM southwest of Kodiak 
Island.  This training period was cut short when the CG-6013 experienced a 
loss of power due to a single-engine casualty which required an emergency 
landing.  The pilot was able to safely land at the port edge of the flight deck and 
flight crash was called away due to the precarious position of the aircraft and 
engine smoke.  Once the aircraft was shut down, fuel and battery cutoffs 
activated, primary tie-downs in place and all personnel accounted for, the 
aircraft was secured on deck with secondary and tertiary tiedowns for the 
transit to Kodiak harbor. CG-6013 was removed from HEALY’s flight deck by 
shoreside crane on 02 Oct 10.  No injuries or damage (except the helicopter 
engine) resulted from the evolution, however it precluded planned flight ops 
with Air Station Kodiak HH65s originally planned for departure on 03 Oct 10. 
 
 
IV. Navigation  
 
Overview 
 
VMS upgrades were performed during the last drydock, and the system has 
improved especially with regard to chart loading times.  However, VMS 
continues to have issues. Sperry Techs rode the ship from Seward to Dutch 
Harbor and suggested that we not load so many charts into the system 
(especially S-57’s). The way the disks come by Region and the way that VMS 
loads S-57 charts is to load all charts on the disk to all nodes at once. Once they 
are loaded you must go to each individual node to delete the unneeded charts. 
The work around for this is to take the Region CDs and copy only the needed 
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charts to a portable USB hard drive and then load into VMS. This process 
created some errors in VMS as not all of the nodes received the charts (notably 
WAGB-5, port bridge wing).  Although this seemed to make the system more 
responsive when changing scales etc., we continue to get individual node 
crashes and lock-ups. The Navigator contacted Sperry to ask if there is a 
suggested requirement for system maintenance (re-booting) from time to time, 
but received no response. If there is a suggested requirement it may hamper 
operations as we may need to plan stops for the time needed to complete. 
 
Toward the end of the final transit from Juneau to Seattle, VMS, as well as 
steering, crashed on several occasions and we finished the trip steering in MAN 
(manual mode) using VEGA.  
 
DPS was tried this trip with unsuccessful results; there seems to be a problem 
in the communications between VMS and MPCMS. 
 
A.  Seattle, Washington: 16 May 2010 
 
Underway at 1329T from Berth Alpha, Pier 36, USCG ISC Seattle, WA to 
commence Arctic West Summer 2010.  One tug and no pilot were used.  All 
bridge equipment was operational and working properly.  Winds were on the 
dock at 11 knots from the WNW.  The tide was at -2.6 and falling with an ebb 
current at less than one knot.  ENS Kehrt conned HEALY underway.  Once 
clear of the pier, the conning officer turned the ship to starboard and proceeded 
on the outbound track line steaming at a slow bell to facilitate recovering small 
boats.  HEALY entered the northbound traffic scheme and headed outbound for 
Honolulu, HI.   
 

 
The OOD keeps an eye out of HEALY’s bridge windows 
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B.  Honolulu, Hawaii 24 May to 31 May 2010 
 
HEALY transited out of the Straits of Juan De Fuca and headed for Honolulu 
on a Great Circle route.  HEALY moored port side to Honolulu Harbor Pier 9 
at Aloha Tower, at 0800W on 24 May 2010.  The Conning Officer, ENS 
Dolton, entered the harbor and approached the pier using standard helm 
commands with an experienced pilot onboard.  The tug PI’ ILANI was made 
off to the starboard quarter. HEALY encountered light traffic on the approaches 
and our track into Honolulu Harbor.  Winds were 22kts out of the NE and the 
current was running to the west at approximately 1 knot outside the reef, the 
state of tide was +1.0 feet and rising.  Range of tide during the ship’s stay 
averaged 2.1 feet.  Good water leading up to pier allows for a port or starboard 
side landing with the pier face at 173 degrees true. HEALY took on only water 
services with trash and sewage being provided prior to 0600 each morning for 
the week long stay. 
 
HEALY departed Honolulu at 1003W 31 May 2010 with light winds and 
currents.  The tide was +0.1 feet and falling.  The Conning Officer, LT Skapin 
used the bow thruster and tug to get off the pier and headed out. HEALY stood 
into the Pacific Ocean and headed to conduct helo operations with AIRSTA 
Barber’s Point prior to commencing the first transit mission of AWS-2010.   
 
During Multibeam Characterization some of the “Waffle Patterns” requested 
used turns that are too tight for VMS to allow. The work around is to plot 
“Farmer Turns” or skip adjacent lines temporarily until later when the ship can 
“make” the turn. This adds a little time to the overall evolution but allows for 
greater accuracy for the “critical” legs. 
 
 
C.  Dutch Harbor, Alaska: 12 June to 15 June 2010 
 
HEALY approached from the North en route Dutch Harbor, Alaska.  HEALY 
moored port side to the Unalaska Marine Center (USCG Dock), Dutch Harbor, 
Alaska at 0842U on 12 Jun 2010.  The Conning Officer, LT Skapin, under the 
instruction of CDR Reeves, approached the pier using standard helm 
commands, without an experienced pilot onboard.  The tug JAMES DUNLAP 
was made off to the starboard quarter. Light traffic was encountered on the 
approaches and our track into the harbor was similar to the route from all 
previous trips into Dutch Harbor.  Winds were 7 knots along the dock and the 
current was less than one knot.  The state of tide was +1.4 feet and falling.  
Range of tide during the ship’s stay averaged 4.0 feet.  Good water depth of 60 
feet leading up to pier allows for a port or starboard side landing with the pier 
face at 052 degrees true. HEALY took water, internet, fuel and telephone lines 
via shore tie for the three day stay.  
 
HEALY departed Dutch Harbor at 0759U on 15 Jun 2010 with 10kt winds and 
light currents..  The tide was +3.3 feet and falling.  The Conning Officer, 
CWO2 Placido under the instruction of LCDR St Pierre, used the Bow thruster 
and tug to get away from pier before swinging the ship around for departure. 
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HEALY stood into the Bering Sea and headed north to commence the next 
science mission ASW-10-01.    
 
D.  Seward, Alaska: 21 Jul to 28 Jul 2010 
 
HEALY approached from the South en route Seward, Alaska.  HEALY moored 
starboard side to the Alaska Railroad Cargo Dock, Seward, Alaska at 1154U on 
21 Jul 2010.  The Conning Officer, CWO2 Placido approached the pier using 
standard helm commands, without an experienced pilot onboard.  The tug 
JUNIOR was made off to the port quarter. Light traffic was encountered on the 
approaches and our track into the harbor.  Winds were 11 kts out of the north 
and the current was less than one knot.  The state of tide was +6.7feet and 
falling.  Range of tide during the ship’s stay averaged 9.0 feet.  HEALY took 
on water via shore tie and sewage via truck for the six day stay.  
 
HEALY departed Seward at 1514U 28 Jul 2010 with 13kt winds out of the 
south and light currents.  The tide was +9.0 feet and rising.  The Conning 
Officer, LT Appleberry, used the Bow thruster and tug JUNIOR to get away 
from the pier before swinging the ship around for departure.  JUNIOR has less 
power than most tugs HEALY uses and should be taken into consideration with 
the rest of the conditions.  HEALY stood into the Resurrection Bay and headed 
west to Unimak Pass towards Dutch Harbor, AK. 
 
E.  Dutch Harbor, Alaska: 31 Jul to 02 Aug 2010 
 
HEALY approached from the East via Unimak Pass en route Dutch Harbor, 
Alaska.  HEALY moored Stbd side to Unalaska Marine Center (USCG Dock), 
Dutch Harbor, Alaska at 0826U on 31 Jul 2010.  The Conning Officer, ENS 
Kehrt, approached the pier using standard helm commands, without an 
experienced pilot onboard.  The tug JAMES DUNLAP was made off to the port 
quarter. Winds were light and variable knots along the dock, and the current 
was less than one knot.  The state of tide was +0.0 feet and rising.  Range of 
tide during the ship’s stay averaged 4.0 feet.  Good water depth of 60 feet, 
leading up to pier allows for a port or starboard side landing with the pier face 
at 232 degrees true. HEALY took water, fuel and telephone lines via shore tie 
for the three day stay.  
 
HEALY departed Dutch Harbor at 1501U on 02 Aug 2010 with 12kt winds and 
light currents.  The tide was +0.1 feet and rising.  The Conning Officer, ENS 
Custer under the instruction of CDR Reeves used the Bow thruster props to get 
away from pier before swinging the ship around for departure. The tug, JAMES 
DUNLAP was made off to the port quarter for safety.  HEALY stood into the 
Bering Sea and headed north to commence the next science mission ASW-10-
02.    
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HEALY reaches the ice edge 
 
F.  Barrow, Alaska: 16 Aug 2010 
 
HEALY approached from the East en route Barrow, Alaska.  HEALY hove to 
1NM off Barrow, Alaska at 1132T on 16 Aug 2010 to conduct boat ops for 
personnel transfer of LSSL crewman from Barrow.  Winds were 10 knots with 
an overcast sky.  The current was one knot to the south west along the coast.   
 
HEALY departed Barrow at 2144T on 16 Aug 2010 with winds at 16 knots out 
of the west and currents still running south west.  HEALY stood into the Arctic 
Ocean and headed north to continue the science mission ASW-10-02.    
 
K.  Barrow, Alaska:  06 Sep 2010 
 
HEALY approached from the North en route Barrow, Alaska.  HEALY 
anchored 1NM off Barrow, Alaska at 0735U on 06 Sep 2010 in position 71-
16.522N 156-55.025W in the Arctic Ocean in 44 meters of water and a mud 
bottom, 7 shots of chain on deck to the port anchor on the following bearings: 
(a) airfield light at 073°T, (b) hospital radio mast at 068°T. HEALY conducted 
personnel, equipment and stores transfers with HELO 4MH.  Winds were 15 
knots out of the west and the current was running NW along the coast at one 
knot. 
 
HEALY hauled anchor and departed Barrow at 1825U 06 Sep 2010 with 11 kt 
winds from the ESE and the current running NW along the coast at one knot.  
HEALY once again stood into the Arctic Ocean and headed north to commence 
the next science mission ASW-10-03.    
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L.  Dutch Harbor, Alaska: 26 Sep to 29 Sep 2010 
 
HEALY Approached from the North en route Dutch Harbor, Alaska.  HEALY 
moored to UMC Pier at 1855U on 26 Oct 2010.  The Conning Officer, ENS 
Custer, approached the pier using standard helm commands, without an 
experienced pilot onboard.  The tug JAMES DUNLAP was made off to the 
starboard quarter. Winds were 3 knots out of the southeast and the current was 
less than one knot.  The state of tide was +2.9 feet and rising.  Range of tide 
during the ship’s stay averaged 4.0 feet.  Good water depth of 60 feet, leading 
up to pier allows for a port or starboard side landing with the pier face at 052 
degrees true. HEALY took water, and telephone lines via shore tie for the three 
day stay.  
 
HEALY departed Dutch Harbor at 1012U on 29 Sep 2010 with winds gusting 
to 30kts and light currents.  This wind is around the upper limit to still have 
positive ship control.  The tide was +2.2 feet and rising.  The Conning Officer, 
ENS McNair under the instruction of CDR Reeves used the Bow thruster, tug 
and props to get away from pier before swinging the ship around for departure. 
The tug, JAMES DUNLAP was made off to the starboard bow. HEALY stood 
into the Bering Sea and headed for Akutan Pass for the transit to Kodiak.   
 
 
M. Kodiak, Alaska: 01 Oct to 03 Oct 2010 
 
 
HEALY approached Chiniak Bay from the West South West on a very dark 
morning.  There was light fishing traffic outside and to the west of Chiniak 
Bay. Prior to Humpback Rock Light. HEALY set SSD, took the middle of the 
channel between the last gated buoy pair before St. Paul Harbor, and noted 4.4 
meters below the keel at the shallowest point.  The tide was +5.4 feet and 
falling.  The tidal range is 8.0 feet. HEALY moored at 0917U on 01 October 
2010 port side to the City Pier 2.  The Conning Officer, ENS McNair, 
approached the pier using standard helm commands without an experienced 
harbor pilot onboard.  The tug KODIAK KING was made off to the starboard 
quarter.  Light traffic was encountered on the approaches and our track into the 
harbor was standard due to the tight channel.  Winds were from the Northwest 
at 11kts, and the current was less than one knot. 
 
HEALY departed Kodiak at 1350U on 03 October during the Gulf of Alaska 
crossing bound for Juneau, AK.  The winds were 18kts from the South and the 
current was less than 1 knot.  The tide was +4.8 feet and falling.  The Conning 
Officer, ENS Steckle, was assisted by the tug KODIAK KING using standard 
commands to depart. HEALY’s stern was pulled to starboard by the tug, then 
HEALY twisted to starboard and proceeded outbound on the navigation track 
via Chiniak Bay. 
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HEALY watchstanders on final approach to a mooring recovery 
 
O.  Juneau, Alaska: 05 Oct to 09 Oct 2010 
 
HEALY approached Juneau via Gastineau Channel from the South while 
conducting a navigation drill on a very windy morning.  There was light traffic 
outside of town.  The tide was +13.4 feet and falling.  The tidal range for this 4 
day port call was 24 feet. HEALY moored at 1404U on 05 October 2010 port 
side to South Franklin Pier.  The Conning Officer, ENS Steckle, approached 
the pier using standard helm commands without an experienced harbor pilot 
onboard.  The tug ETHAN B was made off to the starboard quarter.  Light 
traffic was encountered on the approaches and our track into the harbor was 
standard due to the tight channel.  Winds were from the South at 28kts, and the 
current was less than one knot.  Had the wind not been directly off the bow 
while mooring, HEALY would have had to wait to moor.   
 
HEALY departed Juneau at 0848U bound for Seattle, WA.  The winds were 20 
kts from the South and the current was less than 1 knot.  The tide was +0.3 feet 
and rising.  The Conning Officer, ENS Sinks under the instruction of OPS, was 
assisted by the tug ETHAN B using standard commands to depart. HEALY’s 
stern was pulled to starboard by the tug, while HEALY backed slowly to 
starboard then stopped and proceeded outbound on the navigation track and 
proceeded south via Stephens Passage. As soon as HEALY rounded the point 
the winds rose to 75+ kts with higher gusts over 100 kts.  HEALY headed for 
Seattle with a bone in her teeth snarling at the approaching storm.   
 
P.  Seattle, Washington: 12 Oct 2010 
 
HEALY approached Seattle from the North.  The tide was +11.1feet and rising. 
HEALY moored at 0845T on 12 October 2010 to the Berth A Coast Guard 
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BSU Pier starboard side to.  The Conning Officer, ENS Kehrt, approached the 
pier using standard helm commands without an experienced harbor pilot 
onboard.  The tug, WEST TRAC, was made off to the port quarter.  Light 
traffic was encountered on the approaches and our track into the harbor was 
standard due to the tight channel.  Winds were light and variable, and the 
current was less than one knot. 
 
HEALY traveled a total of 26,261 nautical miles. 
 
V. Communications 
 
A. Issues with INMARSAT-B Satellite Connection Prior to 2010 
 
Recently, HEALY has been able to maintain reliable connectivity up to 80N 
which would wane through to 81.5N, where we would eventually lose all 
connection.  During the 2009 underway season HEALY experienced 
intermittent connectivity as far north as 85N (approx.) as the satellite (142W) 
no longer had an equatorial flight path which resulted in a wobble that allowed 
HEALY to maintain approximately 12 hours of connectivity each day.  This 
connectivity remains weak and currently exceeds contracted footprint coverage.  
A high latitude connectivity solution remains High Priority. 
 
B. HLY-10-01 (14 June to 22 July) 
 
This year the ship had difficulty maintaining a reliable and consistent 
connection, even though HEALY barely transited above 72N, which is well 
within the satellite footprint. The INMARSAT system kept experiencing 
unexpected signal drops and issues with being able to reconnect to the satellite. 
The division requested a power increase which did not help the situation. After 
exhausting existing documentation and troubleshooting procedures HEALY 
requested assistance from SPAWAR, which was provided, with the ship’s 
unique dual antenna INMARSAT system. 
 
C. Seward, AK to Dutch Harbor, AK (28 July to 31 July) 
 
The division coordinated a visit while underway of OS1 Coker from the 
Communications Assist Team (CAT) and Homer Goodrich, an equipment 
technician from SPAWAR. OS1 Coker provided training on the setup and 
configuration for HEALY’s communications suite. Meanwhile, Mr. Goodrich 
and IT1 Uribarri conducted troubleshooting and training on the Dual Antenna 
Switch (DAS) and INMARSAT gear. Through the use of trial and error, Mr. 
Goodrich and IT1 Uribarri were able to reverse engineer a guide for the proper 
setup of the DAS and INMARSAT system. This guide allows for the training 
of future personnel in the correct procedures for HEALY’s unique system. Mr. 
Goodrich left the HEALY with a better understanding of all aspects of our 
onboard INMARSAT suite. 
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Group photo of AWS 10-02 
 
D. Dutch Harbor, AK to Seattle, WA (1 August to 12 October) 
 
After identifying the correct startup procedures for the DAS and INMARSAT 
system HEALY was once again able to maintain connectivity above the 
published INMARSAT footprint. HEALY maintained some degree of 
connectivity for the remainder of the patrol consistent with a non equatorial 
flight path of the INMARSAT satellite.  
 
VI. Science Operations 
 
A. Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI (HLY-10-TB) (16 May – 24 May) 
 
In Seattle, several tons of scientific equipment and supplies were loaded onto 
HEALY; however, only one science representative handled the inventory for 
all science teams.  Traditionally, each separate science team has an individual 
representative who handles the on load inventory.  The amount of equipment 
on loaded was too great to be handled by an individual person which created 
logistical and inventory problems for the MST’s.  The best solution for this 
issue would be to have each science team send one representative who would 
be responsible for that specific team’s inventory and would ensure a much 
more organized on-load in the future.  Further, the Science Elevator onboard 
HEALY experienced mechanical problems during the on load which further 
increased the logistical difficulties of the MST’s.  Despite these obstacles the 
gear was successfully stored and secured onboard HEALY. 
 
For the eight-day transit to Honolulu, the MSTs assumed their standard 
underway 12-hour watch rotation making weather observations and rounds of 
the science spaces.  Preparations were also made for the on-load of science 
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equipment in Honolulu as well as Science Lab preps for the arrival of the 
Science Team in Dutch Harbor.  A Sea Space Corporate Representative who 
came on board in Seattle conducted training with the MST’s on the operation of 
the Terascan equipment.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Real-time EM122 data showing the bottom of the Aleutian Trench where the water depth 
ranged from 6,700m to 7,600m. 
 
A full Sea Acceptance Test for the EM122 multibeam mapping  
sonar, installation of the spare POS/MV, and conversion of to the 
University of Hawaii’s ADCP data acquisition system were also 
planned for the transit from Honolulu to Dutch Harbor.  Although 
the antenna for HEALY’s Terascan was upgraded two years ago, 
the antenna controller was not changed to a 3-axis controller at that 
time.  This issue was raised by the Terascan representative during 
the transit from Seattle to Honolulu, but he did 
not have the parts with him to make the change.   
Subsequent arrangements were made to bring the  
representative back when the ship was scheduled to be in Seward 
and ride the ship to Dutch Harbor to install the new parts and verify 
proper operation. 
 
During the transit from Seattle to Honolulu, technicians worked on completing 
the integration of the real-time EM122 data into Mapserver and our real-time 
data system, and documenting the behavior of the EM122 running the pre-
release version of SIS 3.7.  The multibeam acceptance test, POS/MV 
installation, and integration of the new ADCP data acquisition system were all 
successful.  Performance of the EM122 can be significantly improved by 
isolating and removing acoustic noise sources in the 11-12 kHz range, in which 
the sonar operates, on board HEALY. It is recommended that this be 
undertaken at HEALY’s next available maintenance opportunity.  Also, during 
this transit HEALY ran a pre-release version of the 3.7 build 90 SIS software 
which was scheduled to be upgraded to the full release version during the last 
Dutch Harbor port call at the end of the season and tested during the transit 
back to Seattle.  Issues with the SIS receiver (TX and RX) cards required an 
emergency shipment of replacements and spares to be picked up in Dutch 
Harbor.  The ship had more failed TX cards than spares.  Kongsberg provided 
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four spares at Dutch Harbor which allowed the two damaged cards to be 
replaced and have two spares.  The ship also had one failed RX card and used 
the spare.  Kongsberg provided a spare in Dutch in order for the ship to have a 
spare onboard. 
  
While in Honolulu, winch operation scoreboards were mounted on board 
HEALY which display winch casting and depth information.  Once wired into 
the winch system the scoreboards will allow for easier and safer science 
operations to be conducted off the fantail.  New winch blocks were also set.    
 
B.  Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK & HLY-10-01 Mobilization (31 
May to 15 June) 
 
While underway for the transit to Dutch Harbor the MST’s resumed their 
standard 12-hour watch rotation and Science Lab preparations for the oncoming 
science party were completed.  Beginning on June 4th through the 10th, training 
was held for all the MST’s on the operation, maintenance, and troubleshooting 
procedures for the EM122 multibeam.  Several issues within the EM122 system 
were identified with additional RX card failures and small boat operations were 
held off Dutch Harbor to retrieve replacement RX card for the EM122 
multibeam.  On June 9th and 10th two successful XBT stations were completed 
by the MST’s.  Eight T-7 and 2 T-5 probes were successfully deployed to 
produce water temperature graphs for the upcoming science mission.  
 
On the transit from Honolulu to Dutch Harbor, technicians continued to work 
on completing the integration of the real-time EM122 data into Mapserver and 
our real-time data system, and documenting the behavior of the EM122 running 
the pre-release version of SIS 3.7.   
 
During the transit to Dutch Harbor three test Conductivity-Temp-Depth Sensor 
(CTD) casts were deployed using the starboard A-frame to be used for 
developing sound speed profiles in order to calibrate the EM122.  The CTD 
system did not function properly due to wire termination issues.  The wire 
termination, done before shakedown, was required to be cut off during the 
winch groom and the wire was not terminated properly prior to the multibeam 
tests.  The technicians were able to use the data from nearby ARGO floats for 
the sound speed profiles to calibrate the multibeam.  The CTD wire was also 
re-spliced at this time with no further issues.  There was also an intermittent 
problem with the ground strap on the 0.322 winch slip ring which caused some 
telemetry errors in the CTD profiles.  After cleaning the slip ring and ground 
strap, the issues were corrected. 
 
While in Dutch Harbor, Magone Inc. divers completed an inspection of 
HEALY’s hull mounted transducers to verify that the installed Belzona fairings 
remained intact prior to operating in the ice.  The inspection revealed a clean 
hull and intact fairings.  The final inspection report from Magone Inc. is still 
pending.  
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The lower part of the bow tower assembled on the bow. 
 
On June 12th through the 14th, while in Dutch Harbor, the bow bridge and 
base components of HEALY’s bow tower were assembled and  
mounted onboard HEALY.  The bow bridge allows scientific sensors to be 
deployed forward of HEALY’s bow.  The position of the sensors forward of 
HEALY makes it possible to collect scientific readings of areas that are yet 
undisturbed by HEALY’s motion through the water and air.  The largest 
problem the MST’s experienced was that the holes were not drilled in the deck 
properly to initially allow for the full mounting of the bridge base.  This 
problem can be solved in the future by more thorough planning and foresight 
which would allow the Deck Force and MST’s time to prepare the proper deck 
mounts.  Similar problems were encountered when seeking to secure outdoor 
incubators for the Science party to the bow deck.  The MST’s were able to 
overcome both obstacles and drill out the mounting holes themselves.   
 
On June 12th scientific equipment onload was completed.  The onload in Dutch 
Harbor went smoothly.  However the lack of a working Science Elevator had to 
be overcome by using cranes to move the science equipment from the fantail to 
the flight deck and vice-versa so that it could be unpacked and secured for sea.  
 
Additionally, one of the Climate Control Chambers in the Main Lab was non-
functional and would need to be secured and repaired thus making it unusable 
by the science party.  HEALY’s Engineers have identified small leaks in the 
system and will have to be repaired upon return to Seattle.  
 
On June 13th, the Science party arrived, led by Kevin Arrigo of Stanford 
University. The Science party was composed of scientists from the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute, the Scripps Institute of Oceanography, Stanford 
University, Columbia University, the University of Washington, the University 
of South Carolina, Clark University, Dartmouth College, the Bermuda Institute 
of Ocean Science, NASA, the National Center for Atmospheric Research, the 
Laboratoire d’Oceanographie de Villefranche in France, and the University of 
Alaska: Fairbanks.  
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C. HLY-10-01 and Mid-patrol Break in Seward, AK (15 June to 28 July) 
 
The 2010 NASA ICESCAPE (Impacts of Climate change on the Eco-Systems 
and Chemistry of the Arctic Pacific Environment) began on 15 June.  The 
mission, led by Dr. Kevin Arrigo of Stanford University, was a multidisciplined 
and holistic study of the arctic environment.  The mission focused on 
measuring the optical properties of the arctic water in order to calibrate orbiting 
NASA satellites, as well measure the stability and changes of the arctic 
ecosystem.  The data collected by the NASA science team will allow scientists 
to better observe and determine the effects that climate change is having on the 
arctic environment.  Science stations began in earnest on 16 June with the 
MST’s assuming a standard 12-hour watch rotation.  Throughout the 10-01 
mission the Science Division participated in 147 CTD casts, 20 XBT launches, 
81 XCTD casts, 20 Van Veen Grabs, 30 AOP deployments, 30 IOP 
deployments, 26 PRR deployments, 18 TH PUMP deployments, and 12 On-Ice 
deployments throughout 140 science stations in the Bering and Chukchi Sea 
(see below for definitions).  The Arctic Survey Boat was also deployed 18 
times for science operations under the supervision and operation of the Deck 
Department.  The number of planned stations and their locations were updated 
regularly in response to changing conditions throughout the cruise.  At each 
station, one or more of the following evolutions took place:  
 

CTD Cast: 
CTDs were deployed using the starboard A-frame to provide profiles of 
salinity, temperature, light, and phytoplankton concentration, as well as 
to collect water samples for numerous experiments being conducted in 
HEALY’s lab spaces. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  A CTD being deployed from the starboard A-Frame 
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Van Veen Grab: 
Van Veen grabs were conducted using the aft A-frame, providing 
sediment samples that were used in a number of experiments. 
 
 
AOP: 
The Apparent Optical Properties Sensor was deployed off of the bow 
tower.  This provided light reflection measurements off of the water 
surface for use in satellite calibration.  The AOP was mounted to the 
tower and required that the sun be forward of the beam while 
measurements were being taken. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

               
 
 
 
               AOP being calibrated for use during a science station 
 

IOP: 
The Inherent Optical Properties Sensor was deployed off the bow and 
measured the sub-surface water column’s ability to absorb light and 
solar radiation for use in satellite calibration.  It was streamed by hand 
and it required that the ship be positioned with the sun forward of the 
beam. 
 
PRR: 
The Profiling Reflective Radiometer measured the amount of light 
being reflected back to the surface from the water column for use in 
satellite calibration.  The PRR was deployed from the aft A-Frame and 
required the sun to be abaft abeam. 
 
TH Pump: 
The Thorium Pump measured trace elements of Thorium in the water 
for use in several experiments.  It was deployed from the aft A-Frame, 
and since it was only measuring thorium, the position of the ship 
relative to the sun didn’t matter. 
 
On-Ice Deployments: 
The MSTs’ involvement in on-ice deployments consisted of helping 
scientists move their equipment from the main lab, hangar, or other 
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storage spaces onboard to the ice brow, where deck force took over to 
help them lower the equipment to the ice.  MSTs were also on the ice 
assisting the scientists moving and setting up their equipment.  Science 
activities consisted of: 
 
 Ice core sampling 
 Handheld CTD deployment 
 Handheld zooplankton net lowering 
 Optics measurements 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   HEALY crew members assist scientists during an ice station.   
 
Scientists and support personnel from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 
(WHOI), the Scripps Institute of Oceanography (SIO) , Stanford University, 
Columbia University, the University of Washington, the University of South 
Carolina, Clark University, Dartmouth College, the Bermuda Institute of Ocean 
Science, NASA, the National Center for Atmospheric Research, the 
Laboratoire d’Oceanographie de Villefranche in France, and the University of 
Alaska: Fairbanks provided continual assistance in operating and maintaining 
the science equipment. 

 
During daylight hours, observers surveyed marine mammals and birds within 
sight of HEALY.  The observers worked from the port bridge wing and caused 
no inconvenience to the bridge watch.  The observers stated that they would 
have benefited from a table and power for their laptops; an extension cord was 
provided. 
 
Once HEALY arrived in Seward, Alaska the Science Division offloaded 
several thousand pounds of equipment from the Cargo Holds.  The first several 
days in Seward were also spent supervising the delivery and loading of 
equipment for HLY10-02.  Additionally, several supervising science personnel 
from the USGS began to arrive and make preparations for the next mission. 
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On 28 July, HEALY departed Seward en-route to Dutch Harbor in order to pick 
up the science party for the next mission.  
 
 
C. HLY-10-02 (02 August to 06 September) 
 
The Arctic Extended Continental Shelf (ECS) Mission began on 02 August 
after HEALY’s transit from Seward, AK to Dutch Harbor, AK.  While in Dutch 
Harbor, the Science Division completed onloads of scientific equipment and 
began the mobilization of the HLY1002 mission.  HLY1002 was a joint 
mission conducted in cooperation with the Canadian Coast Guard and the 
Canadian Coast Guard Ship LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT.   
 
The Science Party onboard HEALY was led by Chief Scientist, Dr. Brian 
Edwards of the U.S. Geological Survey. Dr. Edwards worked with scientists 
onboard the CCGS LSSL throughout the 1002 mission to ensure that the 
mission’s daily objectives were completed.  The HEALY’s primary goals of the 
HLY1002 mission were: EM122 Multibeam sonar mapping, Arctic Ocean 
Acidification studies, coring for samples of bedrock, and breaking ice for the 
CCGS LSSL in order to facilitate seismic data collection. Throughout the 1002 
mission the MST’s assisted in deploying 115 XBT’s and10 drifter buoys, and 
completed 06 coring evolutions.  
 
Daily objectives were set in order to best accommodate the needs of the CCGS 
LSSL.  The science being conducted on both ships took a back seat at several 
points during the HLY1002 mission due to mechanical problems onboard the 
CCGS LSSL and several medical situations requiring medevac of personnel.  
This was the largest hamper to the accomplishment of the overall science 
mission objectives.  Ninety percent of the U.S. objectives were met, while only 
forty percent of the Canadian objectives were met. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Canadian Coast Guard Ship LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT  
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During daylight hours, observers surveyed marine mammals within sight of 
HEALY.  The observers worked from the port bridge wing and caused no 
inconvenience to the bridge watch. 

 
The MSTs deployed ten National Ice Center (NIC) drifter buoys while 
transiting the Arctic region.  The drop locations were determined by NIC 
scientist Pablo Clemente-Colon.  In order to deploy the buoys in the proper 
locations, the MSTs coordinated with the bridge to set up waypoints and 
determine ETAs.  They also monitored the position of intended movement so 
as to ensure that the ship was still arriving at the deployment location on time.  
As a final measure to ensure the buoys were deployed in the correct location, 
the MSTs provided the bridge with a schedule of which MST was to be notified 
for each deployment so they could be contacted in time to make preparations 
for the deployment.  

 
 
D. HLY-10-03 (07 September to 28 September) 
 
The North Slope Moorings mission, led by Dr. Robert Pickart of the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institute, began on 07 September after CGC HEALY’s 
arrival at Barrow.  Supplies and personnel were transferred via helicopter onto 
HEALY.  The scientists of the HLY1003 mission and the crew of HEALY 
worked extremely hard throughout the mission and were able to successfully 
recover ten moorings, deploy nine, tow a hydrostatic array, deploy 28 
sonabuoys, complete three Vertical Microstructure Profiler (VMP) casts, 
perform 172 CTDs, and complete an on-ice station. 
 
VMP: The VMP750/2000 is a vertical microstructure turbulence profiler for the 
measurement of dissipation-scale turbulence in coastal or open ocean 
environments.  It is equipped with microstructure velocity probes (shear 
probes), high-resolution temperature sensors (thermistors), and high-accuracy 
CTD sensors.  The VMP was deployed off of the aft A-Frame using a cable 
provided by the science party while HEALY was moving; the VMP free fell 
through the water, and then was hoisted up, collecting data throughout. 
 
The on-ice station consisted of deploying a meteorological monitoring station 
on a piece of multi-year ice, and lasted for several hours.  Satellite images from 
the National Ice Center were utilized to locate an ice flow that was drifting 
towards the Alaskan Beaufort Sea.  The meteorology station was successfully 
deployed and began transmitting data.  Scientists lost communication to the 
meteorology station within twenty four hours and speculated polar bears caused 
damage to the station. 
 
While the HEALY was transiting, visual and acoustic marine mammal surveys 
and a visual bird watch were conducted.  During daylight hours there were one 
to two people on watch on the bridge who recorded all marine mammal 
sightings with the following data: species, number of animals, lat/long of the 
ship, distance and bearing to the animals, and behavior.  Sonabuoys and an 
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array of acoustic receivers were regularly deployed by hand over the side to 
record marine mammal calls.  

 

 
A polar bear observes HEALY 
 
VII. Engineering 
 
A. CASREPs 
 
07043-Incinerator (Update-11):  When the newly installed exhaust draft 
blower was energized, the amount of vacuum generated by the fan pulled 
approximately 50 gallons of diesel fuel into the exhaust fan chamber and 
piping.  If the incinerator were started, the whole exhaust piping would likely 
have caught on fire.  The installation of the exhaust draft blower fan also 
brought up many problems that were not foreseen by the SFLC engineers.  
Among these problems was the inaccuracy of the drawing provided by SFLC 
which forced TODD Shipyard to do very expensive on-the-spot modifications 
to the original design, i.e.: to rotate the motor 180o in order to fit the space, 
create an access plate to fit pyrometers, modify the foundation and belt cover to 
suit, etc.  There is still a problem with the inability of the incinerator to burn 
sludge, water, and sewage due to a problem with the newly installed control 
panel and the variable speed drives for the sludge and mixing pumps.  During 
the FY2011 Dock side availability Scandinavian Boiler, Inc. is scheduled to 
clean the fuel system and install a variable speed drive for exhaust draft blower 
fan.  TODD Shipyard will also work on the exhaust system to solve the 
problems with the fuel system that happened on May 09, 2010 during the light-
up of the incinerator.   
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08079-Harbor Pump (Update-07):  After waiting for the right pump for 2 ½ 
years, NESU MAT modified the last pump received onboard to correct this 
problem.  It was determined that the manufacturer of the pump changed the 
model of the pump number, and that was why HEALY was getting a different 
pump model.  The company does not make the pump model we have onboard 
any longer.  HEALY provided all the pump specifications and a trouble ticket 
to SFLC requesting a new type of pump model that would work with our 
system.   
 
09021-NR1 Evaporator (Update-06):  A-Gang discovered a pinhole leak on 
the bulkhead weld which separates the first and second effects inside the 
distilling plant resulting in an extreme deficiency of the evaporator to create 
fresh water.  This casualty has occurred before on the same equipment.  
Belzona epoxy was used to temporarily patch the problem.  Prior to leaving on 
patrol on May 16th and after DD-FY-10, SFLC created a solicitation for a 
company to conduct repairs on the evaporator, but there was not a company 
available to do the repair in such a short time.  Third party contractor access to 
the drydock facility was also a problem.  Repairs to the evaporator, including 
an inspection of both evaporators, will be completed during dockside FY11. 
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09044-STBD Anchor Windlass (Update-04):  When walking out the 
starboard anchor windlass, it only moves in slow speed.  However, when the 
anchor windlass heaves around, it only moves in fast speed.  The standard 
operation of the windlass should allow the crew to use both slow and fast 
speeds on each direction. HEALY and NESU replaced the hydraulic actuator 
pump, but even with a new pump, the problem was still present in the system.  
NESU also tried to cross-connect of the system with the port windlass, but was 
not able to obtain the necessary two speeds for the capstan.  IBCT PE requested 
that an outside company conduct an inspection on the system and give a quote 
for repairs during DS-FY11.  The Windlass is scheduled for a level one 
inspection during our FY2011 Dock side.  We have responded that the 
CASREP items need to be addressed before any other work on the system is 
performed.  
  
09046-TD-L5000 ADF (Update-05):  During a normal maintenance inspection 
of the antennas on the mast, multiple di-poles from the ADF antenna were 
broken off.  Ship’s Force attempted alignment after di-poles were broken but 
had negative results.  A new antenna has been received in Seattle and will be 
installed. 
 
09052-NR1 MDE Fuel Valve (Update-02):  The NR1 MDE fuel header valve 
needs to be replaced.  The valve is malfunctioning, which forces HEALY to 
operate two fuel oil service pumps to supply fuel to Gen Room NR1.  This 
condition increases system wear due to having to run an additional fuel oil 
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service pump when only one should be required.  Valve was ordered by IBCT 
PE and is backordered.  
 
09065-Galley Ventilation (Update-01):  HEALY MAT personnel discovered 
excessive corrosion and failed filter housing components in the supply 
ventilation to the Galley.  Corrosion extends from the supply fan, SS-52, to the 
second pre-heater, filter housing, ducting inspection ports, and dampers.  The 
corrosion in the galley ventilation supply system has affected the many others 
components including the fan SS 01-31-1 filter cover, which is corroded and 
the inspection port cover is missing because of excessive corrosion, the fan SS 
01-32-1 whose blades have flaking paint and are beginning to corrode, the 
panel inside the motor casing is also flaking and beginning to corrode, the 
supply recirculation is corroded with rust flaking off, the recirculation damper 
is rusted shut which has disabled the ability of the system to warm the galley, 
the filter housing and door are corroded, the 01-32-3 pre-heater inspection port 
cover is rusted closed, and the pre-heater contains rust and dirt, the 01-42-3 
pre-heater contains rust, and the Galley intake is corroded. Repairs will be 
conducted as part of dockside FY11. 
 

 
 

 
 
09066-Air Intake Spaces (Update-01):  The port and stbd boiler and generator 
air intake spaces need a full preservation of their surfaces.  HEALY MAT 
discovered corrosion on the air filter support framing, and the spring loaded 
clips that hold the filters in place have deteriorated beyond repair.  The spaces 
that require paint are:  
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02-66-3-E (600sqft),  
02-72-2-E (1,500sqft),  
02-66-4-E (600sqft), 
02-69-1-E (1,500sqft), 
02-72-2-E (450sqft) 
The support framing for the intake filters requires renewal, and spring support 
framing for the intake filters requires replacement.  NESU MAT quoted the 
renewal of the support framing at $13,000USD.  It was also a NESU MAT 
recommendation to change the filter type from paper to polyester elements.  
Current paper elements are easily damaged by moisture compared to polyester 
filters that are less expensive and will not be damaged by moisture. Repairs will 
be conducted as part of dockside FY11. 
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10001-AN-URN-25 TACAN (Update-05):  During certification inspections in 
both 2009 and 2010, it was found that the TACAN antenna parameters were 
out of tolerance and showed signs of deterioration.  This antenna cannot be 
calibrated and needed to be replaced by a new one.  The following problems 
were found:   
1.  The 135Hz modulation was out of tolerance (high) for 147 out of 176 data 
points.  Modulation level is a function of the antenna and is not adjustable.  
2.  The percent range replies was out of tolerance (low) for 46 of 176 data 
points.  Range replies will be low when data collected coincides with a morse 
code ID transmission (replies overridden by ID and ref group override). 
The remainder of the missing range replies could be due to system sensitivity, 
pulse sensitivity or pulse shade.   
On 07 April, a new TACAN antenna was installed on the mast prior to 
NAVAIR STAN certification.  During the pre-underway checks, the newly 
installed TACAN showed a 15Hz hard and soft fault and mod fault.  ETs 
troubleshooting discovered multiple bad parasitics in the antenna dome.  The 
following parasitics are faulty:   
1. 1A5A03 
2. 1A5A04 
3. 1A5A06 
4. 1A5A07 
5. 1A5A11 
6. 1A5A12 
ETs made arrangements with a local crane company for the reinstallation of the 
old TACAN antenna.  With the old antenna installed, NAVAIR cert tests were 
successful prior to departure on shakedown.   
With the old antenna installed, the system is operational but has the original 
issues found on June 2009.  Signs of deterioration and parameters being out of 
tolerance are still present and getting worse with time.  HEALY is still waiting 
for the new TACAN antenna to arrive.   
 
10002-FM Isolation Valve Leak (Corrected on 09 APR 10):  TODD 
Shipyard and HEALY discovered a leak in the firemain isolation valve 04-60-2 
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located in the portside 04 deck outside of the EO’s stateroom.  The leak was 
from a pinhole just forward of the valve flange.  The pipe was a 3 inch, 70-30 
copper nickel piping.  2 feet of pipe was replaced during DD-FY10. 
 
10003-HW Steam Regulating Valve (Corrected on 18 MAY 10):  A-Gang 
attempted to rebuild a steam supply regulating valve used for the hot water tank 
heating.  A-Gang provided three quotes to SFLC that helped the procurement 
of a new valve. 
 
10004-Condensate Temp Valve (Corrected on 08 APR 10):  The temperature 
regulator valve sensing head on the condensate cooler is badly worn and has 
excessive pitting in its body.  HEALY requested SFLC IBCT PE to find either 
a complete new valve or rebuild the current one with a new sensing head.  
HEALY provided two quotes to help expedite the purchase of the valve.  A 
new valve was purchased by IBCT and installed by ship’s force.    
 
10005-Sewage Leak Main Deck Head (Update-01):  A pinhole in the sewage 
piping below the urinal in the main deck head (1-50-3-L) is compromising the 
vacuum within the system.  This pipe was not able to be included into the dry-
dock spec because it was too late during the availability.  Repairs will be 
completed during dockside FY-11 as part of the miscellaneous piping repairs.  
 
10006-Shaw Box Wire Rope (Corrected on 10 MAY 10):  The wire rope on 
the fantail Shaw-Box hoist was damaged when a loose wrap developed during 
retraction.  A crimp damaged the wire rope to the point that it was no longer 
safe for use.  The science shaw-box hoist wire rope was replaced by 
Washington Crane & Hoist and weight tested using water bags from Water 
Weights, Inc. 
 
10007-AMR2 Sea Chest Pipe Leak (Corrected on 18 MAY 10):  A pinhole 
leak was discovered in the 18-inch 3-way spool piece between the seachest and 
seabay strainer during undocking.  This leak and a transducer leak required 
undocking to cease on 10 March.  TODD Shipyard conducted a temporary 
repair using a clad weld and synthoglass patch.  UT reports documented the 
pipe wall thickness of this spool piece reduced by fifty percent.  It is suspected 
that there is a severe degradation of the seawater strainer cooling system and 
associated piping. HEALY requested SFLC IBCT to arrange the fabrication 
and installation of a new spool piece prior to the AWS 2010 patrol.  Strait 
Marine Corp won the contract solicitation to conduct this repair.  The POC for 
this company is Mr. Roy McCain (306-452-7122).  The Coast Guard contracted 
to have the T-pipe replaced prior to the ship leaving on May 15th.  Prior to the 
repair of this spool piece, ship’s force isolated and tagged out the seachest 
strainer in preparation for contracted renewal of the 3-way spool piece.  A 
flooding alarm was detected in the same space which caused the ship to set 
General Emergency.  The source of this flooding came from corrosion of the 
secondary 1” overboard discharge line on the seachest strainer.  Water was not 
able to be isolated completely because valves in AMR2 were leaking by, 
risking the space to be flooding solid.  The strainer will be replaced with new 
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piping during the 2011 dockside availability. Ship’s force was able to stop the 
source of the flooding by plugging the hole.  After this condition was corrected, 
a brand new fabricated 3-way spool was installed prior of leaving on patrol. 
 

 

 
 
10008-NR1 MSW VSD (Corrected on 28 APR 10):  The NR1 MSW pump 
variable speed drive (VSD) indicated a ground fault.  Ship’s force found no 
grounds on the Ship’s non-sensitive (SNS) electrical switchboard, the NR1 
MSW pump motor, and line wiring.  A megger test of the pump motor showed 
over 250 megaohms.  Ship’s force replaced the VSD with a spare in stock and 
the ground remained.  ELTECH Electric (tel: 206-213-0048) provided a report 
and a repair cost estimate to replace the VSD harmonic filter prior to leaving 
for patrol on May 2010.  After replacing both VSD harmonic filters, the ground 
condition disappeared.   
 
10009-STBD 04 Crane (Corrected on 19 MAY 10):  During the crane testing 
at the conclusion of the dry-dock FY10, ship’s force discovered that the AUX1 
load cell on the starboard 04 crane was not transmitting a signal to the crane 
LMI.  This load cell part number was NR900-1107 for crane serial NR 
CS.6927.  Its estimated cost was $1,895USD.  The source of supply was 
Cranesmart Systems Inc., 4908 97th street, Edmonton, AB. Canada.  After the 
part was received and installed, the crane was placed back into operation. 
 
10010-Port 04 Crane (Corrected on 22 JUN 10):  Ship’s force found multiple 
hydraulic oil leaks on the port side 04 crane.  Due to the locations of the leaks, 
ship’s force was unable to conduct any repairs.  The leaks were coming from a 
fitting underneath the operator seat which requires a special tool not available 
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onboard.  HEALY requested IBCT arrange a contractor to make repairs to the 
crane.  Eagle Hydraulic fixed all the leaks on the 04 crane.  Another minor 
issue found during the operational test was the crane lowering 10 degrees when 
holding a static load.  This was an intermittent problem and stopped occurring 
after several hydraulic leaks were repaired.  Deck division was made aware of 
the problem and instructed to be alert for possible recurrences.   
 
10011-Science Hoist Controller (Corrected on 15 MAY 10):  A PLC 
controller contract was awarded to Beck Electronic Supply to accomplish prior 
to April 15th.  The POC for this contractor is Mr. Kevin Roundtree.  The 
controller was installed prior to leaving on patrol 
 
10012-Minera Fire Alarm System (Update-03):  Replacement parts for the 
ship’s installed fire detection system are no longer manufactured or available in 
the US.  Faulty smoke sensors have led to inadequate ship fire detection as 
experienced on 26 MAR 10 when the fire alarm system did not properly 
activated during an alpha fire.  All sensors onboard are working, but without 
parts, the system will become obsolete once remaining spare parts are 
expended.  SFLC was able to find the company in Europe who currently owns 
the Minerva systems.  This company is able to provide, at a higher price, parts 
for our current system.  Unfortunately, all parts have to be shipped from Europe 
making the delivery time longer than normal in the US.  Another issue with this 
CASREP is that there is an Engineering Change Request to update the Minerva 
system making the purchase of large quantity of parts not recommend.  These 
parts will have to be disposed of after the update creating an unnecessary use of 
funds.  On 30JUN10, the master Minerva panel in ECC experienced a complete 
loss of power.  The battery backups did not provided adequate time or warning 
that power supply failed.  Ship’s force found that a 3 amp fuse connected to the 
power supply was blown.  Electricians’ attempts to replace the fuse from other 
slave panels in the quarterdecks resulted in the fuse being blown again.  By 
replacing the power supply and installing a non-standard fuse holder, the power 
supply was placed into operation once more.  Update three requests that SFLC 
replace the existing system with a new and supportable fire alarm system.   
 
10013-CTES Antenna (Corrected on 18 MAY 10):  The CTES InMarSat B 
antenna power control assembly was faulty and needed to be replaced.  The 
motor control unit was operating properly and both power inputs and outputs 
were verified functional.  Power was supplied to the antenna but no power was 
going out of the power control unit to energize the antenna.  HEALY ordered 
replacement parts (NSN: 5998-01-504-4219).  After further inspection of the 
CTES antenna, ship’s force found the antenna control unit card which provided 
power to the pedestal control board and antenna to be shorted out.  HEALY 
also ordered this card to be replaced (NSN: 5985-01-470-2522).  After both 
parts were replaced, the CTES antenna was back in service. 
 
10014-UHF-VHF Transceiver (Corrected on 17 JUN 10):  During a 
scheduled ESR groom, a technician found sensitivity faults in AN-URC-200 
transceiver that were not adjustable.  The technician recommended replacing 
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the transceiver.  HEALY purchased the new transceiver (NSN: 5820-01-417-
6304).  ESU Seattle helped procure the part with ship funds.  After receiving 
the part and installing it, the transceiver was back in service. 
 
10015-Voyage Management System (Corrected Underway):  The ship’s 
Voyage Management System was upgraded during dry-dock FY10 from 
version 7.6 to 8.3.  During sea trials, ESU Seattle and the ET shop discovered 
that the software often indicated the inverted direction for right or left of track.  
When using autopilot in nav mode, the software would suggest courses that 
would steer the cutter further off track.  The problem was due to an error in the 
software code allowing VMS to display polyconic projection charts.  Ship ETs 
received a program update while underway and installed it.  This corrected the 
issue, and the system has been performing as designed since the update.   
 
10016-NR3 Fire Pump Motor Bearings (Corrected on 01 JUN 10):  During 
the CGMAP inspection, it was determined that the motor bearings on NR3 fire 
pump were failing and needed to be replaced immediately.  HEALY requested 
IBCT assist with finding parts and shipping to the portcall in Hawaii from 
24May10 and 31May10 (NSN: 3110-01-277-8129).  It was decided it would be 
more efficient to replace the complete fire pump.  With the help of NESU 
Honolulu, the fire pump was renewed and aligned.   
 
10017-MSW RTN Pipe AMR3 (Update-1):  During the ship’s transit from 
Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI, the engineering watchstanders discovered a leak 
from 16 inch MSW return piping in AMR3.  GE was set and the pipe was 
isolated.  The pipe crack was patched with oakum, rubber, splash zone, and a 
ratchet strap.  The crack is located on the overboard discharge branch of the 
MSW return system in AMR3 downstream of the three-way temperature 
regulating Leslie valve.  While the crack was being patched by the rapid 
response team, it increased in size from a pinhole leak to a 1½ inch crack.  
Flooding was stopped by the pipe patch.  The crack is located on a short 
diameter reducing spool piece with a single valve protection from the sea.  
Piping operates under 30psig pressure from the MSW system and was operable 
without degrading the ship’s salt water cooling capabilities.  Arresting holes 
were not drilled as the existing pipe wall thickness was unknown and recent 
experience has shown paper thin piping in the immediate vicinity.  HEALY 
requested NESU Honolulu assistance with repairs to the pipe.  HEALY also 
requested IBCT to arrange contractors to complete an ultrasonic testing of the 
cracked pipe and surroundings to determine the thickness of the pipe wall.   
During the ultrasonic testing, the test showed up to 49% deterioration of the 
surrounding wall thickness.  A coat of waterproof compound was applied to 
prevent further leaks, and NESU Honolulu applied Belzona all around the 
outside diameter of the pipe to strengthen the pipe.  Ultrasonic results proved 
that the wall thickness was too thin in the immediate area to attempt drilling 
arresting holes.  Tight tolerances also eliminated the ability to completely 
remove the spool piece and build it up with compound on the inside diameter.  
These failures are becoming far too common aboard HEALY.  The CASREP 
was reduced from a CAT3 to CAT2 after 24-hours operation without further 
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leaks underway.  HEALY requested SFLC IBCT to arrange contract 
availability to remove, fabricate, and install a new piece of pipe in AMR3.   

  
 
10018-NR1 ENG RM FO Gauge Line (Corrected on 23 MAY 10):  A 
watchstander noticed a fuel oil leak coming from the NR1 Engine Room fuel 
oil header and in accordance with ships doctrine the engines and fuel source 
were secured.  Approximately 30 gallons of diesel fuel and 35 gallons AFFF 
were released into the bilge during the leak and response.  Ship’s force then 
took steps to repair which included draining the system, tagging out both 
MDEs in the related space, removing oil soaked lagging, and cleaning and gas 
freeing the area to allow ships force to affect weld repairs to the pipe.  Ship’s 
force repaired the damaged pipe and then renewed the lagging and placed NR1 
engine room back in service.  This pipe was the same pipe that required repairs 
a year earlier.  These repairs were to a different area of the pipe and do not 
appear to be related to the previous pipe failure.    
 
10019-NR1 ENG RM FO Gauge Line (Update-03):  Watch stander 
discovered a sheared gauge line at the weld connection to the isolation valve on 
the NR1 Engine Room fuel oil header.  First responders closed the isolation 
valve securing the source of fuel and coated the bilge area with AFFF.  Ship’s 
force then took steps to repair the damage including draining the system, 
tagging out both MDEs in the related space, removing oil soaked lagging, and 
cleaning and gas freeing the area to allow ships force to affect weld repairs by 
welding a 7 inch piece of pipe with shielding to replace the damaged piping.  
This was the third casualty involving the NR1 Engine Room Fuel Oil Header, 
and a request has been made to SFLC to renew both main engine rooms fuel oil 
headers during next availability and install additional safety modifications.  The 
two casualties in quick succession required HEALY conduct a waste oil offload 
in Dutch Harbor to offload bilge waste from two fuel oil leaks and associated 
AFFF discharges.   
 
170 psi pressure relief valves were received off of Barrow on 06SEP10 and 
installed.  Operational tests proved unsatisfactory.  There is still a heavy 
vibration throughout the system.  When the pressure was lowered via a 
backpressure regulator to a point where the system does not vibrate, the fuel oil 
supply pressure to the engine was only 80psi.  Since the low alarm parameter is 
set for 85psi, keeping the system at this pressure to avoid vibration will not 
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yield enough pressure for an engine to run.  The vibration is much worse when 
running the NR1 MDE with one fuel oil service pump as compared to running 
NR3 MDE, and the vibration is not as apparent if both fuel oil service pumps 
for the NR1 Engine Room are run simultaneously.  A request has been 
submitted for a SME engineer to analyze the fuel system during transit so that 
he or she may witness the vibration under various load conditions.   
Yet another piping issue with the system is that fuel flows from the return line 
into the Number 1 Boiler Fuel Service Tank through the tank overflow.   
 
10020-2CC1 Cyclometer Trip (Corrected on 21 JUN 10):  HEALY began 
experiencing repeated trips of the 2CC1 cycloconverter that were generating 
excessive current feedback resulting in total loss of power to the engineering 
propulsion plant.  Troubleshooting this issue proved to be beyond the expertise 
of ship’s force and the ship requested that a technical representative with 
HEALY experience assist ship’s force in troubleshooting the casualty.  The 
technical representative sailed with HEALY from Dutch Harbor and, with the 
assistance of ship’s force, reviewed all trip histories, checked all thyristors, 
snubber circuits, sync supplies, all circuits and burden resistors in 2CC1.  Per 
technician recommendation, ship’s force changed out the pulse distribution 
boards on the r-phase and t-phase.  All functioned as designed after 
replacement of pulse distribution boards.   
 
10021-NR2 Climate Control Chamber (Update-01):  During rounds, ship’s 
force found a refrigerant leak in NR2 science climate control chamber which 
only appears during the defrost cycle.  During trouble shooting, ship’s force 
discovered differences in defrost wiring between the two identical chamber 
defrost systems.  Several key components of the NR2 system are either wired 
improperly or missing, and a clear wiring diagram is not available onboard.  
Ship’s force will compare the NR 2 system with the functioning systems and 
will order and install new parts as needed.  System was being manually 
defrosted on a daily basis.   
 
10022-NR1 MDE Exhaust Bellows (Corrected on 6 AUG 10):  The NR2 
Main Diesel Engine inboard turbo charger inlet air bellows developed a crack. 
Ship’s force was unable to repair with onboard equipment and installed a 
temporary patch.  In an effort to minimize the effects of numerous engine 
casualties, bellows from NR2 Main Diesel Engine were swapped out with the 
NR1 Main Diesel Engine, which was experiencing a jacket water leak (see 
10026 below).  The bellows were swapped out and a turbo wash and DEMPs 
were completed and NR2 Main Diesel Engine was placed back in service. 
 
10023-Fuel Oil Pump Pressure Switch (Corrected on 5 AUG 10):  An 
engineering watchstander found fuel oil leaking from a junction box in 
Auxiliary Machinery Room 4.  Further investigation found the junction box full 
of fuel oil, indicating a damaged seal on the pressure switch for fuel oil service 
pump nr8.  Parts were ordered, received in Seward AK, installed, calibrated, 
and tested satisfactorily.  
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10024-Main Motor Air Cooler Check Valve (Corrected on 4 AUG 10):  
NR1 main motor air cooler raw water discharge check valve developed a leak 
on the side of the valve body.  The valve was temporarily repaired using a layer 
of belzona on the inside and outside of the valve that stopped all leaks.  
Replacement parts were ordered, received and installed in Seward AK, and the 
operational test was satisfactory. 
 
10025-Aux Diesel Generator (Update-03):  Ship’s force noticed the fan motor 
bearings making abnormal noises.  Upon further investigation, it was found that 
the fan motor bearings had deteriorated due to normal wear and needed to be 
replaced.  Replacement parts were received, and ship’s force replaced the fan 
motor.  Ship’s force anticipated the unbalanced rotor will cause premature 
motor failure and ordered a new rotor. 
 
10026-NR1 MDE Jacket Water Leak (Corrected on 11 SEP 10):   
Engineering watchstanders noticed a loss of jacket water from NR1 main diesel 
engine expansion tank.  During HEALY’s inport in Seward, AK, ship’s force 
troubleshot the engine and found water leaking inside number 5b cylinder.  
Ship’s force disassembled the head to determine the exact location of leak.  
Further investigation found water leaking past the inboard exhaust valve seat 
on 5b cylinder.  In an effort to minimize affects of numerous engine casualties, 
bellows from NR2 Main Diesel Engine were swapped out with the NR1 Main 
Diesel Engine (see 10022 above).  Main Prop replaced 5B cylinder head, and 
the DC Shop welded the CFW line.  NR1 MDE was run at idle and under load.  
All tests were satisfactory.  Ship’s force is unable to run NR1 MDE for 
extended periods due to the damaged bellows.  An additional part was received 
during the logistics onload off of Barrow on 06SEP10.  The part was installed, 
and tests proved satisfactory.   
 
10027-Port Crane 04 (Corrected on 6 AUG 10):   
While conducting crane training, ship’s force noticed that the controller was 
sticking, and that the crane continued to move even after control handles were 
released.  Ship’s force dismantled and replaced the crane control module, but 
the problem persisted.  While awaiting parts, ship’s force renewed several 
suspect o-rings in original control module and reinstalled on crane.  Operational 
test sat with rebuilt module. 
 
10028-NR1 SSMG Amortisseur Rod Welds (Initial):   
During routine inspection of Ship Service Motor Generators (SSMGs), ship’s 
force discovered three separated amortisseur rod welds on the motor side of the 
Number 1 SSMG. Ship's force also discovered damaged varnish on one rod and 
the motor rotor.  Damage is consistent with previous casualties to both of the 
cutter's SSMGs.  HEALY has requested repair of the damaged rotor in 
HEALY’s storage cage in Seattle.  The SSMGs installed onboard have 
experienced repeated casualties on the amortisseur circuit due to excessive heat 
during startup.  To avoid further damage to SSMG motor rotors, a new SSMG 
needs to be researched and installed.  This is the fourth known failure of this 
type.  Picture date is incorrect, pictures taken on or about Sep 1 2010.   
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10029-Oily Water Separator Motor Operated Valve (Update-01):   
The oily water separator motor operated valves were severely corroded and 
labored while cycling.  Ship’s force received the parts and will affect repairs.   
 
10030-Bridge Windows (Initial):   
HEALY has six windows in need of replacement.  Ship’s force believes the 
windows overheated while using the window de-icing system.  HEALY has 
ordered new windows and control cards for heaters.  Windows are a long lead 
item, and HEALY anticipates repairs during the inport.   

 
 
10031-Bridge Start Air Compressor NR2 (Corrected on 29 Aug 10):   
Number 2 start air compressor began overheating over a period of three weeks 
with the problem becoming progressively worse.  Cooling water levels began to 
consistently drop and system was foaming out of the automatic jacket water 
vent valve.  Ships force secured the compressor and conducted a borescope 
inspection of crankcase.  Inspection revealed water intrusion into crankcase 
from 2nd stage Cylinder.  Ship's force removed 2nd stage head and cylinder 
assembly for inspection and a cracked cooling tube was identified.  Ship's force 
plugged both ends of the tube, reassembled, and operational test was 
satisfactory. 
 
10032-Bridge AIS Transponder (Corrected on 28 Aug 10):   
Ships Force found that the ships Automatic Information System did not 
transmit position due to loss of internal configuration.  Ship’s force worked 
with Electronic Support Unit Seattle to procure cables and software to affect 
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repairs.  HEALY received updated software on an ftp site.  Technicians 
constructed software update cable to upload software and conducted successful 
operational test.   
 
10033-Bridge NR 2 Dehydrator (Initial):   
After receiving an alarm for the Dehydrator, ships force found a leak that 
allowed the refrigerant and compressor oil to escape.  Ships force ordered 
needed parts for repairs.  Anticipate repairing the dehydrator during the inport.  
These repairs deplete HEALY’s stock of R-12 refrigerant.    
 

 
 
10034-MSW Piping Leak in AMR#2 (Initial):   
Watchstander found sea water spraying from a quarter inch hole in the twelve 
inch main salt water circulating pipe located in the lower level of AMR 2. Hole 
was found on a 3 ft long elbow piece between valves MSW-V-136 and MSW-
V-008. Hole was plugged and patched with a HEALY type I patch.  HEALY 
requested the pipe be replaced during upcoming dockside availability.  Pump 
was still operational, although only used as a standby pump to avoid additional 
stress to the pipe. 
 
10035-NR2 Food Service Reefer Compressor (Initial):   
While investigating refrigerant leak, compressor was opened for inspection, 
and the crankcase had large quantities of metal shavings present.  The 
composition of the metal particles suggested a major Babbitt bearing failure.  
HEALY requested tech assist at home port to evaluate replacement or repair of 
compressor unit. 
 
10036-Hole in Black Water Collection Tank (Initial):   
While preparing black water tank for surface preservation, ship’s force found a 
three quarter inch hole in the top of the black water collection tank.  HEALY 
requested replacement of the tank top and a structural evaluation of the tank 
during HEALY’s upcoming availability. 
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10037-TMR-109 (Update-01):   
Ship’s force found a fault indication upon system start up.  Troubleshooting the 
system led to the identification of a faulty 26v power supply.  Ship’s force 
ordered a replacement and is awaiting parts.   
 
10038- NR 2 EVAP (Corrected on 24 SEP 10):   
Evaporator number 2 suffered a leak on its brine pump main seal.  Damage was 
done to the motor bearing and shaft, and the motor was beyond repair.  A spare 
pump was found in stock; however, no motor or main seal for the pump was 
available.  The number 1 evaporator was also running below capacity, creating 
a shortage of potable water for the ship.  Parts were received via air drop from 
AIRSTA Kodiak and installed on 24SEP10.  All operational tests proved 
satisfactory. 
 
10039-NR3 MDG Cooler End Plate (Initial):   
The NR3 Main Generator air cooler end plate pipe cracked and leaked Central 
Fresh Water (CFW).  Two separate plates failed, one of them multiple times, 
this trip.  The first failed on the NR1 MDE and was temporarily repaired by 
ship’s force with further repairs expected upon return to home port.  Attempts 
to repair the second plate on NR3 MDE were unsuccessful.  Additionally, when 
this second plate was removed for repairs, ship’s force discovered that the 
support bracket rubber insert was severely deteriorated.  Repairs were made, 
but those repairs promptly failed. Due to no spare cooler endplate onboard, the 
endplate was cannibalized from MDG NR1 which was CASREP'd for a jacket 
water leak on head 5b.  This was done to limit the number of OOC MDGs.  The 
endplate that was originally on NR1 then failed.  Repairs were then made to 
that endplate onboard, and NR3 was only used as a standby generator for the 
remainder of the patrol to minimize stress on the endplate.  It was requested 
that SFLC contract Converteam Technical Assistance to identify the cause of 
the failure and facilitate the repair or replacement of both of the failed plates.  
Repairs have been completed to both endplates at a local machine ship and 
have op tested sat. 
 
10040- Ship's Whistle (Corrected on 24 SEP 10):  Ship’s whistle sound 
magnitude decreased because its solenoid valve was corroded due to moisture.  
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Ship’s force was able to affect repairs to the existing valve, and all operational 
tests proved satisfactory.   
 
10041-Aft Warping Capstan (Initial):   
Control valve NR1 had a major hydraulic fluid leak, while control valve NR2 
was inoperable.  The malfunction of these two valves prevented the system 
from being safely operated.  While troubleshooting the leak, ship’s force 
discovered excessive corrosion of control console electronics.  It was requested 
that, at the next dockside availability, SFLC expand the Level 1 Inspect and 
Test work item to include the repair of the hydraulic fluid leak and a control 
console electronics groom.   
 
10042-HF SSB Antenna (Initial):   
Ship’s HF SSB Antenna sheared off at the base due to rough weather and high 
winds.  Ship’s force awaited RTHP to receive parts and conduct repairs.   
 
10043- NR2 Evap Overhaul (Initial): 
NR2 Evaporator never achieved rated performance following the 2010 Dry-
Dock overhaul.  Its average daily output this patrol was around 3000 gallons 
per day instead of its rated 6550 gallons per day.  Ship’s force exhausted all 
onboard options to improve performance and requested SFLC add the overhaul 
of Evaporator NR2 to the FY11 Dockside Availability.   
 
B. Main Propulsion Division 
 
Sea Trials  
 
19-21 March: Experienced major oil leaks from Boll and Kirsch on all four 
Main Engines due to waste gates sticking which caused over-pressurization of 
the system.  Ships force cleaned the waste gates, and changed out the air 
pressure regulator and solenoids and operational test was satisfactory.   
 
Pre-deployment 
 
03 May: The 1” drain pipe on the bottom of the Starboard Sea Bay Strainer 
gave way, causing flooding in AMR 2 while inport in Seattle, WA.  The cause 
was pressure build-up due to misalignment of one of the Motor Operated 
Valves (MOV) causing it to not close all the way.  NESU fixed the MOV that 
came off the Sea Bay Strainer.  Further investigation of this issue continued 
throughout the inport period.   
 
05 May: The DCs capped off the Starboard Sea Bay Strainer 1” drain line.   
 
Seattle, WA To Honolulu, HI (HLY-10-TB) (16 May to 24 May)   
 
16 May: The #1 Boiler had 2 valves that were leaking by: the boiler feed valve 
that goes right into the boiler, and its globe stop check valve before it.  The 
boiler feed pumps gave low pressure when one boiler feed pump was secured.  
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Both boilers’ feed pumps were needed online in order to keep up feed pressure 
due to the cross-over valve leaking by.   
 
19 May: The Technician of the Watch (TOW) found a pinhole leak coming off 
the Port Sea Bay Strainer pipe, above the 3-way valve.  The valve was secured, 
the DC’s Z-SPAR patched the pipe, and we restored the system.  See CASREP 
10017.  
 
20 May: There was a CFW leak off MDG #3’s cooler endplate welded flange.  
NESU assisted with correcting the leak.  The DC shop removed and re-welded 
the end plate.  The endplate was reinstalled.   
 
22 May: A major fuel oil leak occurred in Generator Room 1, coming off the 
fuel service pipe, near the ladder leading up to the stacks.  The TOW 
discovered the leak came from a crack under the valve for the fuel pressure 
gauge.  After securing the source and getting the situation under control, Main 
Prop and the DCs discussed the repair plan for the pipe.  The fuel system was 
tagged out, the bilge cleaned, and the fuel system drained to get the pipe ready 
for the DCs to weld.  Once repairs were done, the tags were cleared, and the 
system was pressurized.  The repair weld held.  See CASREP 10018. 
 
Moored in Honolulu, HI (24 May to 31 May) 
 
27 May: The Port Sea Bay Strainer pipe in AMR 3 was temporarily repaired by 
the DCs with assistance from NESU Honolulu.   
 
Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK (HLY-10-TC) (31 May to 12 June) 
 
05 June:  A major fuel oil leak occurred in Generator Room 1 from the fuel 
pressure gauge line.  The gauge line snapped off at the top of the valve.  We 
closed the valve, securing the source.  We tagged out the valve and wired it 
shut.  We took a few pieces of flange shielding and wrapped it around the valve 
so that in case another major fuel oil leak occurred, the fuel would go straight 
down into the bilge.  
 
Additionally, the repaired weld on the cooler endplate of MDG#3 was leaking 
CFW, so we added a belzona patch.   
 
08 June:  The Boiler 1 Fuel Oil Service tank was overfilled due to overflow 
from Generator Room 1.  The fuel system for Generator Room 1 needed further 
adjustments.   
 
With regard to the CFW leak off the MDG #3 cooler endplate welded flange, 
we drained the system and the DCs re-welded the pipe.  Belzona was used to 
patch the hole before reinstalling the endplate.  We allowed it to set for a few 
hours before adding another belzona patch to the cooler endplate.   
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09 June: We lost propulsion and power due to a cycloconverter trip, and the 
Auxiliary Diesel Generator (ADG) did not automatically start to supply power 
needed to get the propulsion plant back up.  Once our resets were done, we 
took a look at ADG and discovered that the Start Air Oiler was off.  We 
secured ADG and changed the oil, filling it with hydraulic fluid and used lock 
wire to hold the oiler place.  We ran ADG for 5 minutes and then placed it back 
in standby mode.   
 
 
HLY-10-01 Mobilization, Dutch Harbor, AK (12 June to 14 June)   
 
12 June: Main Prop continued to work on adjustments to the fuel system for 
Generator Room 1 to fix the vibration and the fuel oil pressure issues.   
 

 
An Arctic icescape as seen from HEALY 
 
HLY-1001 (14 June to 21 July) 
 
15 June: There was a fuel leak coming off #1 MDE fuel injector pump for 5A 
cylinder.  Shop personnel fixed the problem, which was a blown out o-ring and 
seal.   
 
16-17 June:  Because of the major fuel oil leaks in Generator Room 1, the 
lagging was removed and unusable.  We renewed all the lagging that we 
removed from that casualty.   
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18-19 June: #2 Main Engine had a leak coming off the exhaust bellows before 
the turbocharger.  The bellow was cracked so we placed a temporary patch on it 
until we could receive a new one in Seward, Alaska.   
 
The shop also continued to look into and make adjustments to the fuel oil 
pressure system.   
 
Mid-patrol Break, Seward, AK (21 July to 28 July) 
 
21-22 July:  Relief valves for fuel oil service pumps #6 & #8 were removed for 
recalibration to 175 psi.  This is intended to alleviate the problems that have 
plagued the engine room fuel service systems since the cutter was built.  A pair 
of used relief valves that had previously been removed from the system, 
outfitted with hand lift handles, were installed in the place of the ones removed. 
Ship’s force tagged and drained the Fuel Oil Service System for Engine Room 
1 to replace the relief valves.  The fuel oil pressure switch arrived in Seward, 
AK.  The EM shop changed out the pressure switch for fuel oil pump #8.   
 
23-24 July:  The required MDE Bellows parts did not arrive in Seward, AK. 
Because #1 MDE was already out of commission for a jacket water leak, a flex 
joint was removed from #1 MDE and installed on #2 MDE to place it back in 
commission. DEMPS were conducted on #2 MDE to ensure proper operation, 
and the CASREP was cleared.   
 
The shop also installed a new stop check valve on the starboard main motor air 
cooler.   
 
25 July:  Main prop replaced the relief valve on fuel oil service pump #4. The 
valve was relieving at lower-than-rated pressure.  This was causing the standby 
pump for #2 engine room to start regardless of system demand.  The valve was 
to be repaired on RTHP.   

 
We also completed reassembling the covers on #2 Main Diesel Engine Turbo 
Charger.   
 
AWS10-02 Seward, AK to Barrow, AK (29 July to 06 September) 
 
29 July: Main Prop conducted a borescope inspection of cylinder 5B on #1 
Main Diesel Engine to investigate the jacket water leak.  We discovered signs 
of jacket water leakage around the forward exhaust valve.  The jacket water 
pump was energized and we could see water leaking from the valve seat.  We 
began preparations to install spare cylinder head.   
 
31 July:  We staged spare cylinder head for #1 MDE from cargo hold to 
Generator Room 1.   
 
03 August: Main Prop continued troubleshooting #2 start air compressor 
overheating issues.  The compressor overheated almost constantly.  We 
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discovered that the incoming water temperature for the compressor should be 
40 deg. C max; however, the thermo-bulb in the temperature-regulating valve is 
operating at 45 deg. C.  The compressor was also losing jacket water internally.   
 
04 August 2010 – Ship’s force continued to prep the cylinder head for MDE #1 
5B.   
 
08 August 2010 – Main Prop shop found water in the sump of the #2 Start Air 
compressor.  The sump was boroscoped, and a j/w  leak was found coming 
from the base of the cylinder liner.   
 
21 August 2010 – Start Air Compressor #2 was reassembled and test run with 
no leaks and no overheating issues.   
 
25 August 2010 – The DC shop finished the weld job on the damaged CFW 
endplate and Main Prop shop reinforced it with Belzona.   
 
27 August 2010 – Main Prop shop finished work on MDE #1 and test ran the 
engine satisfactorily.  The turbo flex joint installed was the patched joint off of 
the #2 MDE.   The repaired CFW endplate was installed as well. 
 
01 September 2010 – To further troubleshoot the lower fuel oil pressure for the 
ADG, the 65 psi check valve and one 10 psi check valve were replaced in the 
fuel manifold.  Only a slight fuel pressure increase, 2 to 4 psi, was noted.   
 

 
Evidence in the ice of HEALY’s backing and ramming 
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AWS10-03 Barrow, AK to Dutch Harbor, AK (07 September to 29 
September) 
 
07 September 2010 – The new flex joint for MDE #1 was received on the 6th 
and installed.  Engine tests ran successfully.   
 
09 September 2010 – Changed out the relief valves for F/O service pumps 6 
and 8 with valves that were reset to 170 psi instead of 150.  This was an attempt 
to fix the vibration issue in the piping which caused several major F/O leak 
casualties.  After testing for leaks, there was no apparent change to the 
vibration. 
 
10 September 2010 - During a round, watch stander found a leak on the aft 
endplate for the #3 generator air cooler.  The leak was at the twelve o-clock 
position on the bottom pipe.  It appears that vibration was the cause of this and 
may have been the cause for the other casualties on this system.  There was also 
a broken vibration isolator and other fittings that were loose.   
 
14 September 2010 - The DC shop welded a new pipe section into the endplate 
for the Generator air cooler and welded the isolator.  Parts reinstalled and tested 
satisfactorily.  
 
17 September 2010 – The weld broke again for the generator air cooler on 
MDE #3.  The endplate will be removed and reinstalled.   
 
20 September 2010 – The DC shop finished welding the generator air cooler on 
MDE #3, and the endplate was reinstalled.  The engine was tested with 
satisfactory results; no leaks were noticed.   
 
24 September 2010 – Ship’s force had to change out and clean three orifice 
flow control valves on the transformers for the cycloconverters.    
 
25 September 2010 – After a day of running, the endplate for MDE #3 cracked 
again.  The engine was tagged out until a temporary patch could be installed.   
 
29 September 2010 – A temporary patch (Splash zone/Z-Spar) was installed 
and held on the endplate.  Engine was used as a standby engine only.   
 
Dutch Harbor, AK to Seattle, WA (30 September to 12 October) 
 
NTR 
 
C. Auxiliary Division 
 
Pre-deployment 
  
A-Gang found nine leaks on piping systems and created a CMA to have them 
replaced/repaired dock-side.   
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Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI (HLY-10-TB) (16 May to 24 May) 
 
On the transit from Seattle to Hawaii, A-Gang found that the steering pump on 
the Arctic Survey Boat needed to be replaced.   
 
The division added approximately 100 lbs of R22 to the #2 chiller.  After the 
adjustments, the chiller was able to be placed back in service, where it had 
previously been in a limited status.   
 
During the inport period, lab results came back which indicated we could safely 
reuse drained hydraulic oil that was in the used tank.  During this patrol, 
HEALY began using HUP to filter hydraulic oil to be put back into service 
tanks, saving thousands of dollars.   
 
Additionally, during this leg of the mission, A-Gang completed the following 
repairs on equipment: they rebuilt the mechanical seal and repaired the #2 
vacuum sewage pump; replaced a leaking bypass valve on the steam system on 
the #1 evap; replaced the flange gaskets and repaired leaks under the #1 evap.  
The division also replaced the main water/air sealing gasket on #3 ship’s 
service air compressor (SSAC), and assisted EM’s in troubleshooting the 
casualty and getting it back into service after an overheat caused the #3 SSAC 
to become OOC.  Moreover, while the CGMAPS team was onboard,  A-Gang 
assisted the team with identifying potential problems with equipment.   
 

 
HEALY underway 
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Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK (HLY-10-TC) (31 May to 12 June) 
 
The #3 reefer compressor had a mechanical seal that was leaking oil and 
needed replacement.  A-Gang determined that the compressor manufacturer 
had been sold a few times, which may lead to parts becoming hard to come by 
in the future.  It would be a good idea to replace the current compressor with a 
new one in order to ease repairs.   
 
The #2 Climate Control Chamber was subject to excessive vibration, causing it 
to fall apart.  A-Gang had to replace the defrost timer; however, the vibration 
still exists due to the way the controller is mounted, and A-Gang is looking into 
more durable timers.  In addition, the system developed a refrigerant leak, 
which will be fixed after the shop rewires the defrost system.   
 
During this transit phase, A-Gang also assisted the DCs with finding a bad 
ejector on the #2 sewage vacuum system; cleaned the #2 evap; and rebuilt and 
repaired valves on the Gaylord washdown system.   
 
HLY-1001 (14 June to 21 July) 
 
The lagging in the ship’s stores refrigerators and freezers was deteriorating and 
mold was growing on it.  The FS division disinfected as much as possible with 
a bleach solution.  A-Gang submitted a CMA/CSMP to have all the lagging in 
the refrigerators and freezers replaced in 2012.   
 
Two crane issues surfaced during the HLY-1001 phase.  The bow crane 
suffered problems with the control valve manifold; ship’s force changed out 
with new one onboard.  Additionally, the port 04 crane began having issues that 
the division believes to be in the crane control module.  The crane was 
scheduled to be changed out in Seward.   
 
A-Gang discovered that the #1 fuel oil pump was sporadically discharging too 
much water into fuel that goes to the service tank.  In order to deal with this 
problem, the FOWK stripped the tank more often while the division looked into 
the cause.   
 
The OWS was malfunctioning, and with EM assistance, A-Gang troubleshot 
the problem and identified the solenoid valve relay as the source.   
 
Additionally, during this phase, a leak on the brine discharge pump required the 
pipe section to be removed and another one made.  The division also assisted 
the EMs with rewiring salinity switches for the #2 evap.   
 
Mid-patrol Break, Seward, AK and HLY-1002 (21 July to 06 September) 
 
Ship’s force changed #2 Evaporator actuating pilot and air regulating valve.   
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We encountered problems with the defrost cycle for # 2 Climate Control 
Chamber.  There is no wiring diagram in the tech pub.  The only available 
diagram is hand drawn on the unit.  Comparison to the operational #1 unit 
shows differences in both wiring and components.  Ship’s force manually 
defrosted the unit on a daily basis. HEALY will make the unit identical to the 
#1 unit in both components and wiring.   
  
Deck force stated that the port 04 deck crane continued to move after the 
controls were released.  A-Gang changed the crane control valve actuator with 
new part.  The new actuator had more problems than the old one did, to include 
no down function on the main whip and reverse operation of the boom raise-
lower function.  Shop personnel renewed several faulty o-rings on the used 
actuator and replaced it on crane.  All functions properly worked after this. 
Faulty spare unit planned to be sent for repairs.   
 
The ship’s Oily Water Separator (OWS) was going into fault because of slow 
motor operated valve functions.  Inspection of two valves showed signs of 
advanced corrosion and leakage.  Ship had no onboard spares or rebuild kits.  
Unit was CASREPed for two replacement valves.  Aux shop will continue to 
monitor operation closely and make emergency repairs to valves as required.   
  
Replaced #3 ship’s stores refrigeration compressor oil seal.  Seal had began 
leaking refrigerant and oil at the beginning of AWS10.   
 
Determined that the pressure reducing valve for cross-connecting Starting Air 
to Ship’s Service Air was leaking.  There were no replacement parts onboard. 
Continued to monitor the situation when cross-connection was required and 
planned to rebuild or renew valve.   
 
Auxiliary Shop troubleshot Oily Water Separator and determined the problem 
was in the motor operated valves on the discharge side of the unit.  Ship’s force 
issued a CASREP on the unit and requested new valves; unit had the motors in 
stock.  Valves arrived in Dutch Harbor and will be installed.   
 
The #3 reefer compressor oil seal arrived, and shop personnel replaced the 
leaking seal.  The dryer filters and other minor maintenance was also 
completed.  There remain bad seals on the #1 & #2 reefer compressors, and the 
science reefer compressors.  Ship’s force created CMAs to have them replaced 
during dockside FY11.   
 
Shop personnel found a leak on the #2 reefer compressor.  The leak was caused 
by a leaking gasket on the compressor.  While the unit was open, large 
quantities of metal particles were found in the oil.  Both dull metal and shiny 
metal particles were found leading the Auxiliary Shop to believe that the 
compressor is on the verge of failure.  Unit was tagged out and taken out of 
service.  Shop requested that SFLC purchase new compressor and NESU 
remove the old compressor and install a new one.   
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Auxiliary Shop determined that the pressure reducing valve (emergency cross-
connect) from the start air system to the ships service system in AMR5 needed 
to be rebuilt.  The reducing valve in the diaphragm of the valve leaks.  This was 
initially found by the CGMAP team.  Shop will repair or replace valve.   

 
Shop experienced the aft waste oil tank mysteriously rising.  Initially it was 
thought it might be an issue with the sea-bay.  The FOWK found that the #2 
skid for the #2 FOP and LOP had its overflow valve going directly to the aft 
waste tank, by-passing the sludge settling tank.  Further investigation lead shop 
to believe the sensor going to the AOP was faulty and the EM shop has been 
requested to assist in with repairs.   
 
Ship’s force discovered that the #3 fire pump suffered leaks on its cooling line.  
A replacement line was fabricated, and new fittings were installed.   
 
#2 evaporator continued to suffer from low output.  Shop personnel 
disassembled the two air educators and found them to be functioning 
satisfactorily.  The last two heat exchangers were accessed and pressure tested 
with low pressure air and found to be in excellent shape.  AUX personnel 
continued to monitor it.   
 
Numerous small ventilation issues arose and were corrected.  Theses issues 
were primarily leaks from the steam system, adjustments for the different 
modes, and clogged or damaged air filters.   
 
 

 
One of HEALY’s RHIs underway 
 
Auxiliary shop fabricated a manifold to monitor and add air to the hydro-
pneumatic tanks.  This allowed tank pressure to be easily accessible and air to 
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be added as necessary without having to climb above the tanks.  It alleviated a 
possible safety issue. 
 
Leaks on the port 04 crane were found.  Due to their precarious locations and 
having to disassemble lines to get to the leaks, a CMA was created. This CMA 
requested NESU PE contract out work to groom the 04 cranes and check the 
proper tightness in all of the hydraulic lines.  This was added to the CSMP. 
 
Minor leaks on the fresh water side of the #1 ships service air compressor were 
found and repairs were made.  In addition, a union with a restricted orifice built 
into it was leaking.  Shop temporarily replaced it with a standard union until an 
order for the proper union is made and it can be replaced.   
 
The EM shop replaced the ADG room exhaust fan motor.  While the ventilation 
was disassembled with the help of our shop, a destroyed louver was found to 
have been the culprit due to falling off and being sucked into the fan motor.  
AUX installed covers to temporarily fix the system until cutter returned to 
Seattle.   
 
The galley 40 cubic foot reefer unit suffered a refrigerant leak.  Due to its 
difficult to reach location and the cost of repair, it was determined to be more 
cost beneficial to replace the unit once cutter returned to homeport.   
 
Shop started a file with PRs and MILSTRIPs for parts needed during the inport.  
This allowed Auxiliary Shop to get the parts as soon as a budget was approved.   
 
A steam leak on a bulkhead fitting was found in the radio room, and a CMA 
was created to have it repaired.  This leak may require re-routing piping due to 
its precarious location, and it may not be able to merely be welded in place.   
 
#3B chiller compressor developed multiple refrigerant leaks.   
 
HLY-1003 to Seattle, WA (06 September to 12 October) 
 
A raw water leak was found on the #1 Evaporator.  The piping was a brazed 
fitting.  Shop personnel installed a threaded fabricated part to last until Seattle 
where a new piece could be made and installed.   
 
The OWS suffered a casualty on its pump.  A new impeller and mechanical 
seal was installed.  We also discovered a badly worn coupler.  A MILSTRIP 
was created, and it will be ordered once funds are available.  Until then, 
Auxiliary Shop will monitor it to ensure that the coupler holds.   
 
OWS valves that control the discharge direction were ordered on a previous 
CASREP and were received during our visit to Dutch.  When conditions 
allowed, Auxiliary shop changed these valves and the motor controllers.   
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Leaks were found on the aft general services #1 HPU.  The worst leak was on 
the 3000psi check valve.  Due to a lack of isolation valves, Auxiliary shop had 
to wait until Seattle or a time when both systems can be taken down to conduct 
repairs.   
 
A leak was found on the #1 Evaporator condensate pump’s mechanical seal, 
and a CMA for repairs dock-side was created. A leak was found on the #1 
Evaporator brine pump’s mechanical seal, and a CMA for repairs dock-side 
was created.  Shortly afterwards, the brine pump’s motor seized due to 
corrosion of the front bearing.  Ship’s force had one complete pump kit 
onboard but no motor.  The system was CASREPed,  and due to #1 Evaporator 
making its rated water and #2 making ½ its rated amount of water; ships force 
took the brine motor and pump off #2 and put it onto #1 until parts could arrive.  
Motor was air dropped by C130 on 22 September, and that evening, Auxiliary 
Shop installed new motor and pump on #2 Evaporator and placed online.   
 
Evap #1 also suffered a number of leaks on the Raw Water supply.  
Fortunately, the shop was able to either replace the fittings with spares or install 
soft patches to keep the equipment up and running.   
 
 The aft warping capstan developed a leak in the control valves on the main 
deck.  Due to it not being able to be isolated from general services and not 
having the repair parts onboard, ships force CASREPed the capstan.   
 
Ship’s whistle was noted by bridge crew to be sounding weak.  Shop personnel 
discovered a bad solenoid valve on the air supply line and damage to the horn 
itself.  The solenoid valve was rebuilt, and a new plate within the horn was 
installed.  It was noted that the tech pub recommended two plates in the horn 
and that the kit included both plates, but after conducting tests in the shop to 
determine which was louder, one or two plates, only one was  installed.   
 

 
Damage control training onboard HEALY 
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D. Electrical Division 
 
Sea Trials 
  
19-21 March: While leaving Todd Shipyard for sea trials, the ship encountered 
problems lighting off Cycloconverters, and had to delay getting underway for a 
day.   
 
Pre-deployment 
 
26 April-15 May: Converteam did upgrades to EDW (ECP-09001), GEM A 
and GEM B computers (ECP-09002).   
 
Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI (HLY-10-TB) (16 May to 24 May) 
 
16-27 May: The division conducted acceptance tests for EDW and GEM 
computer upgrades with Clive Reed and Jim Christenson. CGMAP was 
onboard and found that the bearings on the #3 Fire Pump were bad. Parts were 
not onboard, but the pump was scheduled to be fixed in Honolulu, HI.  NESU 
Seattle EMs rode the ship to Hawaii conducting Infra-red Thermography on all 
breaker panels and controllers with equipment in use.   
 
18-21 May: During this period, HEALY experienced 6 Cyclo trips on PCC1 
and 4 trips on PCC2. With help from Clive Reed, the EMs troubleshot and 
replaced ‘S’ Phase Pulse Distribution Board (PDB), Type ‘C’ Card and SIGMA 
Computer all in PCC1.  We also replaced the PDB in ‘R’ Phase in PCC2.   
 
22 May: Supply Fan 55 was found with seized bearings.  Ship’s force removed 
the fan, replaced bearings, and re-installed the fan.   
 
Moored in Honolulu, HI (24 May to 31 May) 
 
28 May: NESU Honolulu EMs removed the #3 Fire Pump motor and replaced 
it with a spare that was received from SFLC.   
 
Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK (HLY-10-TC) (31 May to 12 June) 
 
01-11 June: HEALY experienced 8 Cyclo trips on PCC1, 7 trips on PCC2, 2 
trips on SCC1 and one trip on SCC2.  On three different occasions, these trips 
caused black-outs of the ship.  During one of these, ship’s force had to conduct 
a black start because ADG did not auto-start.  PCC1 was the cause for most of 
the trips. Ship’s force replaced the following parts on PCC1:  Sigma Computer, 
Type ‘C’ Card and ‘T’ Phase PDB.  We had negative results after replacing all 
the parts.  A CASREP was generated requesting Tech Support.  We also 
replaced the ‘R’ phase PDB on PCC2.   
 
HLY 10-01 (14 June to 21 July) 
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15-17 June: Clive Reed of Converteam reported onboard in Dutch Harbor, AK 
as the technical representative for the Cyclo CASREP. HEALY experienced at 
least 5 Cyclo trips on PCC1 for troubleshooting purposes.  The following parts 
were replaced in PCC1: Type ‘C’ Card, ‘R’ & ‘T’ Phase PDB’s.   
 
28 June: Flew Clive Reed off in Barrow, AK.   
 
29 June:  The power supply to the Minerva Fire Alarm Panel went bad in the 
Main Panel in ECC.  The ship was able to replace it with one in stock, but it 
was a new design. Ship’s force also discovered the batteries were bad in the 
ECC Minerva panel.  We sent out a CASREP update requesting the following 
parts: power supply, fuses, and new batteries for all controllers.    
 
03 July: The window heater on the aft side of the bridge failed, causing the 
exterior pane of the window to shatter.  Window CASREPed.  Naval 
Engineering Support Unit Seattle (NESU) ordered replacement window for 
installation upon RTHP.   
 

 
                            Bridge window cracks due to heater malfunction 
 
10 July: The bridge MSCC console lights were found to be inoperable.  The 
EMs replaced the lamp driver board with negative results.  Further 
troubleshooting was needed.   
 
16 July:  The science hoist was found broken. Ship’s force found a broken door 
switch on the 01 level and replaced the broken switch with the last spare 
onboard.  Because the science community onboard is not familiar with the 
Coast Guard’s Caution Tag system, ship’s force placed 16” X 24” placards on 
the doors, with every label stating certain conditions that need to be met prior 
to operating.   
 
19 July:  HEALY experienced a Cycloconverter Trip on SCC2.  The 
Cycloconverter was reset with positive results.   
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20 July: Ship’s force discovered a member of the science party operating the 
science hoist when sea conditions exceeded the maximum pitch and roll criteria 
that were put on the placards previously installed.  Ship’s force also found a 
broken door switch on 1 Deck. Ship’s force had to disable the CO’s hoist, 
remove a part from it, and install it on the science hoist in order to be able to 
operate it during the offload.   
 
22 July: Ship’s force discovered a casualty on Exhaust Fan 22 due to bad 
bearings.  A new fan arrived in Dutch Harbor, AK. Ship’s force replaced the 
fan motor and planned to replace the fan rotor when the part arrived.  Fan was 
operational, but out of balance and needed to be replaced.   
 
Seward AK to Barrow AK (AWS1002): 
 
29 July 2010 – EM Shop discovered MSCC console indicating lights to be 
inoperable.  After troubleshooting, several bad solder connections, a bad 
cannon plug, and improperly installed lights were found.   
 
29 AUG 2010 – Ship experienced a Cyclo trip on PCC2.  We first replaced the 
Type ‘C’ Card with negative results.  We then replaced ‘R’ phase PDB with 
positive results.   
 
31 AUG 2010 – Ship experienced two Cyclo trips on PCC2.  We again 
replaced the ‘R’ Phase PDB. After going back through our records, we 
discovered that the PBD we put in was giving us the same symptoms that we 
originally sent it in for repairs for. Converteam will repair the PDB again under 
warranty.   
 
02 AUG 2010 - The replacement motor for Exhaust Fan 22 was received. EMs 
made plans to commence work once the ship was in the ice and more stable.   
 
03 AUG 2010  - EMs completed the installation of safety strobe lights for 
notification of winch operations in order to prevent unnecessary transit through 
compartments containing dangerous winch equipment.   
 
05 AUG 2010 - The pressure switch for Fuel Oil (F/O) Service Pump standby 
circuit on F/O Pump #8 was received. Ship’s Force installed and calibrated the 
switch and also calibrated all other F/O service pump standby switches.   
 
06 AUG 2010 - Ship’s Force discovered five potentially bad Bridge, Aloft 
Conn, and HCO Shack windows and sent for a price quote to CASREP all the 
windows.   
 
09 AUG 2010 - Experienced a GEM B to FIP alarm. Ship’s Force reset GEM 
B, and the system came back up and ran correctly.   
 
09 AUG 2010 - HEALY experienced a Cyclo trip on SCC1. Ship’s Force reset 
the Cyclo with positive results.   
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16AUG 2010 - EMs commenced removal of Exhaust Fan 22 housing to replace 
motor.  Upon further inspection, it was found that a louver had broken free and 
jammed into the fan blade assembly.  Ship’s Force updated CASREP for 
replacement of the fan blade assembly.   
 
27 AUG 2010 - Ship’s Force installed new motor in Exhaust Fan 22 with old 
fan blade assembly because the new fan blade assembly had an 18 week lead 
time.   
  
28 AUG 2010 - Bridge experienced throttle problems when coming up to 
speed.  Cutter was steady steaming in the ice.  The OOD needed more power, 
so the bridge increased throttle position.  Port shaft went to 25 SRPM, STBD 
shaft went to 115 SRPM, and the Power Limit Light came on solid.  OOD 
brought throttles to 0, power limit cleared, and throttles acted normal.  EMs 
sent an e-mail to Converteam for troubleshooting assistance.   
 
30 AUG 2010 - Ship’s Force discovered the MSCC lights on the Bridge were 
not operating. Troubleshooting led to the discovery and repair of several loose 
connections.   
 
01 SEP 2010 - The bridge experienced the same throttle problem that occurred 
on 28AUG2010 except on the STBD shaft.  Converteam had given EMs 
parameters to record if problem was experienced again.  Readings were taken 
and sent to Converteam for analysis.   
 
 

 
Crewmembers on watch on the bridge holding a science station 
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Barrow AK to Dutch Harbor AK (AWS1003): 
 
07 SEP 2010 – All 4 Cyclos tripped off line while on #2 MDG. Ship’s force 
downloaded trip histories and sent them to Converteam.  We also noticed boiler 
and MSW Pump #3 tripped off line as well.   
 
08 SEP 2010 – All 4 Cyclos tripped again while #2 MDG was online.  Again, 
ship’s force downloaded trip histories and set to Converteam.  Odd things 
tripped again as well, such as the Fuel Oil Purifier, the Lube Oil Purifier, and a 
Potable Water Pump.  Ship’s force trended #2 MDG Voltage, KW, Amps, and 
Hertz.  Problem appeared to be with Alfa Auto Voltage Regulator (AVR) for 
#2 MDG. Ships force shifted to Bravo AVR and tested for approximately 11 
hours with tests sat.   
 
08 SEP 10 – Replaced code in RTU 6 & 7 for Evaporator alarms.  Also, 
discovered problem with Data Gatherer not connecting to the T/C winch. 
Ship’s Force discovered the newly installed RJ45 cable inside the EDW cabinet 
that goes from the DIM to the control unit is bad.  It was replaced with installed 
spare and system working correctly.   
 
16 SEP 10 – Standby switch for #4 F/O Service pump was found inoperable. 
Ship had one in MICA and was able to calibrate and replace.   
 
Dutch Harbor AK, to Seattle, WA: 
 
04 OCT 10 – Experienced 2 trips on PCC1 Cyclo. Initial trip tech reset, but 
Cyclo tripped again right away. Tech replaced Type ‘C’ card in PCC1. Cyclo 
was brought back online and ran fine.   
 

 
Walruses resting on ice as HEALY passes
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E. Electronics Division 
 
Pre-deployment, Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI, and Honolulu HI to Dutch 
Harbor, AK 
 
The transit from Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK was used for completing 
the Sea Acceptance Trial for the new EM122 Multibeam.   
 
Between leaving Seattle, WA for AWS-10, and arriving in Dutch Harbor, AK, 
the Electronics Division installed morale speakers in the hangar and repaired 
the CCTV cameras on the aft working deck, the A-frame, and AMR #5.  
Additionally, they tapped MK39 and MK27 NEMA output for science and 
changed LMB from Direct TV to DTS.   
 
Twice, after a Cycloconverter trip, the Voyage Management System (VMS) 
had to be reset.  Additionally, VMS MRI 1 locked up and had to be reset.   
 
HLY-10-01 (14 June to 21 July) 
 
It was written in the Ice Operations Bill that the AN/SRD-500 transducer 
needed to be pulled up when transiting or conducting operations in ice.  It was 
decided that it was unnecessary because when installed, the transducer is either 
slightly recessed or flush with the bottom of the hull, which would make it 
difficult for ice to damage it.   
 
During the mission, the Electronics Division repaired the port anemometer, as 
well as the starboard anemometer, which had a bad cable run.   
 
The shop encountered two problems with the radar in the ASB.  The ASB 
Radar Network settings were changed, which was causing the radar not to 
rotate.  We contacted Furuno tech support, who told us how to correct the 
problem.  Moreover, the Boat Crew reported that the ASB radar was 180 
degrees off course.  Technician performed the heading alignment at the next ice 
station, and the ASB Radar was operational.   
 
HLY-10-02 (02 August to 06 September) 
 
ESU came onboard in Seward with a contractor to assess the science lab.  In 
particular, they were looking at the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) 
infrastructure and to start the project plan to standardize and upgrade HEALY’s 
science UPS service.  While onboard, ESU also worked with Sperry contractors 
to correct the error with the cross track functionality in the current version of 
the VMS software.  ESU also worked with the Terascan technician to finish the 
Terascan upgrade that was started a year ago.  Equipment tested satisfactorily 
on the transit between Seward and Dutch Harbor.   
Ship’s force moved the Simrad 512 antenna to an aft antenna mount, 
eliminating it as a possible source for the multipath inference recorded on the 
POS-MV GPS, which resulted in intermittent loss of signal.   
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Ship’s Sperry AIS was transmitting incorrect ship position information.  During 
troubleshooting, configuration data was lost.  Technicians were unable to 
reload software configuration due to unknown password.  Technicians 
contacted the OEM, obtained a new version of the system software, and re-
imaged the equipment.  System was operational and the default password 
restored.  
 
Ship’s Dynamic Positioning System failed to keep ship on station when 
performing coring for Artic ECS mission.  Technicians troubleshot system and 
determined that the Legacy DPS system does not interface with the newer 
navigation sensors.  Converteam was contacted, and ship requested 
replacement of the system during the next dockside availability.   
 
TMR-90 1000 Watt Transmitter: 6V power supply failed during operations 
with the Canadian Coast Guard.   
 
Ashtec 3D GPS produced inaccurate data.  Technicians inspected the antenna 
and cable runs and determined that one of the antenna run’s outer jacket was 
split resulting is severe water intrusion.  Technicians replaced the cable run, 
and the unit was placed back in service.   
 
HEALY 01 GPS worked intermittently.  Technicians determined that corrosion 
in the fuse panel was causing intermittent unit operation.  After the panel was 
cleaned, the unit was operational.   
 
The ET Shop assisted Science with installation of a magnetic temperature 
sensor in the transducer void.   
 
HLY-10-03 (07 September to 29 September): 
 
Technicians troubleshot MRK 39 Speed Log error and found that it was 
incorrectly set up during initialization.  ETs Posted ESOS being incorrect.   
 
ET Shop trouble shot MK-39 Lat/Long error and found that the GPS input was 
incorrectly configured for MK-39.   
 
ET Shop discovered that, on the Saab AIS, the time displayed on the unit not 
accurate.  Technicians troubleshoot and discovered that the unit was not 
correctly wired.  Once the unit was rewired, it was operational.   
 
The ET Shop troubleshot and replaced the aft winch camera.   
 
At the operator’s request, the ET Shop raised and lowered the SRD-500 
Transducer as the ship transited in and out of the ice.  Several legacy HEALY 
sailors were convinced the transducer would be destroyed if left down.  To stop 
concern from on and off the ship, the transducer was raised and lowered at the 
operator's behest.  The electronics supervisor remains skeptical that breaking 
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ice could take out a correctly installed transducer that is flush with the hull.   
 
Heavy winds sheared the GMDSS HF antenna. Equipment was CASREPed.   
 
In Dutch Harbor, technicians performed a full VMS system shutdown and 
restore.  After the system was restored, the Port and Starboard nodes had to be 
rebooted four times before they were operational.   
 
Dutch Harbor, AK to Seattle, WA (30 September to 12 October): 
 
Between Dutch Harbor and Kodiak, VMS MRI  2 locked up and had to be 
rebooted.   
 
The Direct to Sailor (DTS) satellite system encoders had to be reset.   
 
Technicians removed VMS, Map Server, and EM122 displays and cables from 
the aloft conn overhead in preparation for the project to streamline the aloft 
conn navigational monitors.   
 
VMS crashed due to multiple Nodes internal clocks not being synced.  
Technicians performed a full system reboot and time sync.   
 
F. Damage Control 
 
Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI (HLY-TB) (16 May to 24 May) 
 
General Emergency, AMR3 Pipe Crack: While transiting from Seattle, WA to 
Honolulu, HI, watch standers discovered a pinhole leak in a 16in MSW return 
system pipe in the AMR3 sea chest alcove.  The leak was located in the 
diameter reducing spool piece above the three way temperature regulating 
valve and below the MSW return overboard isolation gate valve.  Watch 
standers set General Emergency, isolated the pipe leak, and patched it 
temporarily using oakum, rubber, Splash Zone, and a ratchet strap.  The crack 
grew from a pin hole to a one and a half inch crack while the patch was being 
applied.  When HEALY moored in Honolulu, contractors completed UT of the 
spool piece.  The temporary patch was removed and a new patch was applied 
by NESU Honolulu using watertight epoxy compound.  Arresting holes were 
not drilled because UT did not show sufficient thickness for drilling.  The final 
patch was wrapped with synthoglass by ship’s force.   
 
General Emergency, Generator Room One Fuel Oil (F/O) Leak:  While 
transiting from Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI, watch standers discovered a major 
fuel oil leak on the forward bulkhead of Generator Room One. Fuel was 
spraying from a crack in the gauge line for the MPCMS main F/O header 
pressure sensor.  Watch standers set General Emergency in accordance with the 
Main Space Fire Doctrine. The Technician of the Watch (TOW) used a rag to 
direct the F/O spray away from the Main Diesel Engine (MDE) #1 exhaust 
manifold.  The break-in TOW broke out the AFFF hard hose and blanketed the 
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bilge with assistance from the Rapid Response Team.  The Engineer of the 
Watch (EOW) secured the F/O service pumps and all machinery in Generator 
Room One.  Following cleanup, the FOWK drained the Generator Room One 
fuel system.  The main propulsion and repair divisions worked together to 
remove a F/O valve in AMR7 and install a compressed gas flange fitting. 
Repair division flushed the Generator Room One F/O piping with compressed 
air and the Main Propulsion division aligned the F/O coalescers drain to a 
waste oil holding tank.  The Main Propulsion division also removed fuel 
soaked lagging from several steam pipes adjacent to the rupture header.  After 
flushing the system for several hours, the repair division began flushing dry 
nitrogen to the system.  The gas free engineer certified the space and piping 
Safe for Hotwork, confirming less than 1% oxygen inside the F/O piping, and 
received CO’s approval for hot work.  The repair division completed a two pass 
weld repair on the cracked piping which returned Generator Room One to full 
service.  The Main Propulsion division installed flange shielding around the 
weld repair to prevent F/O spray from reaching the MDE #1 exhaust manifold 
in the event of another rupture.  The pipe rupture occurred just above the weld 
repair which was completed by repair division during the AWS09 Spring BEST 
mission.   

 
Members of a fire team dress out during a damage control drill 
 
CCOLs: DCC McInnis from the HEALY PE office sailed onboard TAD for the 
transit from Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI. He worked with first- and third-class 
cadets to update the Master CCOL index for all 2nd  Deck compartments.  DCC 
and the cadets completed CCOL updates for all 2nd Deck compartments from 
Aft Steering to MICA with a total of approximately 200 corrections.  The 
cadets also noted approximately 60 missing or incorrect fitting or compartment 
labels; the MPA engraved new labels and the cadets installed them.   
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Bow Tower Mounting Fabrication:  DCC Pulatie worked with Stanford Hooker 
of the HLY-10-01 science party to construct a mounting fixture for the 
Apparent Optical Properties equipment to be mounted on the bow tower.  The 
mounting bracket was installed with positive results.   
 
Galley Steam Pipe Replacement:  The Repair division repaired a leak in a 
steam pipe in the galley overhead by cropping 15 inches of pipe and brazing 
new 90-10 CuNi pipe in place.  The repair was successful and will have a 
longer lifespan than a temporary patch.   
 
DC College: The repair division conducted DC College from June 1st to June 
3rd.  The final exam pass rate was 100%.  Twenty-three personnel, including 
seven first-class cadets, received Basic DCPQS qualification.  There were two 
major lessons learned from this DC College.   

 
a. DC College should be four days long in order to cover all of the 

material completely.   
 

b. The PowerPoint presentations used during DC College need to be 
updated and streamlined to improve the course.   

 
The DCA and two first-class cadets received welding training from DCC 
Pulatie and DC3 Collum.   
 
Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK (HLY-TC) (31 May to 12 June) 
 
General Emergency, Generator Room One F/O Leak:  While transiting from 
Honolulu, HI to Dutch Harbor, AK, watch standers discovered a major F/O 
leak on the forward bulkhead of Generator Room One.  Fuel was spraying from 
the same gauge line which had ruptured during the transit to HI.  The one 
quarter inch gauge line had sheared completely off of the isolation valve. An 
initial responder secured the leak by closing the isolation valve.  The TOW 
used the AFFF hard hose to blanket the bilge.  The main propulsion division 
tagged out the F/O system and cleaned the compartment.  After cleaning the 
compartment, the Main Propulsion division secured the gauge line isolation 
valve with lock wire and wrapped the open gauge line with flange shielding.  
The EOW energized the fuel system and no leak-by was observed from the 
isolation valve. Generator Room 1 was returned to full service.   

  
The steam system lagging that was removed following the first F/O leak in the 
space had not been replaced when the second leak occurred.  Luckily the steam 
pipes in the generator room were isolated so they did not present an ignition 
source for the fuel.  The lagging was replaced one week later after materials 
were received in Dutch Harbor.   
 
Fire Main Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) contamination:  On June 2nd, 
repair division personnel discovered AFFF contamination in the fire main.  
Troubleshooting revealed that the motor operator on the fire main supply valve 
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in the AFFF system (AFFF-V-1-107-2) did not fully close the supply valve 
when the system was deactivated.  The AFFF system was activated three times 
from May to July.  The system was activated twice during actual casualties and 
once during a damage control drill.  Each time that the system was secured, the 
fire main supply valve did not fully close, which allowed AFFF to backflow 
from the pressurized AFFF system to the fire main as fire main pressure 
dropped.   

 
a.  The repair division attempted to flush the fire main on several 
occasions but the foam had permeated the system.  The AFFF 
contamination also spread to the ballast system, which is fed by the 
fire main.  At least six ballast tanks were contaminated with AFFF 
which prevented the ballast officer from de-ballasting within twelve 
miles of land.  This was especially significant during fueling in Dutch 
Harbor on August 1st.  The cutter was forced to operate outside of the 
liquid loading sequence in the DC Book until excess ballast could be 
discharged 12 miles off shore.   
 
 b. The repair division requested to groom the fire main supply valve 
during dockside maintenance 2011 and submitted a TCTO to install a 
check valve in the fire main to AFFF pipe branch to prevent back-
flow from the AFFF system to the fire main.   

 
HLY-10-01 (14 June to 21 July) 
 
Generator Room 1 Weld Repair #2:  The repair division completed a second 
weld repair on the Main Diesel Engine Fuel Oil header in Generator Room 
One.  The division decided to crop the gauge line nipple off of the main header 
and place a plug weld in the remaining pipe stub.  This decision was made after 
a new crack developed below the initial weld repair, leading to a minor Fuel 
Oil leak.  Repair and Main Propulsion Division personnel decided that the only 
way to prevent further cracking was to remove the globe valve supported by the 
gauge line nipple.  Removing the valve did not impact the readiness of the plant 
because the gauge line was already broken beyond repair downstream of the 
valve.   

 
Crewmembers operate a P-100 pump during DC Olympics 
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The DCA and Fire Marshall worked with the Main Propulsion division and 
inerted the Fuel Oil header using the same procedure as the initial inerting with 
two deviations.    

 
a.  The isolation valve upstream of the #3 Main Diesel Engine Fuel 
Oil coalescers was removed and air samples from the fuel header 
where taken at the location.  This change was made because the 
gauge line was no longer connected to the fuel system and there was 
no other place to effectively sample in the immediate vicinity of the 
plug weld.   
 
b.  Argon was used as the inerting gas when the gauge line nipple 
was cut and while the plug weld was inserted.  The inerting gas was 
shifted to nitrogen for the completion of the plug weld and 
application of additional beads to cover cracks in the Fuel Oil header 
pipe propagating from the original nipple t-joint.   

 
 

Berthing Area Conversion:  The repair division continued research on 
converting several three and four person staterooms to four and six person 
staterooms respectively.  Division personnel located a vendor for Navy type 
two-high racks and accessories, ordered the necessary equipment, and 
submitted a Time Compliance Technical Order (TCTO) for the configuration 
change.  The modifications will create four new racks for Coast Guard 
personnel onboard HEALY.   
 
The repair division continued the Emergency Escape Breathing Device (EEBD) 
replacement project by purchasing 33 new OCENCO EEBDs.  OCENCO 
EEBDs replace Scott EEBDs onboard.  Remaining OCENCO’s were purchased 
using fallout money.  
 
Command Assessment of Readiness to Train (CART) Preparation: The repair 
division began preparation for the winter 2010-2011 training cycle by 
overhauling Repair 2 and Repair 3. All equipment was removed from the 
spaces and inventoried. Excess equipment was removed from the locker to 
reduce clutter and increase the accessibility of all the necessary equipment in 
the space. Division petty officers reorganized the compartments for better 
stowage of equipment and installed several new brackets and clips to increase 
the usable storage space. 
 
Spare equipment removed from Repair 2 and Repair 3 was separated into 
usable and unusable items. Some items were placed in storage as back-up for 
items in service. Some items where transferred to other divisions. All other 
items were disposed of. 
 
The repair division conducted DC College from August 3rd to August 6th. The 
final exam pass rate was 94%. Sixteen personnel, including two Ensigns TAD 
from POLAR SEA, received Basic DCPQS qualification. Both lessons learned 
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from the June 2010 DC College were successfully addressed during this DC 
College. Further lessons learned were:   

1. PowerPoint presentations used during DC College can still be 
improved.   

 
2. Additional planning for hands-on sessions will increase the 

exposure that each student gains from each session. Student 
suggestions included breaking into smaller groups and pre-
staging activities ahead of time.   

 

 
Crewmembers during DC Olympics 
 
HLY-10-02 (22 July to 06 September) 
 
The repair division continued the Emergency Escape Breathing Device (EEBD) 
replacement project by purchasing new OCENCO EEBDs. OCENCO EEBDs 
replace Scott EEBDs onboard.  Supply used fallout money to purchase enough 
OCENCO EEBDs to complete the SCOTT EEBD replacement project prior to 
AWS11.   
 
The Damage Control Training Team conducted all hands DC Olympics on 
09Sep. Teams of four cycled through 7 stations:  Hot spot hunt, P-100 Rigging, 
Medical, Plotting and DC Comms, FFE Dress out, Investigating, and Boundary 
Setting.   
 
HLY-10-03 and Transit to Seattle, WA (07 September to 12 October) 
 
AFFF System PMS – Repair division completed MPC R-A-1569, AFFF 
System, Test Concentrate/Check Proportioner, on 24SEP10. The AFFF 
concentration was 3.8%.  This was outside the acceptable range, 2.5% to 3.5%.  
The technical publication for the AFFF system states that the proportioner will 
over inject AFFF concentrate when the system is operating below the design 
flow rate.  The maximum pressure for the AFFF proportioning system is 
175psi.  The first test was completed with only one fire pump online providing 
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approximately 145psi firemain pressure.  Repair division completed R-A-1569 
a second time.  For the second test, AFFF solution was discharged through two 
hoses to increase the flow rate.  Two fire pumps were energized IAW standard 
procedure for the AFFF system.  The firemain pressure during the second test 
was approximately 160psi.  The AFFF concentration was inside the acceptable 
range at 3.5%.   
  
CG-6013 Emergency Landing – On 30Sep10, the crash on deck alarm was 
sounded following an emergency landing by CG-6013 during training 
exercises.  The AFFF monitor was activated from the HCO shack and 
discharged on the flight deck.  The On Scene Leader and fire teams manned the 
flight deck, the DCA and bridge team manned DC Central on the bridge, and 
all personnel not involved in flight operations manned repair 2.  Flight deck 
personnel secured the helicopter.  Investigators from repair 2 investigated the 
area below the flight deck and discovered no damage.  After the helicopter was 
secured and investigation was complete, DC Central and Repair 2 stood down.  
During clean-up efforts, the flight deck personnel discovered AFFF 
contamination in the fire main.  The firemain was flushed of AFFF and used to 
clean AFFF from the flight deck and fantail.  The AFFF storage tank was 
refilled, the flight deck monitor line was drained and the AFFF monitor MAP 
alarm was reset.   

 
CG-6013 and AFFF on HEALY’s flightdeck after an emergency landing 
 
 
Laundry Room Fire – On 03Oct10, the fire alarm sounded in the laundry room. 
Initial responders from the rapid response team and the TOW discovered an 
alpha fire in dryer number 1.  The OOD set General Emergency. Initial 
responders completed electrical isolation, discharged one CO2 extinguisher, 
removed the alpha material from the dryer, and placed the alpha material in a 
trash can filled with water.  The EOW energized the fire main, and a fire hose 
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was used to soak the alpha materials and set the re-flash watch.  The DCA reset 
fire zone one from the bridge, and the rapid response team de-smoked the space 
with installed ventilation.  The DCA conducted atmospheric testing using the 
GasAlert5 five gas analyzer.  All toxic gases and explosive vapors tested at 
0ppm, and oxygen tested at 20.6% on the first test.   
 

 
The inside of the dryer after the fire 
 
G. Fueling Summary 
 
12JUN10 – Dutch Harbor 
Fueling on 12Jun commenced at 1030 following special sea detail and mooring.  
Two pier fuel risers were used with two fuel hoses connected to an aluminum 
y-connection bolted to the 8-bolt deck connection.  With two hoses feeding the 
y-connection, the fueling officer anticipated a flow rate of 1000gpm.  This 
estimate was based on conversations with the CGC POLAR SEA fueling 
officer and a representative from North Pacific fuel.  With a flow rate of 
1000gpm, the on-load could have been completed by 1700.  The actual flow 
rate for the first day of fueling was 580gpm.  At 1700, the CO met with the XO, 
department heads, and fueling officer.  The CO decided to secure fueling for 
the day and re-commence the following morning.  The decision was based on 
rising crew fatigue because of an early start with special sea detail in the 
morning and the prospect of fueling until 2300 to complete the on-load in one 
day.  There was also no guarantee that the on-load could be completed before 
sunset at 2338.  Liberty was granted for the fueling detail at approximately 
1800 to expire at 2400.  Fueling commenced at 0858 on 13Jun10 and secured at 
1400.  The average flow rate on day two was 615gpm.  Total gallons 
transferred was 428,705, 244,395 on day one and 184,310 on day two.  The 
fuel hoses connected to y-connection at the deck connection tended to collapse 
and vibrate where they made the 90 degree turn over the gunwale.  The 
majority of the fuel pressure in Dutch Harbor is provided by head pressure 
from the shore-side tanks.  The turbulence at the deck connection may reduce 
the effectiveness of the vertical drop from the deck connection to the fuel oil 
manifolds four decks below.  Non-collapsible hoses at the deck connection 
could reduce the turbulence at the gunwale and increase the siphon effect at the 
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deck connection.  A vacuum was observed on the local gauge at the deck 
connection and when the in-line sample port was opened.  An in-line sample 
could not be gathered for the in-line fuel sampling program because of the 
vacuum at the deck connection.  It was impossible to throttle the deck 
connection valve sufficiently to take a sample.  A fuel sample was taken at the 
sample point on the pier and sent to the in-line fuel sampling program. 
Technicians from North Pacific Fuel arrived on time on the second day of 
fueling and did not delay the start time.   
 
01AUG10 – Dutch Harbor 
After the two day evolution in June, the second fueling evolution did not begin 
the same day as mooring.  Liberty expired for the fueling detail at 2400 on 
31Jul and muster was held at 0600 on 01Aug. Fueling commenced at 0748.  
The same y-connection that had been used in June was used for this on-load.  
The average flow rate for this transfer was 560gpm.  The transfer was 
completed in one day and lasted 12 hours.  The same turbulence and signs of a 
vacuum that were observed in June were present for this on-load.  An in-line 
fuel sample could not be taken at the deck connection.  A sample was taken 
from the sample port on shore and sent to the in-line fuel sampling program.   
 
 
CG-6013 de-fueling: 
On 01Sep10 the HEALY crew de-fueled CG-6013 so that it could be off-
loaded to the pier by crane.  Fuel was off-loaded to the waste oil tank because 
the aircraft contained a mixture of JP-5 and JP-8.  Fuel was pumped from the 
aircraft fueling connection to the flight deck waste oil drain connection using 
the ship’s de-fueling air operated pump.  A second D-1 Single Point Refueling 
Nozzle was borrowed from CGC MUNRO because HEALY only had one 
onboard.  One was required for the connection at the aircraft. The second was 
required at the waste oil drain connection.   
 
Waste oil offloads:   
Waste oil offloads were conducted in Dutch Harbor and Kodiak. 5280 gallons 
were offloaded in Dutch Harbor, and 8320 gallons were offloaded in  
Kodiak.  Offloads in Kodiak are much quicker because the company has two 
trucks which alternate off-loading, and both trucks are larger than the truck 
provided in Dutch Harbor.   
 
VIII. Administration 
 
A. Administering the Personnel System 
 

Connectivity 
 

Connectivity was frequently interrupted during the first half of AWS 10-01; 
however, all administrative tasks were able to be performed.  Working with 
Direct Access was slow and frequently interrupted but useable.  Email was 
consistent throughout the cruise. 
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SPO performance 
 

Seattle Servicing Personnel Office was very helpful throughout the cruise with 
an efficiency rating of 98%, as determined the SPO metrics in CGBI. Issues 
were addressed promptly and any issues that arose were resolved.  The primary 
method of communication between the SPO and the ship was email, and the 
secondary was message traffic.  Recommend visiting the SPO while inport to 
establish a working relationship and understanding prior to deployments.   
 
B. Future Advice 
 

Proactive 
 

Act early and often to consolidate travel plans in and out of our port/logistics 
calls.  A new reporting and departing worksheet was created in an effort to 
improve communications between members, sponsors, and admin to ensure a 
rack will be available for all incoming personnel.  Sometimes there will be fair 
lead-time (DA Orders, Advance notice of incoming/outgoing personnel), while 
others will be short notice.   
 

Reactive 
 

For the short notice notification, call/email the travel agent immediately upon 
notification.   
 
C. General 
 
Whenever possible, it is preferred members report to the ship before getting 
underway for the summer.  Otherwise, members should plan on reporting to 
PSSU then flying out to meet the ship.  Due to the lack of incoming flights to 
many port calls (Dutch Harbor, Barrow), when meeting the ship underway, 
members should plan to fly in a day earlier than the scheduled arrival of the 
ship and outgoing personnel should be considered to overnight at their point of 
debarkation.  Also, due to limited availability, these reservations need to be 
made as soon as the need is identified when coordinating reporting dates, 
instead of waiting until reporting to the SPO.   
 
Book all flights to TONOs.  T-Pax is not available while underway.  
Scan/email orders to the travel agent who emails the itinerary.  Remember to 
keep orders under 200k in size when we have CGDN and 125k while on the 
Science Data Network.   
 
For anyone who used their GTCC for any orders, try T-Pax.  If not successful, 
complete DD-1351-2 (Adobe Forms or W-Drive), scan, and email to Mr. David 
Bosh (Topeka (tvl)) or another previously established POC at PSC.  HEALY is 
currently unable to utilize the full potential for the Web Based T-PAX due to 
performance issues with the T-Pax server.   
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Morale 
 
A. Events 

 
Morale night:  Saturday morale nights continued similar to previous 
deployments.  Saturday night dinner was prepared by crew members 
representing a division, mess, or other subsection of the crew or science. 
Following dinner, bingo was held on the messdeck.  The evening ended with a 
movie in the hangar using the new projector and sound system purchased and 
installed during the 2009-10 winter inport period.   
Morale Night dinners were prepared by:   

1. NESU TAD personnel 
2. Wardroom 
3. Chiefs’ Mess 
4. First Class Petty Officers 
5. HLY-10-01 Science Party 
6. First Class Cadets 
7. Engineering Department 
8. Deck Division 
9. Junior Officers 
10. HLY-10-02 Science Party 
11. Science Division 
12. Morale Committee 
13. Damage Control Division 
14. Spartans 
15. Chili Cook-off 
 

 
The science division serves a morale dinner 
 
Bingo Blackout prizes were 

1. Shake Weight (As Seen on TV) 
2. Portable DVD Player 
3. Portable DVD Player 
4. Bose Headphones 
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5. Sharper Image Noise Canceling Headphones 
Movies in the hangar were 

1. North Shore 
2. Boondocks Saints 
3. The Big Lebowski 
4. Inglorious Bastards 
5. Mission Impossible 
6. Hot Tub Time Machine 
7. Zombie Land 
8. Dazed and Confused 
9. Clash of the Titans 
10. A-Team (New) 
11. Alice in Wonderland (New) 
12. Date Night 
 

 
3 vs. 3 Basketball Tournament:  FS3 Young organized a 3 vs. 3 Basketball 
tournament during the transit from Honolulu to Dutch Harbor.  Six teams 
participated.  Participants included crew members, cadets, and TAD personnel. 
Lessons learned from this event were:   

1. Competitions need to be planned and scheduled further in 
advance.  The tournament was rushed to ensure personnel 
departing in Dutch Harbor could participate.   

 
2. Communication regarding the competition needed to be more 
organized with more POD announcements and flyers, and fewer 
all hands emails.  Emails addressed only to competitors should 
also be used.   
 

 
Crewmembers participate in a basketball tournament 
 
FS3 Young organized a second 3 vs. 3 Basketball tournament during the HLY-
10-01 mission.  Nine teams participated.  Participants included crew members, 
TAD personnel, and members of the science party.  There were several injuries 
during this tournament.  Several players sustained lacerations from falling on 
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the hangar non-skid.  One laceration required several stitches.  Competitive 
sports in hangar were put on hold until a protective covering can be purchased 
to cover the non-skid and provide a safer playing surface.   
 
Mustache Growing Competition:  A mustache growing competition was held 
beginning a week into HLY-10-01 and ending the evening before the mission 
ended at the Seward port call.  Thirty one crew and science party members 
participated.  The competition was judged by six crew members and one 
science party member who were known for their mustaches.   
The competition was divided into a Varsity and a JV division.  The Varsity 
division started the competition clean shaven.  The JV division was judged on a 
most improved basis.  Each participant had a picture taken at the beginning of 
the competition to gauge progress.  The JV division was geared towards 
younger crew members who had already begun trying to grow a mustache and 
didn’t want to shave off what they had already grown prior to the competition.   
 
Arctic Olympics:  The morale committee planned for the second annual 
international arctic icebreaker Olympics with the CCGS LOUIS S. ST. 
LAURENT.  The planned event included air hockey, foosball, Wii, ping pong, 
and basketball competitions.  A casino night was planned to end the evening.  
The raft-up was canceled due to scheduling and never reached the final 
planning stages.   
 
Ticket home raffle:  The morale committee held a raffle for a crew member to 
win a plane ticket home to Seattle from Juneau AK.  The ticket was paid for by 
the morale fund.  The winner was required to take leave during his or her 
absence from the cutter. BM1 Huneycutt won the raffle.   
 
POD Caption Contest:  The morale committee started the POD caption contest. 
Fun pictures submitted by the crew were published in the POD and crew 
members submitted captions to the morale officer.  The best captions were put 
to the crew for voting.  Each week’s winner won a free coffee at the Java Hut.   
 
B. Programs 
 
Morale Laundry Service was offered.  Departing personnel paid $5 to the 
morale fund in exchange for having the morale committee wash their linens.  
The program was utilized by the majority of departing personnel in each port 
call.   
 
The iron sailor program saw reduced participation this year even though crew 
member exercise habits were better than pervious deployments.  Several new 
initiatives had more people involved in organized exercise, but crew members 
chose not to take advantage of the iron sailor program.  The morale committee 
agreed to use resources to support exercise programs outside of the iron sailor 
program.  These programs included pain trains and extreme workouts (Insanity 
& P90X).   
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Participants in some of HEALY’s extreme workouts 
 
The morale committee purchased two Wii consoles prior to AWS10.  During 
HLY-10-01, the morale committee ordered two Pelican cases to hold the Wiis 
and their accessories when crew members check-out the equipment.  The 
Pelican cases were delivered to the cutter in Seward.   
 
Java Hut and OceanPhone cards:  The morale fund started two category C 
activities during AWS10.  Morale took-on coffee sales in the Java Hut and the 
sale of OceanPhone calling cards as part of the ship’s store transition from 
independent exchange to satellite exchange.  Headquarters granted 
authorization for both of these activities. 
 
 
C. Port Calls 
 
Honolulu, HI: The morale committee organized a group to attend the Hale Koa 
Luau in Waikiki.  The D14 MWR office sent a morale respresentative to the 
ship upon seeing HEALY’s LOGREQ.  She met the ship on its arrival and 
provided a lot of information and assistance with scheduling tourist events.  
The morale committee did not attempt to plan additional events because the 
consensus was that crew members would want to go their separate ways prior 
to a four and a half month arctic deployment.   
 
Dutch Harbor, AK:  The morale committee planned to hold a pizza dinner on 
the ship on the final evening of the port call followed by a softball game at the 
local field.  Unfortunately, the local softball league rescheduled several rained-
out games and the field was not available for the crew to use.  The pizza dinner 
was held on the messdeck using paper plate and cups.  The morale fund 
purchased thirty pizzas for the crew and 50 scientists.  Fewer people left the 
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boat than anticipated and thirty-five pizzas would have been better for that 
many people.  One third of the pizzas ordered were cheese. In the future there 
should be less cheese pizza and more toppings.   
 
Seward Mid-patrol break:  The morale committee planned a flag football game 
for the final full day in Seward.  The morale officer worked with the City of 
Seward Recreation Department to reserve a field.  Softball fields in Seward can 
be reserved through the Recreation Department for a fee.  The playing fields at 
the elementary and high schools can be used with no fee after checking with the 
administrators at each school.  Contact information is:  Softball fields: Seward 
parks and rec, Karin Sturdy, ksturdy@cityofseward.net Soccer fields:  Elem 
School, David Kingsland, dkingsland@kpbsd.k12.ak.us, High School, Trevan 
Walker, twalker@kpbsd.k12.ak.us.  The planned football game was not held 
due to lack of interest.  The morale officer traveled to Anchorage along with 
the ship’s store officer and several operators to shop for supplies.  This 
shopping trip was a great success.  The morale officer was able to restock on 
soda, candy, coffee supplies, morale prizes, and purchased several fitness and 
recreation items which had been requested by the crew.  Additionally, the 
American Legion post in Seward hosted the HEALY crew for a BBQ dinner on 
July 22nd during the mid patrol break.  The event was a great success with 
excellent food, drinks, and karaoke.  The Seward American Legion can be 
contacted at americanlegionpost5@gci.net.   
 
Dutch Harbor, AK:  The morale committee planned a softball game for the 
second Dutch Harbor port call.  The Supply Officer reserved a softball field via 
LOGREQ.  On the day of the game, the morale officer and members of the 
morale committee were not able to find the ship’s softball equipment.  Crew 
members opted to use the newly acquired flag football equipment.  The flag 
football game was a success with participation from junior crew members to 
the Commanding Officer.   
 

 
A morale-sponsored Casino Night 
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X. Supply and Logistics 
 
Shakedown/Helo Stan  Seattle, WA in preparation for AWS-10 
 
Supply Division 
 
Services acquired at Seattle, WA during Shakedown/Helo Stan 
 
Tug Service – Western Tug (1 Tug) – 03/21 arrival Manchester & 03/23 
departure of Manchester/Arrival BSU Seattle $4,950.00 FY10/GD302 
Tug Service – Western Tug (1 Tug) – 04/07 departure Seattle & 04/16 arrival 
Seattle $2500 FY10/GD303 
Tug Service – Western Tug (1 Tug) – 04/21 departure Seattle & 041/24 arrival 
Seattle $2500 FY10/GD394 
Pilot Service/Victoria – Arranged by King Bros via LOGREQ – 04/22 arrival 
Victoria & departure Victoria $14,000 FY10/GD370 
Total for Tug & Pilot Service $23,950 
 
On 4/22 pulled into Victoria, Canada, all arrangements for pier service was 
made thru King Bros of Victoria via LOGREQ.  The company only takes credit 
cards or cash. POC: Ken Nikkel @ 1-250 384-1174.   A lessoned learned for 
logistics is to make arrangements for two tugs when pulling into Victoria.  The 
pier conditions & wind are a major factor for having the two harbor tugs. 
 
King Bros Agency- arranged via LOGREQ- 04/22-04/24 $17793.77 (pier & 
Line handlers) FY10GD555 
 
Services acquired at Manchester 03/20-21  
 
Z14102-0081-0051 F76, 736483 GALLONS AT $2.81 TOTAL $2,069,517.23 
Z14102-0081-0052 LUBE OIL, 9085 GALLONS AT $8.10 TOTAL 
$73,588.50 
Z14102-0081-0053 JP5, 48364 GALLONS AT $2.84 TOTAL $137,353.76 
 
Food Service Division 
 
April 5th - Sysco Invoice #4050457  $2896.59. 
                  US Foods Invoice #5389594  $2813.97.   
April 6th - US Foods Invoice #5401904  $977.34. 
                  Sysco Invoice #4062409  $2983.78. 
April 19th - Sysco Invoice #4191424  $2298.49. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
AWS 10 (16May10) Seattle, WA (departure) 
 
Services acquired for Seattle, WA departure 16May10 
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Tug Service – Western Towboat (1 Tug) – 05/15 departure Seattle $2500.00 
FY10/GD596 

 
 
Food Service Division 
 
After an extended in port/dry dock and prior to getting under way on AWS 10 
the General Mess was fully prepared for another extended deployment.  The 
total amount of food stores at time of sailing was $399,364.02.  
 
The following purchases were made in preparation for the deployment:   
 
 

JULIAN CALL VENDOR VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
RUNNING 

TOTAL 

DATE NO.   TICKET 
OF 

PURCHASE OF CALL   
123 01 PEPSI 1160185 SUBSISTENCE 2,093.57 2,093.57
123 02 PV SYSCO 1180189 SUBSISTENCE 8,164.24 10,257.81
123 03 PV SYSCO 1180190 SUBSISTENCE 10,868.67 21,126.48
123 04 PV SYSCO 1180188 SUBSISTENCE 61,780.38 82,906.86
124 05 PV SYSCO 1160187 SUBSISTENCE 47,155.86 130,062.72
130 06 PV SYSCO 1250193 SUBSISTENCE 2,820.27 132,882.99
130 07 PV SYSCO 1250192 SUBSISTENCE 2,286.82 135,169.81
130 08 PV SYSCO 1250194 SUBSISTENCE 1,392.00 136,561.81
130 09 PV SYSCO 1220191 SUBSISTENCE 10,556.08 147,117.89
131 10 PV SYSCO 1320195 SUBSISTENCE 325.80 147,443.69

JULIAN CALL VENDOR VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
RUNNING 

TOTAL 

DATE NO.   TICKET 
OF 

PURCHASE OF CALL   
123 01 SYSCO 5031174 SUBSISTENCE 2,955.64 2,955.64
123 02 US FOODS 5701115 SUBSISTENCE 2,770.92 5,726.56
124 03 SYSCO 5043130 SUBSISTENCE 2,393.10 8,119.66
124 04 US FOODS 5716392 SUBSISTENCE 2,844.10 10,963.76
124 05 SYSCO 5043131 SUBSISTENCE 512.82 11,476.58
125 06 US FOODS 5728715 SUBSISTENCE 2,745.07 14,221.65
130 07 SYSCO 5101391 SUBSISTENCE 2,292.16 16,513.81
130 08 US FOODS 5791045 SUBSISTENCE 1,083.48 17,597.29

130 09 
SAMMY 
FOOD 189 SUBSISTENCE 1,857.00 19,454.29

 
      

JULIAN CALL VENDOR VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
RUNNING 

TOTAL 

DATE NO.   TICKET 
OF 

PURCHASE OF CALL   
118 01 SYSCO 4281972 SUBSISTENCE 7,050.00 7,050.00
119 02 SYSCO 4291838 SUBSISTENCE 11,192.38 18,242.38
119 03 SYSCO 42918339 SUBSISTENCE 8,114.94 26,357.32

      
118 08 SYSCO 4281971 SUBSISTENCE 2,946.04 17,504.20
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119 09 SYSCO 4291837 SUBSISTENCE 2,850.00 20,354.20
119 10 US FOOD 5654829 SUBSISTENCE 2,905.67 23,259.87
120 11 US FOOD 5681025 SUBSISTENCE 2,864.85 26,124.72

 

 
HEALY arrives in Honolulu, Hawaii 
 
AWS 10  Logistics & Liberty  Honolulu, HI (24May10 – 31May10) 

Honolulu, HI 
 
Services acquired at the Honolulu 05/24 – 05/31 Port Call 
 
Supply Division 
 
Tug Service (POP) – Hawaiian Tug & Barge (1 Tug) – 05/24 Arrival Hono, HI 
& 05/31 Departure $2,674.21 FY10/GD618 POC: Robert 1-808-537-4169; 
2000 HP Omni-Drive Tugs 
Pier Services(POP) -  Honolulu Harbor Master (Dock fee, Water Usage, 
Security)   $4,158.59  FY10/GD421 POC: Alan Murakami 1-808-587-2070 
Trash Removal (POP) – Kings Disposal LLC – $209.42 FY10/GD630 POC: 
Shawna 1-808-847-4856 
Parking (POP) Aloha Tower Marketplace 05-24-05/31 $192..00 FY10/GD618 
POC: Pro Park INC. 1-808-566-2340 & ONLY TAKES CASH! 
Pilot (POP) HAWAII PILOT ASSOCIATION 05/24 (arrival) Hono, HI 
$655.00 FY10/GD620 POC: Kuulei 1-808-537-4169 & ONLY TAKES 
CASH! 
Sewage (POP) - PSC Industrial Outsourcing--POC- Asu Ulufale 1-808-682-
7037  FY10/GD635 - Sewage  $11,056.85 
 
All services were arranged via LOGREQ thru BSU Honolulu.   
 
The following purchases were made while there:   
 
Best Buy: Router, Ethernet Switch (COM) $339.97 FY10/GD624 
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Best Buy: 32" LCD Monitor/3 Way Coax. Splitter (SUP) $462.96 
FY10/GD626 
Wal-Mart: Pillowcases (SUP) $96.20 FY10/GD625 
 
Food Service Division 
 
No purchases were made by the food service division during this port call.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
AWS 10-01 (12Jun10 – 22JUL10) Dutch Harbor, AK 
 
Services acquired at the Dutch Harbor, AK 06/12 – 06/15 Port Call & 

Logistics Visit 
 
Supply Division 
 
Tug Service – Dunlap Towing (1 Tug) (POP) – 06/12 arrival & 06/15 departure 
Dutch Harbor, AK $2512.00 FY10/GD644; 4,500 HP Tractor Tug the James 
Dunlap 
BC Vehicle Rental (POP) (2s$1040.00 314/03 FY10/GD255 
Petro Star --Fuel – 428705 GAL. @ $2.89/gal  FY10/Z141020137SE00  
$1,238,957.45 ; paid for & arranged thru the SEACARD System. 
Boom - Petro Star (POP) – $3160.00  6/12-6/14 FY10/GD650 
City of Unalaska (POP) 314/01 $15,830.00 (Dock fee, waste water and potable 
water) FY10/GD647 
 
The following purchases were made while there: 
 
North Pacific Fuel: Fuel for rental vehicles (POP) $203.51 FY10/GD649 
 
While in Dutch Harbor, supply received the following: 
CBL-From Seattle to Dutch (Mail/Supplies) (4 Pallets) B/L# Z521500000111 
Estimate $7,072.86 
 
From Seattle to Dutch (Fuel Additive Supply) (1 Pallet Hazmat) B/L# 
Z521500000112 Estimate $3,988.47 
 
 
Food Service Division 
 
Dairy, produce and bread were purchased in Dutch Harbor, AK: 
 
Vendor Name: Horizon Lines in Dutch Harbor 907-581-7930 
Vendor POC: Dan Curtin   FSA Food 
Vendor Contact Info: (907) 267-1775 
Estimated Dollar Amount: $7,768.77 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
AWS 10-01 (21Jul10 – 28JUL10) Seward, AK MPB 
 
Services acquired at the Seward, AK 07/21-07/28 Port Call & Logistics 

Visit 
 
Supply Division 
 
Tug Service – Anderson Tug & Barge – (POP) (1 tug) - 07/21 arrival & 07/29 
arrival & departure Seward, AK $3240.00 FY10/GD711; 1300 HP Standard 
Tug the Junior. POC Captain Pat Nolan AT 907-362-3889 
Rental Cars – Hertz – (POP) 07/21 – 07/29 $3,115.72 2 15 pass vans & 1 SUV; 
FY10GD697, company charges daily rate and a mileage rate. POC IS Rosie 
Szymanski 907-224-4378. 
Trash Removal – Alaska Waste – (POP) $316.00 FY10GD663, set up via 
LOGREQ thru Kodiak Port Services. POC IS Dennis Smith 907-283-9390 
EXT 123 OR Cell 907-398-3348 
Sewage Removal – Emerald Waste – (POP) $8,893.50 FY10GD639, set up via 
LOGREQ thru Kodiak Port Services, removal was done via pump truck.   
Dock/Pier Services – Alaska Rail Road Association - (POP) $10,975.02 
FY10GD696, POC Mary Nelson 907- 265- 2209,  Pre-arranged minimum of 4 
months in advance via application requested thru Mary Nelson. 
Rental Car Fuel – (POP) FY10GD690, 689, 701, 702, 703, - $793.51 
While in Dutch Harbor, supply received the following: 
CBL# is Z521500000132, Estimate $4,175.71 (mail/supplies) (04 pallets) 
 
Lesson Learned 
 
It is easier to fly a HEALY SK to Seward to coordinate logistics prior to the 
arrival of the ship.  This cuts down on confusion and favors from the people 
providing specific services in Seward.  In the beginning we were relying on 
these local POCs, but after determining that it was uncertain if certain 
arrangements were made, we flew up SK1 Gonzalez.   
 
Food Service Division 
 
Dairy, produce, and bread were purchased in Seward, AK:   
 
Vendor Name: Food Services of America 
Vendor POC: Dan Curtin 
Vendor Contact Info: Ph: (907) 267-1775 
Estimated Dollar Amount: $6659.49 
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A Saturday night morale dinner 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
AWS 10-02/Moblization (31Jul10 – 02Aug) Dutch Harbor, AK 
 
Services acquired at the Dutch Harbor, AK 07/31 – 08/02 Logistics Visit & 
Mobilization. 
 
Supply Division 
 
Tug Service – Dunlap Towing (1 Tug) (POP) – 07/31 arrival & 08/02 departure 
Dutch Harbor, AK $5045.00 FY10/GD712; 4,500 HP Tractor Tug the James 
Dunlap 
BC Vehicle Rental (POP) 2 15 passenger vans & 1 pick-up truck $480.00 
FY10/GD717, arranged thru LOGREQ via BSU Kodiak 
Petro Star --Fuel – 404,118 GAL. @ $3.22/gal  FY10/Z141020194SE00  
$1,303,769.53 ; paid for & arranged thru the SEACARD System. 
Boom - Petro Star (POP) – $3660.00  7/31-8/02 FY10/GD713, arranged thru 
North Pacific Fuel via the LOGREQ 
City of Unalaska (POP)  $5,830.00 (Dock fee, waste water and potable water) 
FY10/GD718, arranged via the LOGREQ. 
 
The following purchases were made while there: 
 
North Pacific Fuel: Fuel for rental vehicles (POP) $205.00 FY10/GD714 
 
CBL – Z521500000143 for 01 pallet of parts going back to Seattle. $772.92 
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Food Service Division 
 
No food purchased during this mobilization stay. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
AWS 10-03 (06Sep10) Barrow, AK 
 
Services acquired at Barrow, AK 06Sep10  
 
FY10/GD602 UIC    RENTAL TRUCK $520.00  
 
SK1 Damian Gonzalez 
Doc: 11-10-8596GDT34 
Estimate $1600.00  
 
Alaskan Airlines- Cargo Attendant 
Barrow International Airport 
1741 Ahkovak Street 
Barrow, AK 99723 
Phone: (907) 852-8820 
Monday – Friday: 8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday/Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.  
 
Name: North Slope Borough, Search & Rescue, Administration North Slope- 
Jim 907-852-0401 Barrow, AK 99723- 
Phone: (907) 852-0401  
 
Alaska Air Forwarding, Inc. 
Toll Free: (800) 426-0004 
Seattle: (206) 433-6260 
Anchorage: (907) 248-4697  
 
CBL # Z472000001442, 
Weight 1604lbs 
Cost is $2255.70. 
 
Supply Division 
 The best way to get supplies to Barrow is to think ahead of the schedule.  
Make sure there is enough time for weather and delays, because the civilian 
sector doesn’t care about our CASREP. 
Have enough shipping material and good working relationships with 
individuals so that the ship’s goods are taken care of. (Base Seattle, Alaskan 
Airlines, Alaskan Air Forwarding, Barrow International Airport, North Slope 
Borough, Search & Rescue, etc ).  Follow these steps:   
 

1. Having proper paper work in order before trying to ship helps out in any 
delays at Base Seattle. 
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2. If you are shipping with Alaskan Air, you will have to take material to 

the Airport. 
 

3. If you are using Alaska Air Forwarding, Inc. they will come pick it up 
at Base Seattle.  

 
4. Once it gets to the location then it is up to the unit to get it to the ship. 

 
5. It works best by putting one of the shore side SKs in Barrow on land 

and getting a rental truck to track down goods and then it’s up the ship 
on how they want to get it back to the vessel each time it seems to be 
different.   

 
6. The best way to ship is Alaskan Airlines; it is a little more expensive 

but it takes out the middle man (Alaskan Air Forwarding). 
 
 
Food Service Division 
The food stores replenishment was set up prior to arrival in Barrow, AK via 
LOGREQ to ISC Kodiak, AK from DECA Kodiak. Produce and eggs were 
purchased. The stores were transported form Kodiak to Barrow via C-130.  The 
C-130 needs to be pre-arranged before deployment.  The request is submitted 
thru Kodiak Aircraft Logistics/Support at (907) 487-5887 or email D17-PF-
AirStaKodiakSkeds@uscg.mil.   The produce and eggs were in great condition, 
though eggs had expiration dates of Nov09. The total amount of purchase was 
$6,992.10 and paid via government credit card.  
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
AWS 10-03 DEMOB (26Sept10 – 29Sept10) Dutch Harbor, AK 
 
Services acquired at the Dutch Harbor, AK 08/26 – 08/29 Port Call & 

Logistics Visit 
 
Supply Division 
 
Tug Service – Dunlap Towing (1 Tug) (POP) – 06/12 arrival & 06/15 departure 
Dutch Harbor, AK $5512.00 FY10/GD833; 4,500 HP Tractor Tug the James 
Dunlap 
BC Vehicle Rental (POP) 1 van & 1 quad cab truck $540.00 FY10/GD8325 
Petro Star – No Fuel  
City of Unalaska (POP) 314/01 $15,830.00 (Dock fee, waste water and potable 
water) FY10/GD834 
 
The following purchases were made while there: 
 
North Pacific Fuel: Fuel for rental vehicles (POP) $75.00 FY10/GD835 

mailto:D17-PF-AirStaKodiakSkeds@uscg.mil�
mailto:D17-PF-AirStaKodiakSkeds@uscg.mil�
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While in Dutch Harbor, supply received the following: 
CBL-From Seattle to Dutch (Mail/Supplies) (2 Pallets) B/L# Z521500000264 
$2,072.86 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 

 
HEALY from an on-ice science station 
 
AWS 10 (01Oct10 -03Oct10) Kodiak, AK 
 
Services acquired at the Kodiak 10/01-10/03 Port Call & Logistics  
 
Supply Division 
 
Tug Service — Kodiak King Tug and Barge (1 Tug) – Arrival 10/01, departure 
10/03 Kodiak, AK $3000.00 FY10/GD005  
POC Charlie & tug info—3000 hp, triple screw, conventional tug, can be 
reached at 1-907-654-6572. 
Pier Service—Kodiak Harbor Master—$4745.00 FY 10/GD006 
Sanitation Service—Alaska Waste Kodiak--$750.00 FY 10/GD007 
 
 
Food Service Division 
 
Vendor name: DECA KODIAK 
Invoice number: 10249-5600 
Invoice total: $8245.66 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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AWS 10 (05Oct10 – 09Oct10) Juneau, AK 
 
Services acquired at the Juneau, AK 10/05 – 10/09 Port Call 
 
Supply Division 
 
Sanitation Service—Arrow Sanitation--$1000.00FY FY10/GD015 
 
All port services were arranged via shipping agent provided in the LOGREQ 
from BSU Ketchikan:  
 
The POC for shipping agent: 
 
Drew Green 
Juneau Port Manager 
North Pacific Maritime, Inc 
1330 Eastaugh Way #4 
Juneau, AK 99801 
PH 907-586-1282 
FX 907-463-5011 
 
The port services arranged thru the shipping agent proved to be one stop 
shopping when mooring up at the cruise ship pier, but VERY expensive.  The 
company charges a 15% fee, but can arrange any service needed.  The total for 
our Juneau stay was: $38,364.59.    
 
 
Food Service Division 
No purchases were made by the food service division during this port call. 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
AWS 10  (12 OCT10) Seattle, WA 
Services acquired at Seattle, WA 12 OCT 10 
 
Supply Division 
Tug Service – Western Tug Boat (1 Tug) 10/12 $1500.00 FY10/GD005  
 
Food Service Division 
No purchases were made by the food service division during this port call 
 
XI. Medical 
 
Pre-deployment through HLY-10-01 Mobilization (16 May to 14 June) 
 
There were no cases involving cold weather exposure.  There were no cases 
requiring inpatient treatment.  There were no infestations.  There were no 
medevacs.  There were no outside medical consultations.   
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There was one case of coliform contamination in the galley’s ice machine early 
in the deployment, found during routine surveillance and confirmed with a 
second test.  The machine was taken out of service and cleaned thoroughly by 
galley staff.  Follow-up tests were negative for contamination, and there were 
no cases of illness secondary to this incident.  The crew was educated in 
hygiene, particularly hand washing and use of hand sanitizer gel.   
 
HLY-10-01 and Mid-patrol Break (14 June to 28 July) 
 
There were no cases involving cold weather exposure.  There were no cases 
requiring inpatient treatment.  There were no infestations.  There were no 
medevacs.  There was one case needing outside referral.  A crewmember 
sustained a minor knee injury but did not improve with the usual conservative 
therapy.  The member was sent from port in Seward to a civilian MRI center in 
Anchorage; the visit was set up by the Coast Guard clinic in Seattle.  At the 
next port call, Dutch Harbor, the member was returned to Seattle for further 
treatment. 
 
Also, there was a civilian scientist who was transiting the ladderwell to laundry 
wearing crocs who sustained an ankle sprain.  An x-ray was needed to rule out 
a fracture, which it did. 
 

 
A “patient” during a medical drill  
 
HLY-10-02 (02 August to 06 September) 
 
There were no cases involving cold weather exposure.  There were no cases 
requiring inpatient treatment on Cutter HEALY.  However, while doing joint 
operations with the Canadian Coast Guard Ship LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT one 
of their crewmembers developed severe abdominal pain and needed inpatient 
treatment for four days.  Their medical complement only consists of one 
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medical officer and one rescue specialist who stands bridge watch, so 
assistance was requested in managing the patient.  The Canadian medical 
officer also requested medications and a thermometer since there were some 
medications being used up, some not available and none of the thermometers 
were giving reliable readings.  The Cutter HEALY PA was transferred and 
provided the needed assistance.  While aboard the Canadian ship, a HEALY 
crewmember sustained a severe hand injury and the PA was transferred back to 
evaluate and treat.  Once stabilized, the patient, the PA and a patient escort 
were transferred to the Canadian ship to enable a medevac from the northern 
Canadian port of Tuktoyaktuk.  The HEALY crewmember was returned to the 
Port Angeles WA clinic for further care.  There were no infestations.  There 
were no cases otherwise needing outside referral. 
  
HLY-10-03 (07 September to 28 September) 
 
There were no cases involving cold weather exposure.  There were no cases 
requiring inpatient treatment.  There were no MEDEVAC cases.  There were 
no infestations.  There were no cases otherwise needing outside referral. 
 
Dutch Harbor, AK to Seattle, WA (28 September to 12 October) 
 
There were no cases involving cold weather exposure.  There were no cases 
requiring inpatient treatment.  There were no MEDEVAC cases.  There were 
no infestations.  There was one case needing outside referral.  A crewmember 
was injured while in-port in Kodiak, AK.  He sustained injuries to his teeth and 
left face, including the area surrounding his left eye.  He was taken to the local 
emergency department for the facial and eye injury, only diagnosed with 
contusion and head injury.  He was taken to the CG clinic for dental evaluation.  
He had one tooth fracture and three teeth with broken cusps.  He was not fit for 
duty for two days and then returned to full duty.  The main clinic number for 
the CG Kodiak clinic is (970)487-5757. 
 
Also, a civilian family member slipped and fell halfway down a ladderwell on 
the ship and sustained a number of contusions and abrasions.  No outside 
medical assistance was needed.  Again, this appeared to be due to improper 
footwear for this environment.  
 
XII. Public Relations 
 
Seattle, WA to Honolulu, HI (HLY-10-TB) (16 May to 24 May) 
 
During the transit from Seattle to Honolulu, HI, HEALY’s Public Affairs 
Officer (PAO) corresponded with members of the D-14 Public Affairs staff.  D-
14 Public Affairs and the HEALY PAO drafted a press release regarding 
HEALY’s arrival in Honolulu and its intention to be open for public tours.  
Additionally, HEALY hosted Mr. Daniel Burr, a member of the Lake 
Washington Council of the Navy League, for the transit to Hawaii.  Mr. Burr 
took hundreds of very high quality photographs, which he shared with the 
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Public Affairs Officer.  The PAO began writing weekly updates, which were 
posted on HEALY’s uscg.mil website, for family and friends back home.  Dave 
Cohoe, from ESU Seattle, received the updates via e-mail from the PAO and 
posted them, due to HEALY’s slower connectivity.   
 
Moored in Honolulu, HI (24 May to 31 May) 
 
While in Honolulu, HEALY designated two hours each on two consecutive 
days for public tours.  The tours were scheduled for later in the week, so 
crewmembers had the opportunity to enjoy the port call first.  The tours were 
advertised beforehand in the initial press release about HEALY’s arrival in 
Hawaii, and via a large sign posted on the base of the brow.  The tours were 
self-guided, through a route clearly marked with rope and signs.  Crewmembers 
and TAD cadets were posted throughout the route for safety and guidance.  
There were three designated stations on the ship- the flight deck/hangar, the 
bridge, and ECC- where posters offered information about the ship and its 
missions, and additional crewmembers were stationed to answer questions.  All 
members of the public coming onboard were required to show a valid picture 
ID and sign in and out at a table located at the base of the brow.  Bags were 
subject to search.  The tours were very successful; many members of the public 
offered very positive feedback on the ship and the crew.  Over the course of 
both days, a total of 220 people visited HEALY.  In addition, two television 
news crews, one from KITV and one from KHON, came onboard and 
interviewed CAPT Rall and ENS Kehrt, respectively.  If tours are planned, 
proper materials for the posters and signs needs to be procured before departure 
on the mission.   
 
While HEALY was in Honolulu, members of the Coast Guard and other 
uniformed services came by during other times to ask for tours.  While this was 
up to the discretion of the OOD, OODs largely obliged and gave more thorough 
tours to these individuals.  Additionally, RDML Mehling, the D-14 
Commander, came to visit HEALY and was hosted by CAPT Rall.  Sideboys 
were not requested. 
 

 
Quarters on HEALY 
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HLY-10-01 (14 June to 21 July) 
 
The PAO corresponded with Mr. Steve Cole, who works with NASA public 
affairs, for several weeks prior to HEALY’s arrival in Dutch Harbor.  Mr. Cole 
arrived with the NASA science party and documented the onload process and 
preparation for the mission via camera and camcorder.  He interviewed CAPT 
Rall for the Coast Guard perspective of the upcoming NASA mission.  Mr. 
Cole and the PAO also hosted a radio reporter from Dutch Harbor’s local radio 
station.  The reporter interviewed members of the science party and received a 
tour of the cutter.   
 
Soon after getting underway, the XO, CDR Reeves, and the PAO met with Ms. 
Haley Kingsland and Ms. Karen Young to discuss public affairs efforts.  Ms. 
Kingsland wrote NASA’s official blog for the mission, and Ms. Young was a 
freelance journalist who wrote for several websites and was researching a 
children’s book on Arctic science.  Throughout the phase, the PAO coordinated 
Public Affairs efforts with Ms. Kingsland.   
 
For HEALY’s public affairs efforts throughout the NASA mission, the PAO 
wrote and posted regular updates on HEALY’s uscg.mil webpage, and wrote 
four blog entries for Coast Guard Headquarter’s blog The Compass 
(http://coastguard.dodlive.mil/) about different facets of HEALY operations.  
She also arranged for Dr. Kevin Arrigo, the Chief Scientist, to write twelve 
blog entries for the Department of Defense’s “Armed with Science” Blog 
(http://science.dodlive.mil/), resulting in one of their most popular series ever.   
 

 
Scientists and crew on ice liberty during the NASA science mission 
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Mid-patrol Break, Seward, AK (21 July to 28 July) 
  
Although HEALY was not open for Public Tours, exceptions were made for a 
Kenai Peninsula home school association, a reporter for Seward’s local paper, 
and a former Navy engineering officer.   
 
While in Seward, many members of the crew participated in several community 
service events.  HEALY crewmembers helped run a picnic at the Seward 
Senior Center, build a home for a Native Elder, and spread mulch at a Seward 
Parks and Recreation playground.  For their efforts, the crew was honored at 
the Seward City Council meeting, and received a Proclamation of Welcome 
and Appreciation from Seward’s Mayor Dunham, as seen in Appendix (6). 
 

 
The XO, CDR Reeves, accepts the Proclamation of Welcome and Appreciation 
 
HLY-10-02 (02 August to 06 September) 
 
During the second science mission, the PAO continued writing weekly updates 
and having them posted on HEALY’s webpage.  The PAO also worked with a 
blogger embarked with the science mission to edit her blogs for accuracy and 
appropriateness.   
 
HLY-10-03 (07 September to 28 September) 
 
Two NOAA Teachers at Sea were onboard during this mission.  One, a fourth-
grade teacher, collaborated with the PAO to ask questions about various facets 
of shipboard life to the crew.  The PAO talked to crewmembers whose jobs 
aligned with the particular question and helped compile answers for the teacher 
to post on a website that her class could few.   
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The PAO also set up and assisted with a teleconference between the other 
teacher and his class, which was in Fairbanks, AK.   
 
Moored in Juneau, AK 
 
At the request of D-17, HEALY held tours open to the public on the final 
afternoon in Juneau for two hours.  Given the short notice of the tours, HEALY 
was not expecting many people.  The tours were from 1300-1600, and when 
schools got out for the day, many people showed up.  The duty section 
conducted the tours, but in the future, using volunteers and a more self-guided 
tour route is recommended, as HEALY hosted over 150 people.   
 
In Juneau, the PAO and the Assistant PAO talked to the D-17 External Affairs 
Officer to synchronize HEALY’s public affairs statement.  The end result, after 
it was vetted by the CO and the XO is as follows:   
 

As an Arctic nation, at a time when there is growing focus on, and 
accessibility to, the Arctic, the United States has an increased need for 
presence in the area.  As there is increasingly more navigable water in 
the Arctic, more commercial and other traffic in the Arctic will increase 
the need for maritime domain awareness in safety oversight, law 
enforcement, and Search and Rescue, among others.  CGC HEALY is 
currently concluding the 2010 annual Arctic science season.  CGC 
HEALY's unique mission includes scientific research in the ice covered 
high latitudes of the Arctic.  Science parties come from a broad range of 
academic and national research organizations funded by NSF, NOAA, 
USGS, NASA and DOS, and research a broad range of specialties, to 
include oceanography, biology, meteorology, and geology.   

 
Juneau to Seattle and Return to Homeport 
 
MK2 Schumacher created a slideshow of the cruise, which was shown for the 
dependents onboard during the transit home.  The PAO worked with the D-13 
Public Affairs staff to give them more comprehensive information than was 
included in the press release; this information was released to the public along 
with video footage. 
 

 
Arctic ice
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XIII. Personnel Embarked 
 
Departing Seattle, WA on 16 May  
 
A. OFFICER PERSONNEL ABOARD 
CAPT RALL, WILLIAM J. 
CDR REEVES, JOHN D. 
LCDR  ST. PIERRE, ERIC R. 
LCDR PETRUSA, DOUGLAS C. 
LT APPLEBERRY, JASON K. 
LT GALVEZ, OSCAR R. 
LTJG SKAPIN, CHRIS S. (NOAA) 
LTJG DOLTON, PETER H. 
LTJG MYATT, LISA L. 
ENS CUSTER, NICHOLAS S. 
ENS SINKS, CHARLES A. 
ENS KEHRT, EMILY T.S. 
CWO3 LYONS, SEAN R. 
CWO2 ROSE, JOHN R. 
CWO2  PLACIDO, JONATHAN A. 
CWO2  JOHNSON, KENNETH L. 
B. OFFICER PERSONNEL TDY  
NONE  

 
C. ENLISTED PERSONNEL ABOARD 
BMCM RYAN,CARY O. 
HSCM BEASLEY,COREY L. 
EMCS DONZE,FRANK R. 
MKCS LEWIS,PAUL X. 
FSCM SANDIFER,MARCUS L. 
BMC TITILAH,SCOTT D. 
ETC  BERRINGER, JAMES M. 
ETC MOLLER, BRIAN C. 
DCC PULATIE,MITCHELL T. 
MKC LAMBERT,DOUGLAS R. 
MSTC RIEG, MARK E. 
OSC HORNE, TIMOTHY M. 
SKC ETTINGER,PATRICK M. 
YNC STORY, CHRISTOPHER A. 
BM1 GLENZER,WILLIAM K. 
BM1 HUNNEYCUTT, GAINES B. 
BM2 MCCANN,GERALD P. 
BM2 DUNNING,LARA E. 
BM3 KIMMEL,PATRICK A. 
SNBM MCGUIRE,MATTHEW J. 
DC1 IMGARTEN,CHRISTOPHER S. 
DC2 REDD, DAVION A. 
DC3 HOWARD,DANIEL A. 
DC3 COLLUM,COURTNEY A. 
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EM1 CLINE, RICHARD E. 
EM1 PADILLA,ANDREW R. 
EM1 LADD,DONALD N. 
EM2 OLSON,JAMES K. 
EM2 IRWIN,PAUL J. 
EM3 LOGAN,CARLY L. 
ET1 SWANSON,SHAWN W. 
ET1 CLIMACOSA,MARK A. 
ET2 GAINEY,JEREMY H. 
ET2 HARBINSKY,MARK E. 
ET3 ADAMS,IVAN J. 
FS1 CARTER,JOHN B. 
FS1 CINTRON,HERNAN E. 
FS3 ALLEY,TYSIN O. 
FS3 GOMES,MELISSA J. 
FS3 YOUNG,ZACHARY J. 
IT1 DABE,JEFFREY M. 
IT1 URIBARRI, MIGUEL A. 
ME2 SICIAK II,ANTHONY E. 
ME3 POWELL,GREGORY S. 
ME3 ROY,EVAN A. 
MK1 MYERS,JON R. 
MK1 COOMBE,JEFFREY A. 
MK1 OSULLIVAN,BRANDON L. 
MK1 RUDIBAUGH,KENNETH D. 
MK2 JONES,JOASH E. 
MK2 MASON,BETTY A. 
MK3 GAVALDON,CAMILLE F 
MK3 BOGDANOFF, MICAH J. 
MST2 DICKS, OWEN T. 
MST2 JARRETT,DANIEL N. 
MST3 CHAIDEZ,MARSHAL C. 
MST3 PURSE,DANIEL C. 
SK1 MORGAN, MARK D. 
SK2 GRIFFIN,BOBBY R. 
FA MCCOSKEY,JEFFREY D. 
FN COATES,BRITTNEY D. 
FN MIOZZI,MICHAEL T. 
SN BURGESON,EVAN K. 
SN GRAY,DEIRDRE A. 
SN JOZWIK,JOHN A. 
SN STEWART,CHASE CJ. 
SN DOWD,ROBERT W. 
SA HILDEBRAND, BETHANY A. 
SA HELFRICH, FAITH M. 
D. ENLISTED PERSONNEL TDY  
EMC GOGUE, DANNY P. 
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DCC MCINNIS, MARC A. 
MKC SAURENMANN, CHARLES M. 
DC1 OROZCO, NICOLAS A. 
DC1 PAULINO, ROBERTO A. 
EM1 FINLEY, NATHAN A. 
EM1 LEO, VINCENT L. 
EM1 WORRELL, KENNETH W. 
EM3 CHICK, JARED M. 
EM3 TRUAX, MILES P. 
HS1 TAYLOR, ERIC D. 
IT1  BURNS, ERIC R. 
MK1 MURPHY, NICHOLAS S. 
MK2 SMITH, COREY N. 

MK2 
MARTINDELCAMPO, 
JULIOCESAR 

MK3 SIPLE, ZACHARY A. 
E. CIVILIANS  
 ARAGON, VICTOR 
 BOLMER, TOM 
 BURR, DAN 
 CHRISTENSON, JIM 
 DANIEL, TIM 
 HIGH, ANTHONY 
 KRINER, JAY 
 KURY, RUSSELL 
 MEEKINS, MATT 
 REED, CLIVE 
 ROBERTS, STEVE 
 WATTS, MATT 
 WILLIAMS, JOHN 
F. CADETS  
1/C BREDARIOL, GREGORY 
1/C CARPENTER, JENNA 
1/C CREMEANS, JESSE 
1/C ELDER, COURTNEY 
1/C HARWOOD, JULIE 
1/C JASKOT, JOHN 
1/C STARK, WILLIAM 
3/C ACCUMANNO, ALAINA 
3/C BOUCHER, CONRAD 
3/C CHRISTENSEN, RACHEL 
3/C COOPER, MICHAEL 
3/C ENGLE, BRANDI 
3/C FREEMAN, KELSEY 
3/C RAUCH, MICHAEL 
3/C RYCHTANEK, RACHEL 
3/C SELLA, EDWARD 
3/C SOWERS, LEIGH 
3/C TAYLOR, BRANDON 
3/C WARREN, THOMAS 
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Departing Honolulu, HI on 31 May  
 
A. OFFICER PERSONNEL ABOARD 
CAPT RALL, WILLIAM J. 
CDR REEVES, JOHN D. 
LCDR ST. PIERRE, ERIC R. 
LCDR PETRUSA, DOUGLAS C. 
LT APPLEBERRY, JASON K. 
LT GALVEZ, OSCAR R. 
LTJG SKAPIN, CHRIS S. (NOAA) 
LTJG DOLTON, PETER H. 
ENS CUSTER, NICHOLAS S. 
ENS SINKS, CHARLES A. 
ENS KEHRT, EMILY T.S. 
CWO3 LYONS, SEAN R. 
CWO2  PLACIDO, JONATHAN A. 
CWO2  JOHNSON, KENNETH L. 
B. OFFICER PERSONNEL TDY  
NONE  
C. ENLISTED PERSONNEL ABOARD 
BMCM RYAN,CARY O. 
ETCM LIPPMANN, MARCUS B. 
HSCM BEASLEY,COREY L. 
EMCS DONZE,FRANK R. 
MKCS LEWIS,PAUL X. 
FSCM SANDIFER,MARCUS L. 
BMC TITILAH,SCOTT D. 
ETC  BERRINGER, JAMES M. 
DCC PULATIE,MITCHELL T. 
MKC LAMBERT,DOUGLAS R. 
MSTC RIEG, MARK E. 
MSTC STEWART, KEIRAN M. 
OSC HORNE, TIMOTHY M. 
SKC ETTINGER,PATRICK M. 
YNC STORY, CHRISTOPHER A. 
BM1 GLENZER,WILLIAM K. 
BM1 HUNNEYCUTT, GAINES B. 
BM2 LOGAN, SCOTT A. 
BM2 MCCANN,GERALD P. 
BM2 MERTEN JR,JAMES T. 
BM3 KIMMEL,PATRICK A. 
SNBM MCGUIRE,MATTHEW J. 
DC3 HOWARD,DANIEL A. 
DC3 COLLUM,COURTNEY A. 
EM1 CLINE, RICHARD E. 
EM1 PADILLA,ANDREW R. 
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EM1 LADD,DONALD N. 
EM2 OLSON,JAMES K. 
EM2 IRWIN,PAUL J. 
EM3 LOGAN,CARLY L. 
ET1 CLIMACOSA,MARK A. 
ET2 GAINEY,JEREMY H. 
ET3 ADAMS,IVAN J. 
FS1 CARTER,JOHN B. 
FS1 CINTRON,HERNAN E. 
FS3 ALLEY,TYSIN O. 
FS3 GOMES,MELISSA J. 
FS3 YOUNG,ZACHARY J. 
IT1 DABE,JEFFREY M. 
IT1 URIBARRI, MIGUEL A. 
ME2 SICIAK II,ANTHONY E. 
ME3 POWELL,GREGORY S. 
ME3 ROY,EVAN A. 
MK1 MYERS,JON R. 
MK1 OSULLIVAN,BRANDON L. 
MK1 RUDIBAUGH,KENNETH D. 
MK2 JONES,JOASH E. 
MK2 MASON,BETTY A. 
MK3 GAVALDON,CAMILLE F 
MK3 BOGDANOFF, MICAH J. 
MST1 BRITTLE, HORACE L. 
MST2 DICKS, OWEN T. 
MST2 JARRETT,DANIEL N. 
MST3 CHAIDEZ,MARSHAL C. 
MST3 PURSE,DANIEL C. 
SK1 MORGAN, MARK D. 
SK2 GRIFFIN,BOBBY R. 
FA MCCOSKEY,JEFFREY D. 
FN COATES,BRITTNEY D. 
FN MIOZZI,MICHAEL T. 
SN BURGESON,EVAN K. 

SN GRAY,DEIRDRE A. 
SN JOZWIK,JOHN A. 
SN DOWD,ROBERT W. 
SA HILDEBRAND, BETHANY A. 
SA HELFRICH, FAITH M. 
D. ENLISTED PERSONNEL TDY  
HS1 TAYLOR, ERIC D. 
E. CIVILIANS  
 ARKO, BOB 
 BEAUDOIN, JONATHAN 
 BOLMER, TOM 
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 BRUMLEY, KELLY 
 CANFIELD, CASEY 
 CHAYES, DALE 
 FORCUCCI, DAVE 
 HARRIS, RYAN 
 HARTZ, STEVE 
 HASSILEV, DAVID 
 HOHING, CHUCK 
 HUMMON, JULES 
 PERRY, RICHARD 
 RICE, MARK 
 ROBERTS, STEVE 
F. CADETS  
1/C BREDARIOL, GREGORY 
1/C CARPENTER, JENNA 
1/C CREMEANS, JESSE 
1/C ELDER, COURTNEY 
1/C HARWOOD, JULIE 
1/C JASKOT, JOHN 
1/C STARK, WILLIAM 

 
Departing Dutch Harbor, AK on 15 June  
 
A. OFFICER PERSONNEL ABOARD 
CAPT RALL, WILLIAM J. 
CDR REEVES, JOHN D. 
LCDR  ST. PIERRE, ERIC R. 
LCDR KING, LAURA E. 
LT APPLEBERRY, JASON K. 
LT GALVEZ, OSCAR R. 
LTJG SKAPIN, CHRIS S. (NOAA) 
LTJG DOLTON, PETER H. 
ENS CUSTER, NICHOLAS S. 
ENS SINKS, CHARLES A. 
ENS KEHRT, EMILY T.S. 
ENS WESTON, LOIUS A. 
ENS STECKLE, EVAN J. 
ENS MCNAIR, HOLLY A. 
ENS HOHNSTADT, SARAH E. 
CWO3 LYONS, SEAN R. 
CWO3  PLACIDO, JONATHAN A. 
CWO2  JOHNSON, KENNETH L. 
B. OFFICER PERSONNEL TDY 
NONE  
C. ENLISTED PERSONNEL ABOARD 
ETCM LIPPMANN, MARCUS B. 
EMCS DONZE,FRANK R. 
FSCM SANDIFER,MARCUS L. 
HSCS APOLITO, BRIAN J. 
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MKCS LEWIS,PAUL X. 
BMC TITILAH,SCOTT D. 
DCC PULATIE,MITCHELL T. 
MKC LAMBERT,DOUGLAS R. 
MSTC STEWART, KEIRAN M. 
OSC HORNE, TIMOTHY M. 
SKC ETTINGER,PATRICK M. 
YNC STORY, CHRISTOPHER A. 
BM1 GLENZER,WILLIAM K. 
BM1 HUNEYCUTT, GAINES B. 
BM2 MCCANN,GERALD P. 
BM2 MERTEN JR,JAMES T. 
BM2 LOGAN, SCOTT A. 
BM3 KIMMEL,PATRICK A. 
SNBM MCGUIRE,MATTHEW J. 
DC1 IMGARTEN, CHRISTOPHER S. 
DC3 HOWARD,DANIEL A. 
DC3 COLLUM,COURTNEY A. 
EM1 CLINE, RICHARD E. 
EM1 PADILLA,ANDREW R. 
EM1 LADD,DONALD N. 
EM2 OLSON,JAMES K. 
EM2 IRWIN,PAUL J. 
EM3 LOGAN,CARLY L. 
ET1 CLIMACOSA,MARK A. 
ET2 GAINEY,JEREMY H. 
ET3 ADAMS,IVAN J. 
FS1 CARTER,JOHN B. 
FS1 CINTRON,HERNAN E. 
FS3 ALLEY,TYSIN O. 
FS3 GOMES,MELISSA J. 
FS3 YOUNG,ZACHARY J. 
IT1 DABE,JEFFREY M. 
IT1 URIBARRI, MIGUEL A. 
ME2 SICIAK II,ANTHONY E. 
ME3 POWELL,GREGORY S. 
ME3 ROY,EVAN A. 
MK1 MYERS,JON R. 
MK1 OSULLIVAN,BRANDON L. 
MK3 GAVALDON,CAMILLE F 
MK2 JONES,JOASH E. 
MK2 MASON,BETTY A. 
MK3 BOGDANOFF, MICAH J. 
MST1 BRITTLE, HORACE L. 
MST2 DICKS, OWEN T. 
MST2 JARRETT,DANIEL N. 
MST3 CHAIDEZ,MARSHAL C. 
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MST3 PURSE,DANIEL C. 
SK1 MORGAN, MARK D. 
SK2 GRIFFIN,BOBBY R. 
FA MCCOSKEY,JEFFREY D. 
FN COATES,BRITTNEY D. 
FN MIOZZI,MICHAEL T. 

SN BURGESON,EVAN K. 
SN GRAY,DEIRDRE A. 
SN JOZWIK,JOHN A. 
SN DOWD,ROBERT W. 
SA HILDEBRAND, BETHANY A. 
SA HELFRICH, FAITH M. 
D. ENLISTED PERSONNEL 
TDY  

MK2 
MARTINDELCAMPO, 
JULIOCESAR 

E. CIVILIANS  
 ARRIGO, KEVIN 
 BAHR, FRANK 
 BECK, SUSAN 
 BROWN, ZACHARY 
 CHAVES, JOAQUIN 
 CHAYES, DALE 
 DADIC, RUZICA 
 FICHOT, CEDRIC 
 FREY, KAREN 
 GARLEY, REBECCA 
 HASSILEV, DAVE 
 HILLER, SCOTT 
 HOOKER, STANFORD 
 HOPSON, BENNY 
 JEFFRIES, MARLENE 
 KINGSLAND, HALEY 
 KONG, MIKE 
 LANEY, SAMUEL 
 LIGHT, BONNIE 
 LOWRY, KATE 
 MATSUOKA, ATSUSHI 
 MILLER, MELISSA 
 MILLS, MATTHEW 
 MITCHELL, GREG B. 
 NAHAVANDI, PARISA 
 NEELEY, AIMEE 
 ORTEGA-RETUERTA, EVA 
 PAL, SHARMILA 
 PALMER, MOLLY 
 PEACOCK, EMILY 
 PEROVICH, DON 
 PICKART, BOB 
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 POLASHENSKI, CHRIS 
 QUINTERO, ALEJANDRO 
 REED, CLIVE 
 REYNOLDS, RICK 
 ROBERTS, STEVE 
 SCHIEBER, BRIAN 
 SEEGERS, BRIAN 
 SHAKE, KRISTEN 
 STRAMSKI, DARIUSZ 
 SWIFT, JAMES 
 TATARKIEWICZ, KUBA 
 TRUSEL, LUKE 
 VAN DIJKEN, GERT 
 WATANABE, SHOHEI 
 WEISS, ELLIOT 
 WOOD, CHRISTIE 
 YOUNG, KAREN 
F. CADETS  
1/C BREDARIOL, GREGORY 
1/C CREMEANS, JESSE 
1/C ELDER, COURTNEY 
1/C JASKOT, JOHN 
1/C STARK, WILLIAM 

 
A personnel transfer was conducted at Barrow on 28 June.  Karen Young and 
Clive Reed disembarked, and Kathryn Hansen embarked.  All other personnel 
embarked remained unchanged. 
 
Departing Seward, AK on 28 July 
 
A. OFFICER PERSONNEL ABOARD 
CAPT RALL, WILLIAM J. 
CDR REEVES, JOHN D. 
LCDR ST. PIERRE, ERIC R. 
LCDR KING, LAURA E. 
LT  APPLEBERRY, JASON K. 
LT CRISS, CHARLENE R 
LT DRZEWIECKI, JEFFERY A. 
LTJG SKAPIN, CHRIS S. (NOAA) 
ENS CUSTER, NICHOLAS S. 
ENS SINKS, CHARLES A. 
ENS KEHRT, EMILY T.S. 
ENS WESTON, LOIUS A. 
ENS STECKLE, EVAN J. 
ENS MCNAIR, HOLLY A. 
ENS HOHNSTADT, SARAH E. 
CWO3 LYONS, SEAN R. 
CWO3  PLACIDO, JONATHAN A. 
CWO2  JOHNSON, KENNETH L. 
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B. OFFICER PERSONNEL TDY 
CDR JONES, KEVIN R  
C. ENLISTED PERSONNEL ABOARD 
BMCM RYAN, CARY O. 
ETCM LIPPMANN, MARCUS B. 
EMCS DONZE,FRANK R. 
FSCM SANDIFER, MARCUS L. 
FSCS GILBERT, PAMELA C. 
HSCS APOLITO, BRIAN J. 
MKCS LEWIS,PAUL X. 
BMC TITILAH,SCOTT D. 
DCC PULATIE,MITCHELL T. 
ETC MOLLER, BRIAN C. 
MKC LAMBERT,DOUGLAS R. 
MSTC STEWART, KEIRAN M. 
OSC HORNE, TIMOTHY M. 
SKC ETTINGER,PATRICK M. 
YNC STORY, CHRISTOPHER A. 
BM1 CADDELL, GREGORY D. 
BM1 GLENZER,WILLIAM K. 
BM1 HUNEYCUTT, GAINES B. 
BM2 HIRTZEL, JERRY E. 
BM2 LOGAN, SCOTT A. 
BM2 MCCANN,GERALD P. 
BM3 KIMMEL,PATRICK A. 
DC2 MANDRIE, MONTARNO A. 
DC3 HOWARD,DANIEL A. 
EM1 CLINE, RICHARD E. 
EM1 PADILLA,ANDREW R. 
EM1 LADD,DONALD N. 
EM2 OLSON,JAMES K. 
EM2 IRWIN,PAUL J. 
EM3 LOGAN,CARLY L. 
ET1 CLIMACOSA,MARK A. 
ET2 GAINEY,JEREMY H. 
ET3 ADAMS,IVAN J. 
FS2 BONDURANT, DOMINIQUE L. 
FS3 ALLEY,TYSIN O. 
FS3 GOMES,MELISSA J. 
FS3 YOUNG,ZACHARY J. 
IT1 URIBARRI, MIGUEL A. 
ME2 SICIAK II,ANTHONY E. 
ME3 POWELL,GREGORY S. 
ME3 ROY,EVAN A. 
MK1 MYERS,JON R. 
MK1 OSULLIVAN,BRANDON L. 
MK2 JONES,JOASH E. 
MK2 MASON,BETTY A. 
MK2 SCHUMACHER, CHRISTOPHER A. 
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MK3 BOGDANOFF, MICAH J. 
MK3 GAVALDON,CAMILLE F 
MST1 BRITTLE, HORACE L. 
MST2 DICKS, OWEN T. 
MST2 JARRETT,DANIEL N. 
MST3 CHAIDEZ,MARSHAL C. 
MST3 PURSE,DANIEL C. 
SK1 MORGAN, MARK D. 
SK2 GRIFFIN,BOBBY R. 
FA MCCOSKEY,JEFFREY D. 
FN COATES,BRITTNEY D. 
FN MIOZZI,MICHAEL T. 
SN BURGESON,EVAN K. 
SN GRAY,DEIRDRE A. 
SN JOZWIK,JOHN A. 
SN DOWD,ROBERT W. 
SA HILDEBRAND, BETHANY A. 
SA HELFRICH, FAITH M. 
D. ENLISTED PERSONNEL TDY 
ET1 SHIELDS, CULLEN G.  
ET1 SWANSON, SHAWN W. 
OS1 COKER, TREVOR B. 
ET2 DAVIS, BOBBY L. 
DC3 YOSTING, MATTHEW R. 
ET3 VALDIVIA, ALEXANDRO N. 
E. CIVILIANS  
 BOLMER, TOM 
 CHAYES, DANA 
 CHAYES, DALE 
 DANIELS, TIM 
 DOMINGUEZ, JEAN 
 HARRIS, RYAN 
 GOODRICH, HOMER 
 GRAHAM, DONNY 
 JONES, WILLIAM 
 KASTENS, KIM 
 OLIVER, PETER 
 PERRY, RICHARD 
 REISS, ROBERT 
 ROBERTS, STEVE 
 ST. AMAND, JAMES 

 
 
ENS Emily Kehrt and MK2 Betty Mason were medevaced off of the ship on 31 
August.  All other personnel embarked remained unchanged. 
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Following personnel transfer at Barrow, AK on 7 September 
 
A. OFFICER PERSONNEL ABOARD   
CAPT RALL, WILLIAM J. 
CDR REEVES, JOHN D. 
LCDR   ST. PIERRE, ERIC R. 
LCDR KING, LAURA E. 
LT CRISS, CHARLENE R 
LT  DRZEWIECKI, JEFFERY A. 
LTJG SKAPIN, CHRIS S. (NOAA) 
ENS CUSTER, NICHOLAS S. 
ENS SINKS, CHARLES A. 
ENS WESTON, AVERY L. 
ENS STECKLE, EVAN J. 
ENS MCNAIR, HOLLY A. 
ENS HOHNSTADT, SARAH E. 
CWO3 LYONS, SEAN R. 
CWO3  PLACIDO, JONATHAN A. 
CWO2  JOHNSON, KENNETH L. 
B. OFFICER PERSONNEL TDY   
LT GLAZEWSKI, MATTHEW (NOAA) 
ENS JOHNSON, SVEN M. 
ENS JOHNSTON, ROBERT Y. 
C. ENLISTED PERSONNEL ABOARD   
BMCM RYAN, CARY O. 
ETCM LIPPMANN, MARCUS B. 
EMCS DONZE,FRANK R. 
FSCS   GILBERT, PAMELA C. 
HSCS APOLITO, BRIAN J. 
MKCS LEWIS,PAUL X. 
BMC TITILAH,SCOTT D. 
DCC PULATIE,MITCHELL T. 
ETC  MOLLER, BRIAN C. 
MKC LAMBERT,DOUGLAS R. 
OSC HORNE, TIMOTHY M. 
YNC STORY, CHRISTOPHER A. 
BM1  CADDELL, GREGORY D. 
BM1 HUNEYCUTT, GAINES B. 
BM2  HIRTZEL, JERRY E. 
BM2 LOGAN, SCOTT A. 
BM2 MCCANN,GERALD P. 
BM3 KIMMEL,PATRICK A. 
DC2 HOWARD,DANIEL A. 
DC2  MANDRIE, MONTARNO A. 
EM1 CLINE, RICHARD E. 
EM1 PADILLA,ANDREW R. 
EM1 LADD,DONALD N. 
EM2 OLSON,JAMES K. 
EM2 IRWIN,PAUL J. 
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EM3 LOGAN, CARLY L. 
ET1 CLIMACOSA,MARK A. 
ET2 COBB, MACON R. 
ET2 GAINEY,JEREMY H. 
ET3 ADAMS,IVAN J. 
FS1 CARTER II, JOHN B. 
FS2  BONDURANT, DOMINIQUE L. 
FS3 ALLEY,TYSIN O. 
FS3 GOMES,MELISSA J. 
FS3 YOUNG,ZACHARY J. 
IT1 URIBARRI, MIGUEL A. 
ME2 SICIAK II,ANTHONY E. 
ME2 POWELL,GREGORY S. 
ME3 ROY,EVAN A. 
MK1 MALLOY, COREY R. 
MK1 MYERS,JON R. 
MK1 OSULLIVAN,BRANDON L. 
MK2 GAVALDON,CAMILLE F. 
MK2 JONES,JOASH E. 
MK2  SCHUMACHER, CHRISTOPHER A. 
MK3 BOGDANOFF, MICAH J. 
MK3     OSBURN, SAMUEL B. 
MST1 BRITTLE, HORACE L. 
MST2 DICKS, OWEN T. 
MST2 JARRETT,DANIEL N. 
MST3 CHAIDEZ,MARSHAL C. 
MST3 PURSE,DANIEL C. 
SK1 GRIFFIN,BOBBY R. 
SK1 MORGAN, MARK D. 
FN COATES,BRITTNEY D. 
FN DRESCHER, ADELYNN N. 
FN MCCOSKEY,JEFFREY D. 
FN WATKINS, RYAN M. 
SN BURGESON,EVAN K. 
SN DOWD,ROBERT W. 
SN GRAY,DEIRDRE A. 
SN JOZWIK,JOHN A. 
SN SEELY, MATTHEW T. 
SA HILDEBRAND, BETHANY A. 
SA HELFRICH, FAITH M. 
D. ENLISTED PERSONNEL TDY   
DC3  YOSTING, MATTHEW R. 
IT1 BURNS, ERIC R. 
E. CIVILIANS    
 BAHR, FRANK 
 BIDDLE, MATTHEW 
 BOLMER,TOM 
 BROWN, ZACH 
 CHAYES, DALE 
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 CROSS, JESSICA 
 FLETCHER, RACHEL 
 HARDEN, BEN 
 HILLER, SCOTT 
 HOOVER, BRIAN 
 JONES, JOSHUA 
 KEMP, JOHN 
 KEOUGHAN, PAT 
 LEECH, DAVID 
 MCNEIL, CRAIG 
 MONACCI, NATALIE 
 MURPHY, DALLAS 
 NIEUKIRK, SHARON 
 PICKART, BOB 
 REXFORD, ELIZABETH 
 ROBERTS, STEVE 
 SCHULZE, LENA 
 SHROYER, EMILY  
 VON APPEN, WILKEN 
 WEBSTER, MILINDA 
 
Departing Dutch Harbor, AK on 29 September 
 
A. OFFICER PERSONNEL ABOARD 
CAPT RALL, WILLIAM J. 
CDR REEVES, JOHN D. 
LCDR  ST. PIERRE, ERIC R. 
LCDR KING, LAURA E. 
LT CRISS, CHARLENE R 
LT  DRZEWIECKI, JEFFERY A. 
LTJG SKAPIN, CHRIS S. (NOAA) 
ENS CUSTER, NICHOLAS S. 
ENS SINKS, CHARLES A. 
ENS WESTON, AVERY L. 
ENS STECKLE, EVAN J. 
ENS MCNAIR, HOLLY A. 
ENS HOHNSTADT, SARAH E. 
CWO3 LYONS, SEAN R. 
CWO3  PLACIDO, JONATHAN A. 
CWO2  JOHNSON, KENNETH L. 
B. OFFICER PERSONNEL TDY  
CDR KAKER, KYLE F. (USN) 
C. ENLISTED PERSONNEL ABOARD 
BMCM RYAN, CARY O. 
ETCM LIPPMANN, MARCUS B. 
EMCS DONZE,FRANK R. 
FSCS  GILBERT, PAMELA C.  
HSCS APOLITO, BRIAN J. 
MKCS LEWIS,PAUL X. 
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BMC TITILAH,SCOTT D. 
DCC PULATIE,MITCHELL T. 
ETC  MOLLER, BRIAN C. 
MKC LAMBERT,DOUGLAS R. 
OSC HORNE, TIMOTHY M. 
YNC STORY, CHRISTOPHER A. 
BM1  CADDELL, GREGORY D. 
BM1 HUNEYCUTT, GAINES B. 
BM2  HIRTZEL, JERRY E. 
BM2 LOGAN, SCOTT A. 
BM2 MCCANN,GERALD P. 
BM3 KIMMEL,PATRICK A. 
DC2 HOWARD,DANIEL A. 
DC2  MANDRIE, MONTARNO A. 
EM1 CLINE, RICHARD E. 
EM1 PADILLA,ANDREW R. 
EM1 LADD,DONALD N. 
EM2 OLSON,JAMES K. 
EM2 IRWIN,PAUL J. 
EM3 LOGAN, CARLY L. 
ET1 CLIMACOSA,MARK A. 
ET2 COBB, MACON R. 
ET2 GAINEY,JEREMY H. 
ET3 ADAMS,IVAN J. 
FS1 CARTER II, JOHN B. 
FS2  BONDURANT, DOMINIQUE L. 
FS3 ALLEY,TYSIN O. 
FS3 GOMES,MELISSA J. 
FS3 YOUNG,ZACHARY J. 
IT1 BINGHAM, JOANN M.  
IT1 URIBARRI, MIGUEL A. 
ME2 SICIAK II,ANTHONY E. 
ME2 POWELL,GREGORY S. 
ME3 ROY,EVAN A. 
MK1 MALLOY, COREY R. 
MK1 MYERS,JON R. 
MK1 OSULLIVAN,BRANDON L. 
MK2 GAVALDON,CAMILLE F. 
MK2 JONES,JOASH E. 

MK2  
SCHUMACHER, CHRISTOPHER 
A. 

MK3 BOGDANOFF, MICAH J. 
MK3     OSBURN, SAMUEL B. 
MST1 BRITTLE, HORACE L. 
MST2 JARRETT,DANIEL N. 
MST3 CHAIDEZ,MARSHAL C. 
MST3 PURSE,DANIEL C. 
SK1 GRIFFIN,BOBBY R. 
SK1 MORGAN, MARK D. 
FN COATES,BRITTNEY D. 
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FN DRESCHER, ADELYNN N. 
FN MCCOSKEY,JEFFREY D. 
FN WATKINS, RYAN M. 
SN BURGESON,EVAN K. 
SN DOWD,ROBERT W. 
SN GRAY,DEIRDRE A. 
SN JOZWIK,JOHN A. 
SN SEELY, MATTHEW T. 
SA HILDEBRAND, BETHANY A. 
SA HELFRICH, FAITH M. 
D. ENLISTED PERSONNEL 
TDY  
DC3  YOSTING, MATTHEW R. 
MKC WOOLSEY, BENJAMIN A.  
MK1 MURPHY, NICHOLAS S. 
MK2 SMITH, COREY N. 
IT1 BURNS, ERIC R. 

 
ENS Kehrt returned to HEALY in Kodiak, AK.  All other members embarked 
remained the same. 
 
Departing Juneau, AK on 9 October 
 
1. HEALY SAILING LIST FOR 09 OCTOBER 2010 
A. OFFICER PERSONNEL ABOARD 
CAPT RALL, WILLIAM J. 
CDR REEVES, JOHN D. 
LCDR  ST. PIERRE, ERIC R. 
LCDR KING, LAURA E. 
LT CRISS, CHARLENE R 
LT  DRZEWIECKI, JEFFERY A. 
LTJG SKAPIN, CHRIS S. (NOAA) 
ENS CUSTER, NICHOLAS S. 
ENS KEHRT, EMILY T.S.  
ENS SINKS, CHARLES A. 
ENS WESTON, AVERY L. 
ENS STECKLE, EVAN J. 
ENS MCNAIR, HOLLY A. 
ENS HOHNSTADT, SARAH E. 
CWO3 LYONS, SEAN R. 
CWO2  JOHNSON, KENNETH L. 
B. ENLISTED PERSONNEL ABOARD 
BMCM RYAN, CARY O. 
ETCM LIPPMANN, MARCUS B. 
EMCS DONZE,FRANK R. 
FSCS   GILBERT, PAMELA C. 
HSCS APOLITO, BRIAN J. 
MKCS LEWIS,PAUL X. 
BMC TITILAH,SCOTT D. 
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DCC PULATIE,MITCHELL T. 
ETC  MOLLER, BRIAN C. 
MKC LAMBERT,DOUGLAS R. 
OSC HORNE, TIMOTHY M. 
YNC STORY, CHRISTOPHER A. 
BM2 LOGAN, SCOTT A. 
BM2 MCCANN,GERALD P. 
DC2 HOWARD,DANIEL A. 
DC2  MANDRIE, MONTARNO A. 
EM1 CLINE, RICHARD E. 
EM1 PADILLA,ANDREW R. 
EM1 LADD,DONALD N. 
EM2 OLSON,JAMES K. 
EM2 IRWIN,PAUL J. 
EM3 LOGAN, CARLY L. 
ET1 CLIMACOSA,MARK A. 
ET2 COBB, MACON R. 
ET2 GAINEY,JEREMY H. 
ET3 ADAMS,IVAN J. 
FS1 CARTER II, JOHN B. 
FS2  BONDURANT, DOMINIQUE L. 
FS3 ALLEY,TYSIN O. 
FS3 GOMES,MELISSA J. 
FS3 YOUNG,ZACHARY J. 
IT1 BINGHAM, JOANN M.  
IT1 URIBARRI, MIGUEL A. 
ME2 SICIAK II,ANTHONY E. 
ME2 POWELL,GREGORY S. 
ME3 ROY,EVAN A. 
MK1 MALLOY, COREY R. 
MK1 MYERS,JON R. 
MK1 OSULLIVAN,BRANDON L. 
MK2 GAVALDON,CAMILLE F. 
MK2 JONES,JOASH E. 

MK2  
SCHUMACHER, CHRISTOPHER 
A. 

MK3 BOGDANOFF, MICAH J. 
MK3    OSBURN, SAMUEL B. 
MST2  DICKS, OWEN T.  
MST2 JARRETT,DANIEL N. 
MST3 CHAIDEZ,MARSHAL C. 
MST3 PURSE,DANIEL C. 
SK1 GRIFFIN,BOBBY R. 
SK1 MORGAN, MARK D. 
FN COATES,BRITTNEY D. 
FN DRESCHER, ADELYNN N. 
FN MCCOSKEY,JEFFREY D. 
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FN WATKINS, RYAN M. 
SN BURGESON,EVAN K. 
SN DOWD,ROBERT W. 
SN GRAY,DEIRDRE A. 
SN JOZWIK,JOHN A. 
SN SEELY, MATTHEW T. 

SA HILDEBRAND, BETHANY A. 
SA HELFRICH, FAITH M. 
C. ENLISTED PERSONNEL 
TDY  
DC3  YOSTING, MATTHEW R. 
IT1 BURNS, ERIC R. 
IT1 WHITTY, ALEXANDER J.  
D. CIVILIANS  
 ALLEY, MIKE 
 ASSADI, SHIRIN 
 BURGESON, DAYNA 
 BURGESON, ROBERT 
 CEPLINA, JUSTIN 
 DRZEWIECKI, PHOEBE 
 DRZEWIECKI, TRACY 
 EGLIAN, CHRIS 
 ELTRINGHAM, EDNA 
 ELTRINGHAM, SKIP 
 FONG, CREIGHTON  
 FRASER, DIANE 
 GRAHAM, DONNY 
 HARRELL-DONZE, BRIDGIT 
 HELFRICH, KENNETH 
 HELFRICH, MARTI 
 HELFRICH, SARA 
 HILDEBRAND, GLENDA 
 HILDEBRAND, TOM 
 HOHNSTADT, DANIEL 
 HORNE, KATE 
 JONES, TRESHAN 
 KAYE, SARAH 
 KEHRT, ALLAN  
 KEHRT, MICHAELE 
 LITTLEFIELD, BEN 
 LITTLEFIELD, KIETH 
 LITTLEFIELD, MOLLY 
 LITTLEFIELD, SAM 
 MCNAIR, DAISY 
 MEEK, SALLIE 
 MORGAN, DENNIS 
 OATES, LISA 
 OSBURN, ANETTE  
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 OSBURN, KURT 
 PADILLA, GILBERT 
 PADILLA, JEFFREY 
 PETERSEN-WALKER, LEE ANNE 
 PULATIE, MITZI 
 PULATIE, TOMMY 
 RALL, ROBLYNN  
 RALL, THOMAS  
 RAY, PATSY 
 ROBERTS, STEVE 
 SINKS, AIMEE 
 SINKS, PEGGY 
 SKAPIN, LARRY  
 ST. PIERRE, NORETTE 
 SUTTON, TROY 
 UCHYTIL, CARL J 
 UCHYTIL, CARL PATRICK 
 UCHYTIL, CLAIRE  
 UCHYTIL, MARIA  
 UHL, CHERYL  
 WALRATH, KATE 
 WESTON, LAURA 
 WESTON, NATHAN 
 WHITE, JACLYN 
 YOUNG, ROBERT III 
 YOUNG, ROBERT JR. 
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APPENDIX (1): HEALY SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX (2): GRAPHICAL SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX (3): CONOPS/OPORDS/DEPSUMS  
[FOUO Documents available upon request] 
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APPENDIX (4):  SHAKEDOWN SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX (5): HELO STAN REPORT 
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APPENDIX (6): PROCLAMATION OF WELCOME AND APPRECIATION 
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APPENDIX (7):  WAIVER TO OPERATE WITH UNFAMILIAR HELICOPTERS 
P 281429Z JUN 10 FM COMDT COGARD WASHINGTON DC//CG-
711// 
TO COMPACAREA COGARD ALAMEDA CA//PAC-3/PAC-35//  
USCGC HEALY  
INFO CCGDSEVENTEEN JUNEAU AK//DR/DRM/DRE//  
COGARD AIRSTA KODIAK AK COGARD ATC MOBILE AL//SHIP-
HELO//  
COMDT COGARD WASHINGTON DC//CG-751/CG-1131//  
NSF POLAR WASHINGTON DC//JJJ//  
BT  
UNCLAS //N03710//  
SUBJ: WAIVER TO OPERATE WITH UNFAMILIAR HELICOPTERS  
A. USCGC HEALY 170126Z JUN 10  
B. COMPACAREA 251914Z JUN 10  
1. THE REQUEST TO CONDUCT FLIGHT OPERATIONS WITH A 
BELL 206 JET RANGER, BELL 206 L3 LONG RANGER, AND BO-
105 IN REF A AND ENDORSED IN REF B IS APPROVED. THIS 
WAIVER EXPIRES AT THE COMPLETION OF HEALY?S CURRENT 
DEPLOYMENT OOA 30 SEP 10.  
2. SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS OF THE BELL 206 JET RANGER, 
BELL 206 L3 LONG RANGER, AND BO-105 SHALL BE 
CONDUCTED WITHIN THE GUIDELINES OF REF C. THE 
FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL LIMITS SHALL BE OBSERVED WHEN 
OPERATING TO OR FROM USCGC HEALY OR DURING FLIGHTS 
WITH USCG PASSENGERS:  
A. MINIMUM CEILING OF 500 FEET.  
B. MINIMUM VISIBILITY OF 2 NAUTICAL MILES.  
C. DAY ONLY.  
D. UNDERWAY OPS: GENERAL SHIP MOTION LIMITS CONTAINED 
IN REF C (APPENDIX B, FIG B-1) SHALL BE OBSERVED 
DURING ALL UNDERWAY OPERATIONS. MAXIMUM LIMITS WITH 
AN OPTIMAL RELATIVE WIND ARE TWO (2) DEGREES PITCH, 
AND FOUR (4) DEGREES ROLL, AND 25 KNOTS OF WIND.  
E. HOVE-TO OPS: THE WIND LIMITS FOR ATHWARTSHIP 
LAUNCH AND RECOVERY WHEN HOVE-TO IN THE ICE IS 
EXTENDED TO 30 KTS OF WIND FOR COMMERCIAL HELO OPS.  
F. SINGLE HELICOPTER OPERATIONS TO REMOTE AREAS 
INACCESSIBLE TO THE SHIP WHERE THE SHIP IS THE ONLY 
SAR RESOURCE AVAILABLE ARE PROHIBITED.  
3. THOROUGH AIRCRAFT FAMILIARIZATION TRAINING SHALL 
BE COMPLETED FOR ALL ASSIGNED FLICON PERSONNEL PRIOR 
TO COMMENCING FLIGHT OPERATIONS. COAST GUARD 
PERSONNEL SHALL RECEIVE A THOROUGH SAFETY BRIEFING 
PRIOR TO PASSENGER FLIGHT ABOARD CONTRACT AIRCRAFT.  
4. COMDT (CG-711) POC IS LCDR RICHARD BATES, SHIP-
HELO PLATFORM MANAGER AT 202-372-2210.  
BT 
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